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Of vital interest to the wood using companies of

10

British Columbia are the hearings now _ being
conducted by the “Royal Commission of Enquiry
into the Eorest Resources of British Columbia.’
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All in the Family

Under the direction of Chief Justice Gordon Sloan.
one of Canadas outstanding jurists, this committee
has been in session for the past two months.
All the leading pulp and paper. logging and saw-

milling companies have submitted briefs, which

include recommendations for improvement and some
criticism of present government forest policies.
The question of the granting and disposition of
Forest Management Licences by the government was
a dominating factor 1n all the recommendations made
by companies.

The Brief submitted by Powell River (briefly

outlined in this issue) has been termed “‘an honorable

and statesmanlike document. [he imaginative
proposal of a new partnership in Management

Licences between Government and Industry was
widely hailed by the press: and its provisions for
protection of the small and independent logger won
wide special support.

Basically, Powell River, as a pioneer and

responsible manufacturer of newsprint, asked that the

government, representing the people of British

Columbia, and industry, contributing experience and
skills, join hands to protect, utilize and conserve the
provinces richest heritage-—our forest lands.
With the tremendous growth in the past decade
of the wood using industries of British Columbia, a

review of the regulations and system of Forest
Management Licences was clearly necessary, and the

public as well as the industry will be awaiting the
recommendations of Chief Justice Sloan——recommen-

dations which will have a vital bearing on the future
of Powell River Company and its associates in the
forest products industries.

the Cover Picture
The rugged beauty of the British Columbia
coast near Bute Inlet shows through above a
cloud layer.

The late ]. H. Lawson

James H. Lawson Passes On
of Powell River Company and one of our oldest

Directors, executives and employees of the
company will feel, in the passing of the ‘Judge,’
the loss of a close friend and advisor. As head of

the age of 80 years.

offices are in the same building as those of the

N Saturday, December 3, James H. Lawson,
Q.C., a pioneer of British Columbia, a director

friends and advisors, passed away in Vancouver at

the firm Lawson, Lundell, Lawson %§ McIntosh, his

"The Judge,’’ as he was known to all his old
friends, was an outstanding figure in the legal
fraternity of British Columbia, and for over forty

company, and his advice and long experience were
always available at a moment's notice. He was an
authority on the early history of the province, and
he possessed a rare fund of anecdotes and reminis-

years, has been identified with the pulp and paper
industry and particularly with Powell River.
He was legal advisor when the incorporation
a

_ papers for Powell River Company were drawn up in

1910. He was the friend and confidant of the
pioneers of our company, Dr. Brooks and M.. J.
Scanlon, and their sons and grandsons in turn.
Since 1931 the “‘Judge’’ had been secretary and a
director of Powell River Company.
During his long service with the company, he
has been instrumental in helping to shape, institute
and guide policies. He has been more than a legal
solicitor. In practically all spheres of the company's
activities from labor to marketing, his advice and
experience have helped solve many problems.

cences to intrigue his friends and fascinate his visitors.

Born in the capital city, Victoria, he first

practiced law in 1897, and in 1910 he came to

Vancouver to establish a branch of the firm, Bodwell
and lawson. A leading expert on company law and
mining law, his firm became one of the best known
in British Columbia, and Mr. Lawson was associated

with many industrial concerns in the province.

‘Today his son David carries on the Lawson name
in the firm.

In the death of James H. Lawson British
Columbia has lost an outstanding lawyer, and the
Powell River Company an old and true friend.
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The country's largest sports crowd watched Vancouvers Grey Cup Game.
M. J. Foley, President of Powell River Company.

Canadas Grey Cup
N Saturday, November 26, Vancouver, for the
second time in fifteen months, was the focal

point of one of the nations greatest and most
colorful sport spectacles.
A year ago the British Empire Games, climaxed

by the ‘Miracle Mile.” attracted world-wide attrac-

And last November nearly 40,000 spectators
crowded every inch of standing and sitting space in
Empire Stadium to witness Canadas famous annual
football classic, the Grey Cup final.
t10)N.

That the Edmonton Eskimos, lead by Jackie
Parker and the brilliant young Canadian Chinese,
Normie Kwong, defeated the favorite Montrea!
Alouettes 1s incidental.

The game itself has been

Spectacular parade preceded the game.
SE ae Oe

televised, broadcast and featured on the sport pages
of continental newspapers. It was undoubtedly onez
of the fastest and most exciting Grey Cup games in
history.

‘The annual Grey Cup battle has no parallel in
the United States, where there 1s only one professional!
league and where college teams play only in their own
conference.

In Canadian professional football there are two
leagues, a Western L)ivision, cons:sting of five teams—

and the Eastern Conference, the “Big Four.”
The Grey Cup brings together the leaders of
these two divisions in the playoff; and the winners
are undisputed champions of Canada.
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Fxuberant prairie fans on arrival.

‘The chief differences between the Canadian and
United States games are the three Canadian downs
against four in the United States, the “no interference
ten yards beyond the line of scrimmage rule, and the
“Rouge.” The latter allows one point if a player 1s
downed behind his goal line by an opponent. In

addition—and this helps to greatly speed up the
game—there are no time outs in Canadian football

AI

feature of American football that, in Canadian eyes,
greatly slows up the game.

The Grey Cup was a Canada-on-parade day.
Thousands of fans from every part of the nation
streamed to the coast in special trains, planes and
Cars.
The big Grey Cup parade through Vancouver.
headed by “Miss Grey Cup,’ was something to be
remembered, and the exuberance of Calgary and
Edmonton fans in their ten gallon hats and special
crests made for one of the wildest week-ends Vancouver has ever seen.

Ihe Grey Cup is a national event, participated
in by all of Canada, and at the Vancouver game
citizens from the British Columbia border to the
Atlantic Coast were on hand.

‘The final score? ‘The West, of course! Edmonton

34, Montreal Alouettes 19!

On the Friday night preceding the big game, a
huge Grey Cup Dinner was held in the Vancouver
Hotel, at which M. J. Foley introduced the guest
speaker, Coach Frank Leahy, of Notre Dame.

Festival
Exciting plays had spectators in an uproar throughout
the game. inset: Sensational distance swimmer Marilyn
Bell chats with seriously injured Ontario footballer flown
out to watch the epic.
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Edmonton’s Barbara Beddome reigned as Miss Grey Cup of [955°

iS a unique sports spectacle

looks to an even
greater expansion
during 1956
RITISH COLUMBIA—already Canada's Cinderella province—-seems solidly set to continue
its steam roller progress in 1956.

A whopping $2,000,000,000 will be spent in
B.C. by private industry and government-backed
projects this year in what may well be a record-

Vancouver's future skyline—from bush to this in a generation.

breaking expansion program.

The projects run the gamut of manufacturing

plants, pulp mills, wheat pools, pipe lines, oil
refineries, power lines, railways, highways, bridges.

hotels, business and apartment blocks, houses, oil and
mineral developments.

To British Columbia families they mean new

homes, more jobs, better payrolls.

Cjreater utilization

of the provinces vast natural resources, new and

improved utilities, the opening up of wilderness areas

and the creation of new communities all point to
fuller employment and greater prosperity for everyone concerned.

Private enterprise is putting up most of the
money with the magnet of abundant natural

resources, cheap power, availability of skilled labor,
and growing markets, drawing capital from eastern
Canada, the United States, Britain, Germany and
other sources.

British Columbia's pulp and paper industry,

which spent more than $140,000,000 in expansion
and modernization during the past five years, will
invest large sums to expand its present facilities. {t
will be in good company.
‘There's Frobisher - Ventures giant metallurgic

industry calling for an initial expenditure of
$50,000,000.

An ultimate expenditure of as much

as $/00,000,000 has been mentioned for this
tremendous undertaking in northern B.C., providing
government co-operation is obtained.
Also north of Powell River, expenditures on the
spectacular _Kemano and Kitimat development are
being pushed toward a total of $320,000,000 by the
Aluminum Company of Canada.

Construction of a $142,000,000 natural gas
pipeline from the Peace River is being rushed by
Westcoast | ransmission. ‘The coming of gas will

mean a minimum additional expenditure’ of

$135,000,000 on ancillary facilities such as distr1-

bution lines. The cheap fuel should undoubtedly
attract new secondary industries and possibly entice
steel mills and chemical plants.

Ultimately a quarter billion dollar asset, the
Annacis [sland industrial estate near New West-

minster 1s showing steady progress.
So are the housing developments on Vancouver s

North Shore and the adjacent municipalities of

Burnaby and Richmond. In Vancouver's West End
alone twenty new apartment blocks are being built or
planned at the present time.
On the government and public utilities side, the
B.C. Electric Company will spend $75,000,000 on
its burgeoning facilities, while the provincial govern-

ment is staking $60,000,000 on extension of the
Additional millions
will build several bridges across the vital Fraser

Pacific Great Eastern Railway.

River; and the Second Narrows separating Vancouver

from North Vancouver. The latter span alone will
cost $16,000,000. The scenic Vancouver-Squamish
highway is another multi-million dollar project now
underway.

Among North Vancouver's 1956 plums are an

$11,000,000 electro-chemical plant and a $7,000,000

distillery.

A $10,000,000 post office building is already
pushing upward; the $7,000,000 Burrard office
building; the $6,500,000 B.C. Electric office building; a $2,750,000 civic auditorium: a $5,000,00G

shopping centre; hotels, apartments, homes, and even
a $6,500,000 general hospital expansion reflect some

of the growth of Vancouver proper.

And with all this comes the most heartening note
of all, from authoritative engineers and economists.

~ This is only the beginning. British Columbia's

expansion in the next decade will surpass anything
we ve seen!’
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The Phenomenal Growth of

GARDEN Groves,
Case History of a
California Weekly
OWHERE else in America has such phenomenal

growth occurred as in Southern California,

mecca for millions of U.S. citizens who have created
a continuing west coast migration since the end of

World War Li.
The full impact of this great westward trek has
finally caught up with the community of Garden
Grove and the newspaper which serves it, the Garden
Grove News.. The opportunity which was presented
found able takers of the challenge.

Garden Grove is a bustling residential com-

munity of 41,000 people located 35 mules south of
Los Angeles in Orange County, an area which more

and more is booming as city dwellers from Long
Beach on the west and the huge metropolis of Los

Angeles on the north west seek a ‘quiet place in the

country’ where they can enjoy the golden climate
and still be within commuting distances of their jobs.
Freeway development in the area has accelerated this

growth in Orange County.
When Don Cromie, publisher of the Vancouver

Sun, staged an intensive search of the southland for
a newspaper which contained the promise of the area,
he settled on the Garden Grove News, published by
J. Frank Knebel in crowded quarters in the heart of
the town.
Cromie bought the paper, but Knebel stayed as
publisher. With the assistance of Angus TJierney,
formerly of the Sun, they have steered the News into
Record size papers were turned out by this 32-page Goss press for
The News. One regular edition hit 72 pages.
PENI OSES GESTS EY

one
tates.of the fastest growing operations in the United
First came the new building, with 8,000 square
Press capacity was upped with a
32-page Goss press which is capable of splashing
color on front and back of news sections. An automatic teletypesetter augmented the three machines on
feet of floor space.

the floor, and a new Intertype is on order for early
installation. At year’s end a pony autoplate. was

being put in to speed up stereo production.
Physical expansion doesn't tell the whole growing story of the News, however.
In September of 1954 the News went on a twice-

a-week basis, continuing its Thursday publication
and issuing another on Sundays.

Circulation tripled from the time the paper was

sold in January, 1954, to a present list of 9,300
subscribers.

Nearly half of the increase was chalked

up in 1955.
Despite heavy competition from dailies in Los
Angeles and nearby cities, the staff has expanded
from 17 persons in January, 1954, to 48 full-timers
at the end of 1955.
In advertising and news, the story is the same,
with 1955 setting new local records. During 1954
the News published a total of 1,602 pages. In 1955
the total soared to 3,020.

Plans for continued expansion of this fast-

growing newspaper are in the making as the community of Garden Grove struggles with the issue of
incorporation, due to be voted upon early in 1956.

The expansion will be guided along definite

policy lines—-guideposts during the past year and

one-half of spectacular growth——intensive news and

picture coverage of the area it serves, meticulous

service to advertisers and a never-ending and vigorous
campaign for new subscribers.

Southland newspaper people, familiar with the

opportunity which Garden Grove possesses, are will-

ing to wager that the story of expansion has only

begun.
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Trorney
eneral
is a young lawyer
of many talents

CN ing
thethemorning
of Junethe15,
192:
te Gay
general election,
Social
Credit
party

of British Columbia suddenly found itself with the
largest number of elected members in the Legislature.
The largest, yes, but not an overall majority. In

point of fact, Social Credit had nineteen elected

members, and the C.C.F. eighteen, with Liberals and
Conservatives trailing far behind.

The Honorable Robert W. Bonner.

Mr. Bennett, leader of the party, decided to
attempt, under these difficult circumstances, the
formation of a government. It was not an easy
task.

The quick upsurge of the new party s popu-

larity had caught even its leader temporarily off
balance, and the appointment of experienced or
qualified cabinet ministers posed a problem.

This was particularly true in two chief port-

folios, Finance and the position of Attorney General.
There was at that time no elected member with
the immediate legal and civic background to fill the

vital post of Attorney General, and Mr. Bennett
offered this portfolio to a 32-year-old lawyer from
Vancouver, Robert W. Bonner; who was already

outstanding in civic and legal affairs of the city, but
who was not an elected member of the Legislature.

Mr. Bonner accepted, and was sworn in as

Attorney-General in August, 1952. On November
24 of the same year his appointment was endorsed
when he was elected by an overwhelming majority
in the Columbia by-election. He was re-elected for
Vancouver-Point Grey in 1953, again by a huge
majority.
‘As Attorney-General for the past three and onehalf years, Robert “Bob” Bonner has been an outstanding figure in the public life of British Columbia.
He has taken a most difficult and challenging post
in his stride, almost from the start. ‘There has been
none of the ineptitude or initial fumblings that might

have been expected from a comparatively 1nexperienced young man. He has handled the affairs

of his office with dignity, frankness and imagination. |
He has participated actively in the community life of

British Columbia and ts one of the most popular,

and recognized as one of the most capable ministers
in the government.
Bob Bonner is a native son of British Columbia.

born in Vancouver. His wife, the former Barbara
Newman, is a Vancouver girl, and their two children

were born 1n that city. He attended public and

high schools in Vancouver and is a graduate of the
University of British Columbia. In World War {lI.
Mr. Bonner was overseas with the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada in North Africa, Sicily and Italy,
and was wounded in action.
The youngest minister in the cabinet, and probably one of the youngest attorney-generals in Canada,
35-year-old Bob Bonner, on top of his already heavy

duties, filled the post of Minister of Education for a
year after the death of the late Tilly Rolston. He
has been an indefatigable worker, and in addition to
his cabinet duties maintains an active interest in

university affairs, in the Gyro Club and in military
life.
Often described as the Premier's “right bower,’’
in his less than four years of public life, he stands
today as an outstanding servant and citizen of his
native province,
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YOUNGSTERS IN BUSINESS

Junior Achievement
comes to Vancouver
HE ‘Junior Achievement” program, which has
proved so useful and valuable in the United
States, appears destined for similar success in Canada.

‘Junior Achievement Companies’ have sprung
up in Vancouver in the past year, and the idea has
been enthusiastically sponsored by most of the leading

business and industrial firms in British Columbia.
Powell River Company was an early convert and

sponsor of a Junior Achievement Company.

Company representatives, including Mr. H. J. Burns,
Me. Clare Smith and Mr. W. Du Moulin are advisors
\
to the unit.

The organization of Junior Achievement Com-

panies was originally initiated to teach younger

people something of the organization and function

of modern business. Its objectives are too well
known to describe in detail the purposes and operation of these youthful companies.

In brief outline, the slogan behind Junior

Achievements Inc.—as the movement is known—1s
‘Learn By Doing.” On this basis, groups of boys

and girls, from 15 to 21 years old, are set up in
small ‘‘companies’’ which are run and operated by

the young people themselves. Each company has a
sponsor who may be a business firm in the area or a

civic, professional or service group.
Junior Achievement arranges for the supervision
and guidance of each company by adult advisors. it
is necessaty that each company raise its own capital
by selling shares, in exactly the same manner as any
newly-organized business firm. It is the youngsters
responsibility to sell these shares to the public and

to do so they must have a definite proposition to
offer. In other words they have to produce something or sell a service.
The initial experience of these youngsters, in
general, parallels that of the normal business venture.

Some have what they may consider a red-hot idea,
and suddenly find the public have different ideas.

Failures are not uncommon and bankruptcy and
receivership often follow.
A recent edition of Reader’s Digest tells of one

J. A. Company which sank all its money into raw
material for iron trivets, which nobody wanted;
another was doing nicely in turning out a special
shampoo—until it temporarily turned a customer s
hair green.

Other J.A.’s have gone ahead from one success
to another. One company was producing shaving
brush holders by hand, when a bright 15-year-old
youngster stated he could get orders to keep the “‘firm’”’

going all out for a month if the price were reduced
by 30 per cent. Next week he had received orders
for over 1,700 holders, enough to keep them busy
for several years. At this stage, the adult advisor
stepped in and advised the purchase of a small

in
one year the “J.A.’’ group had reduced the price
hydraulic press, using the firm order as security.

from 70 cents to 15 cents, and paid shareholders a
ten cent dividend.
Some fail, some succeed.

Business executives generally feel the advent of
“J.A.” 1s a forward step in the training of and intro-

duction of young people to the problems, pitfalls
and organization of modern business. It has, they
feel, developed a new sense of recognition of the role

of private enterprise in building up their nation. It
has brought an understanding that business success

and profits do not just happen, that vision and
courage to back that vision are essential. I hey
have learned that there is no easy way to prosperity,
that many failures and readjustments are inevitable
along the route. They have learned that application

and responsibility are essential factors in any
successful organization.

The Powell River Company 1s in ful!

swing turning out mahogany desk memo holders.
All production to date has been marketed and sales
are Showing a Steady increase.
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Charter and product of Powell River J.A. Company.

Instructor K. B. Finn helps J.A. member with sanding.

Advisor H. J. Burns helps class with finishing.

POWELL RIVER COMPANY VIEWS

Forest Managemen
Summary of a Brief presented to the

Royal Commission of Enquiry into
Forest Resources of British Columbia
i¢

PARTNERSHIP PLAN” under which the
government and private industry would con-

tribute equal timber holdings to create Forest Management Licenses.

This was the imaginative proposal put forward
by Powell River Company in its brief to the Roya!
Commission of Enquiry into the Forest Resources of

British Columbia at its hearings in Victoria on
January 9.

This Royal Commission, headed by Chief

Justice Gordon Sloan, one of Canada’s outstanding

jurists, had been ordered by the government of
British Columbia to study, investigate and make

good which should not be left untapped by anyone
sincerely interested in good forestry.
“We believe it possible to develop tenures pro-

viding incentives which call forth to a far greater
extent the enormous reserves of ingenuity, inventiveness and ability of those in the wood business

and apply them to good forestry. The essentials of
such tenures are ownership and a system of taxation
which provides an economic reward for good forestry

and economic penalty for bad. It matters little

whether ‘ownership is in fee simple or lease form,
but with such a slow-growing crop as trees it should

recommendations on the issuance of Forest Manage-

be marketable, otherwise the individual or small
company cannot reap the harvest of a lifetime of

Province.

on being obtained from the government, involve

ment Licences to the wood using companies in the

Behind all was the knowledge that on the

continuing health of the forest products rests the
stability and prosperity of British Columbia; and

that advice and co-operation should be sought from
every source, particularly from the present operating

effort—an important incentive. Such tenures should,
competitive bidding.

arms,
OW.
with their long woods experience and knowThe Powell River brief, submitted by board
chairman Harold S. Foley and vice-president John E.
Liersch, has won wide public acclaim for its fairness

and objectivity; and its recommendations for maintaining production from timberland on a sustained
yield basis.

In putting forward its “‘partnership’’ proposal,
Powell River Company emphasized two basic.
factors—first, that 90 per cent of the timberland in

the province was Crown-owned; secondly, that
operators, with their practical experience over many
years, have the skills, knowledge and responsibility
to utilize forest areas to the best advantage.
In essence, Powell River said: “You have the
timber reserves. Grant us a licence to operate them
under a partnership plan, subject to agreed public
safeguards.

Good forestry cannot flourish without public

understanding and support. To get that requires
more than the efforts of a few large companies. It
requires the help of thousands of individuals spread

Sell us forest land——and we, as operators,

with a long public record of service.in the industry,

will accept full responsibility to ensure that it is
utilized for the common good.”’

Outlining the company’s philosophy in_ this

respect, the brief states:
~In economic affairs no one has yet discovered
an adequate substitute for enlightened self-interest,
guided by wise laws. This is the spur which has
made the economy of this continent the most pro-

ductive and creative in the world, far surpassing

countries which rely on state planning and an
intricate web of government regulations. It represents an incomparable force for economic and social
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Two Organizations
Honor John Liersch

icences

EW people know more about British
Columbia forests than Powell River Com-

throughout the community who also have a direct
personal stake in good forestry. Anyone who has
watched the astonishing achievements of the tree
farming movement in 33 states across the border
since 1941 will readily realize what can be done in
this respect.’

In addition to its partnership proposal, Powell

River Company proposed definite recommendations
for protection and encouragement of the small logging
Operator.
~ [hese independent loggers operating in widely
extended areas on our coast and in our province, are

integral factors in the logging setup of British

Columbia. We, of Powell River. have dealt with the
independent logger for the past 35 years and we stil!

purchase substantial quantities of logs from this
source.

The company advocated creation of more public
working circles, in which management licences would
‘Lhese would be reserved for the
“independents.’”’
In urging encouragement of small loggers, Powell
River spokesmen stated they ‘“would be very disturbed
at any measures which tended to stifle this large and
necessary segment of the industry.”

not be allowable.

Another far-reaching proposal by the company
was that all present management licences be reviewed

to determine whether or not more timber has been

allocated than is necessary for the favorable operation
of a particular licence.
In stating its own case for a Forest Management
Licence, and in support of its general recommenda-

tions, Powell River Company had an admittedly

strong presentation.

The company is British Columbia’s pioneer
newsprint producer. It has exerted an expanding
influence on the economy of the province for fortythree years.

It started as a family business in 1909,
and progressed to its present position, with 4,500
employees and an annual payroll of $20,000,000.

The company’s. several units are consuming
328,000,000 board feet of timber per year. It now

has 11,500 shareholders, 95 per cent of whom are
Canadian residents, with 64 per cent of the common
, stock in the hands of Canadian shareholders. All ot

‘the officers and eight of the twelve directors are
Canadians. Its record of public service and responsible
management is recognized throughout the nation.

Overall, the Powell River Company’s brief,

which has been termed ‘‘an honest and statesmanlike

document, outlines a forest policy which would
intensify the initiative of private management, empha-

sizing that it must be flexible enough to fit in the
individual and small companies as well as large scale
Operators.

Until some such plan is developed ‘under

which thousands of individuals and small companies

are directly interested in good forestry, no forest
policy will be fully successful.
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pany vice-president John E. Luiersch who
directs the logging and forest operations of

Powell River Company; and who, with board
chairman Harold S. Foley and vice-president
George O'Brien was responsible for the widely
praised brief which we have outlined here.

John had gathered a <=

wealth of technical, academic
and industrial experience be-

fore joining Powell River.
He chose forestry as his life

work while still a boy and

spent his school holidays on

survey work for the

Dominion and Provincia]
forest service.

‘lL oday he is recognized as

one of Canada’s leading

John E. Liersch

authorities on forestry and

logging. He was one of the first forestry gradu-

ates from the University of British Columbia
and on graduation began employment with the
government forestry service.

In 1929 he won a fellowship that took him

to University of Washington for a master’s
degree. A Charles Lathrop Pack scholarship
allowed him to continue his studies and he
concentrated on selective logging.

He worked for Crown Willamette in Wash-

ington and Oregon before returning to his

native province in 1935, where he engaged in
logging until he accepted the position of head
of the forestry department at the University of
British Columbia.

Before really getting settled in his pro-

fessor’s chair Mr. Liersch was called on to help
the Dominion government turn out high quality
spruce for Mosquito bombers during the war.

After the war he spent two years at the
university, and in 1947 joined Powell River
Company as forest engineer. In 1950 he was
promoted to vice-president.
Under his direction Powell River has become
a leader in the industry in the salvage and use of
wood which formerly went to waste. He sparked

the Powell River Company’s development of
self-dumping log barges, which are revolutionizing the process of moving logs by sea.

Recently, in recognition of his ability and

service to the industry, John was elected to two
important posts. fall he was honored by

the Association of Professional Engineers of
British Columbia, who elected him president.

in the year he was chosen 1956 president
of the Western Forestry and Conservation
Association, meeting at Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Liersch and their daughter
Susan make their home in British Properties,
West Vancouver's world famous mountainside
residential development.

[ RECT
shipments
between
bower
bee
be
the expanding
Pacific
Coast markets
have.
been
a feature of Powell River Sales Company service to
Today direct shipments are made from

customers.

Powell River to points on Puget Sound by M.S.
“Lovejoy” and M.S. “Indian.” Two large carriers,
the M.S. “Powell River’’ and M.S. “‘Frances Salman’
of the Canadian Gulf Lines, run regular schedules to
San Francisco and Long Beach respectively.
On these pages we show Powell River newsprint
unloading in San Francisco, and en route to the newspapers in that area. The round trip from Powell

River to San Francisco and return is on a 14-day
schedule. The newsprint is unloaded at Pier 22 in
the warehouse of the Canadian Gulf Lines, where

|

vice-president Daniel Moore and his staff have their
offices.

Modern trucks and equipment are used through-

Offloading
Page fen
Twin clamp hoist is carefully set in the ship's hold.
Rolls are slowly lowered to the dock.

Experienced operators handle the powerful gear aboard the M.S. Powell River.

ya

out and every precaution is taken to ensure the
delivery of the newsprint in good condition.
‘The San Francisco papers send their own special

trucks to the wharf warehouse and transport it
direct to their press rooms. In this illustration,
delivery to the San Francisco Chronicle is shown.

The Chronicle truck picks up the paper at Pier
22, and takes it direct to storage.

It is a very efficient

operation, and damage hazards are reduced to a
minimum. The paper truck enters the Chronicle

building and 1s driven straight onto an elevator without intermediate handling. On the floor, the clamp
trucks take over and stow the rolls in their designated
spot.

Other newspapers in the area follow similar
practices and newsprint urgently required can be
moved through the ports without delay.

~Newsoprint

Elevator saves extra handling in Chronicle building.

Next stop—the Chronicle!
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Double clamp trucks move the rolls into storage.

Rolls are loaded with practiced care on dray truck.

Assuring Management Continuity By

Management Development
FE quickening pulse of modern

and the appraisals are made by men

business, with its demands for
POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED more and more highly trained
staffs, has emphasized the need for
expanded employee and staff train-

record, experience and _ potentt-

ing in industry.
Professional firms in all parts
of the continent are setting up pro-

grams for training designed to

utilize to the full the present and

latent talents of their staffs; by
preparing in advance they are

building up and having available

at all times a ‘management
reserve in their own organization.
OBJECTIVES

Last year, under the direction of

Mr. Ray Jones, vice-president of
Industrial and Public Relations,

subsidiaries.

To help and assist the individual
to develop latent talents to his and
the company's benefit.

‘Io strengthen and widen the
bounds of company loyalty by
convincing individuals that they
belong to a ‘family unit,’ and not

a department: and that their

acquired training and development

may be utilized in any of the

company s extended operations.

Powell River Company today

has several diversified operations.

We have lumber mills at West-

minster, over a hundred miles from
the pulp and paper operations. We
have corrugated box plants located

in Manitoba, Alberta and British
Columbia. We _ have _ logging
operations extending over nearly
500 miles along the Pacific Coast.
With the Management Develop-

ment plan in operation, all these
are a single unit, and individuals
who have developed the necessary

qualifications will be eligible as
replacements or for promotion
whenever opportunities arise in
INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS
TANT
|RFLATIOON
| PUBLIC | | OPMENT | | SECURITY
T PARSLOSE
© R BALME
A: rc

appraisal boards on some of his
colleagues. At no time, however,
will an individual be on a board

where another candidate in a
higher position than himself 1s
being appraised.

Following their appraisal, the

boards will discuss and recommend

‘To promote a continuing supply
of experienced, trained candidates,

throughout the company and its

7

and he in turn is part of the

him for a specific post or type of
work. ‘The executive committee
consisting of vice-presidents will
check constantly on results and

staff positions whenever necessary

4335 “Ge

chairman who 1s ‘“twice-removed
from the candidate, and members
are his direct supervisor and two
or three of his colleagues.
Under the plan, every man in a
supervisory position is appraised,

the type of training required to
help the individual, correcting

ready to move immediately into
executive, supervisory and key

FINANCE

alities. They are headed by a

Powell River Company began
formalization of its companywide Management Development
Program. The main objectives of
the plan are:

ORGANTTATION CHART

who know the individual. his

any of these areas.

weaknesses or enlarging his training scope. ‘Lhey may recommend

note progress, with the object

of considering the appraisee for
any vacancy or promotion that
may materialize.

In principle, the Management
Development plan may be compared to a paper machine speed-up

program. New tools are supplied
to the individual as new equipment

is added to the machine. With

these tools the individual s norma!
productive powers will increase, as
does the paper machines with new
equipment.
Vice-president Ray Jones, dis-

cussing the operation of Powell

River's plan, declared:
‘We do not pretend to be soothSayers. We are simply offering new
tools and services which we believe
will benefit both our company and
the men who serve it. We are not

an arbitrary body with autocratic

power. We recommend, assist and

advise management, who. will
always make the final decision.
But with the added knowledge
derived from these surveys, we believe we are in a better position to
help our people and our company.
The enthusiasm shown at management appraisal meetings 1s an
encouraging promise that the plan

OPERATION OF THE PLAN
Management Development calls
for an appraisal of a staff member s

has been well received. Powel]

Appraisal Boards. ‘These boards
are set up within the organization

the training and in their willing-

talents and inclinations by
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River management and supervisory

groups have co-operated wholeheartedly in their desire to receive
ness to assist or instruct others.

O. Andersen

L. Baxter

GC. Crockett

W. Cruickshank

© Bullock
A. Devlin

D. Gibson

A. Clifford

A. Crawford

5. Irving

A. Gustafson

1100 Years of Service

A. Knudsen
Re ON alee MORE TTS. SN

OWELL River Company’s 25-Year Club con-

Ww. ‘Checkland
C. Johnson

A Christiansen

A. Kent

L LeClair
SRE EERE RE ELISE EE

tinues to grow in volume. At the annual banquet

on January 17, Mr. Harold S. Foley, chairman of
the board, presented engraved watches to 44 new
members, bringing total membership of employees

still on the payroll to 304.

In all, since 1944 when the club was inaugurated,
443 have been registered on its books. Of these, 84

are now retired, most of them in the Powell River
area: 49 have died and 6 have left the district.
A very concrete benefit of club membership, in
addition to the gold watch presentation, is the payment of wages when off work due to sickness.

Since

the inception of the club, the company has paid out
a total of $120,000 in this connection.
In his presentation address Mr. Foley emphasized
the contribution that club members had made to the

growth and development of the company, their
stabilizing influence and the value of their skills and
experience in helping new employees.
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E Pirie

G. Radford
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D. Smith
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E. Stonier
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Diant Construction
forges ahead ..
ID-WINTER: construction at Powell
River is humming like the proverbial
bee-hive at the height of summer. And

while the $20,000,000 ninth paper
machine project tends to. dominate the

busy scene in queen-bee fashion, there are
several other significant projects under way,

all of them playing vital roles in our con-

certed drive to complete the 1955-56
expansion program by next fall.
Such, for instance, is the speed up of
No. 7 paper machine at a cost of approximately $1,500,000. This involves installation of selectifier pressure type screens, a

new pressure type head box, a vacuum

transfer for the couch roll, new four-

drinier frames, wire stretchers and other
component parts, and the change-over to
new electric drives.
Materials for No. 9 will be housed in thi s substantial addition to No. 4 warehouse.
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Operating floor for the ninth paper machine neared completion in January.

PSE As CRE Siting
wed

On schedule is construction of the new office building.

Such, too, is the addition of a third winder for
Nos. 7 and 8 paper machines to take care of the

barker mill.

speeds. Designed for speeds up to 6,600 feet per
minute, the $300,000 Jagenberg installation should

Dominion machine is a 160’x120’ concrete addition
to No. 4 warehouse, equipped with 1Q-ton crane.
Redesigned for No. 9 has been the roll grinder
building attached to the No. 7-8 machine room.

increased production resulting from. faster machine

be completed by the time this issue reaches its readers.

Coupled with the new winder is the installation

of Lamb-Grays Harbor equipment for automatic
roll handling and finishing of No. 7 and 8 paper
machines output.

Cost 1s estimated at $200,000.

Core shaft stripping and handling equipment

plus sorting deck— already part of the new winder—

will be added to the existing 7 and 8 winders.

A

conveyor system will move the rolls from the
lowerator to the semi-automatic wrapper equipment
(with its automatic spray glueing suction grip and
drying features), thence to the selective scales and
upender. The first line of this automatic equipment
should be completed by early February.
Meantime foundations were finished 1n January

for the new $600,000 office building in Powell

River, as construction by Laing © Sons proceeded on

- echedule.

On the bustling scene of the tightly co-ordinated

No. 9 paper machine project itself, the 620°x90’

operating floor is now nearly finished with the entire

building about one-third complete. Construction
crews, numbering 375 in January will be doubled
by June.

Foundations for the adjoining groundwood mill
and screen room building are well under way.
The site has been surveyed and materials ordered
‘This

for the 1,500’ long groundwood block flume.

will connect with a 300’ long conveyor from the
Page fifteen

Experiments are currently being conducted to ensure maximum efficiency.
"4

Ready to receive materials for the No. 9

Besides these innovations and additions, a number

of sizeable repair jobs have been started. ‘They
include repairs to the Lois Dam spillway, piling
replacement on Wharf B, and reinforcement of the

training wall on the tail race.
Building of the $250,000 diversion dam and

channel on [Theodosia River, described in an earlier
issue of The Digester is progressing.
New groundwood mill is going ahead.

Municipal Gouncil
Takes Over

Powell River
First Elections

Prove Interesting

THE
boner
of beingofcece
ts eeof ee
Ot
formed
Municipality
the District
Powell

River was accorded Ray Weaver, Powell River
Company Kamyr Pulp Plant employee. Nine councillors were also elected to serve on the first municipal
committee.

As from January 1, 1956, the former Powell

it

His Worship Ray Weaver

River area, comprising the townsite of Powell River,

the villages of Cranberry and Westview, and the

mG SMAI ET at RRR RRR RR aS CREE SS Se a RRR tt eso ater

Gere ree ss Pa

Wildwood area, has been a consolidated one, operated

by the reeve and council. Various company
properties and services such as Timberlane Park, the

community centre of Dwight Hall, power and

sewers, will be purchased and operated by the
municipality.
All taxes in the area, including those on Powell

River Company properties and plants will be collected

by the municipality and used largely for the benefit
and operation of the area.

New council of nine members and a reeve, elected

from all parts of the district, is a representative one.
Most of the members have been affiliated with civic
offices in their respective areas for many years, and
have wide experience in administration and operation
problems.

Reeve Ray Weaver has spent thirteen years as a
commissioner for Cranberry, and 1s the village repre-

sentative on the Provincial Board of Union of B.C.
Municipalities.

With the opening of the Vancouver road and
with the B.C. Electric bringing 1n new power for
domestic and industrial use later in the year, Powell!

River looks forward to expanding prosperity in the
years ahead. These conditions augur an interesting
and challenging term of office for this first municipal
council.

J. Fishleigh

J. Ford

Mrs. A. McPhee

EF Pirie
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HEN No. 9 paper machine “‘starts to roll” in

output, the average running around 200,000 tons.

at Powell River will reach 500,000 tons annually,
and maintains our position as the largest individual
newsprint producing mill in the world.
As this day approaches, Powell River can look
back over forty-four years of continuous operation,

increased by over 75 per cent, compared to the

7,500,000 tons of paper to the ever-expanding

it did in the United States in 1955 when an

entire United States. On the basis of world consump-

to install a new newsprint machine, and there is no
certainty, at the time the project starts, that demand
will continue until the machine is 1n operation.
But in taking the risks of building for increased
demand, Powell River's record compares more than
favorably with that of the industry. The company

December of this year, production of newsprint

in which period it has contributed a total of

In the past ten years Powell River production has

Canadian average of 37 per cent—clear evidence of

the company’s policy of doing everything possible
to meet the quickening demands of publishers.
Keeping up with demand is not an easy or simple

job. Demand can increase suddenly overnight, as

markets of the world.
These two figures illustrate in themselves the
story of newsprint development in Canada and the
role of Powell River in that development.
Powell River’s total five hundred thousand tons
annually would, in 1915, have been equal to the
entire newsprint production of Canada and today 1s
equal to one-third of the newsprint production of the

unexpected jump placed a heavy strain on producers.
No such quick expansion 1s possible in supply. It
takes nearly two years and heavy capital expenditure

tion, this means that one newspaper out of every

installed one of the last machines prior to the

twenty-five could be printed on Powell River
newsprint.

The average annual production over forty-four

years has been about 170,000 tons, a little more than

one-third of our scheduled output. In the first
fourteen years of operation, with four machines,

production remained steady at approximately 80,000
CONS per year. For another four years, between 1927-

1930, this figure was doubled, with six machines
then installed, and annual production of newsprint
approximated the forty-four year average. Despite
an additional machine, Number /, in 1930, it was
not until the years following World War II that any

appreciable expansion 1n production was possible.
In the depression years, output was inevitably cut,

and newsprint companies enjoyed only a few
unfettered years between 1936-1940 before World

War II again forced curtailments. Between 1931

and 1945 there was comparatively little increase in

depression of the 30’s—and in September, 1948,
installed the first post-war newsprint machine anywhere in the world.
Now, with Number 9 coming into operation this
year, we will have attained the impressive figure of
500,000 tons yearly.
On this basis, the company could produce in
fifteen years the same amount of newsprint that
passed through its machines in the past forty-four
years.

The expansion of production that has taken

place at Powell River over the past years, and No.

9’s new production, could only have been made
possible by the tremendous growth that has taken
place in Western Canada and in the area of the United
States which we serve. We are very grateful to the

publishers who. have grown with us and supported
our new ventures in our attempt to keep abreast of
the demand for newsprint.
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PANTOMIME PLEASES

Brought up-to-date by producer Bob Leese, the

fanciful tale of Cinderella—told in musical pantomime—delighted four separate audiences at Y uletide.

To stage director-actor Jack Jervis and musical
director Stuart Blondin went most of the credit for
the artistic success of the Operatic Society's latest
production.

Principal parts were taken by Moira Carrick as
Prince Charming, Mrs. Dorothy Condon as Cuinderella, and Evans Furnival and Mike Mooney as
her riotous step-sisters.

KEEN TO LEARN
Formation of free English language classes for
Powell River’s new citizens is planned by the P. I .A.
Council early in the New Y ear.
No less than 100 mill employees have expressed
an interest in such classes.
The plan 1s similar to the one carried on success-

fully on a smaller scale by Mrs. Charles Bigold, a
volunteer teacher, in Wildwood.

As a start the P.T.A. entertained immigrant
members of Joe Stephens’ groundwood shift and

their wives at a Christmas party in Henderson
School.

THEY’RE STILL BITING
For the many Rainbow Lodge visitors.-who have
written Vince Forbes and Jack Wilson to ask 1f the
fish are still biting in Powell Lake, the boys have an
impressive answer.

Jack went fishing at Yuletide and hooked several
beauties, including a 10%4-lb. female trout, dressed
weight (see picture).
Jack’s catch was surpassed a few days later,by
a

groundwood jeep driver Cliff Lansing, who pulled
out an 11-lb. male.

BUSINESS WONDERFUL

Christmas business was easily ‘‘biggest ever,”
most retail merchants reported as they totalled up
their sales for 1955.
Nearly 600 long distance phone calls were made

by Powell Riverites on Christmas Day and many
would-be callers were disappointed when they did
not make reservations for calls beyond Alberta.

squad nosed out the Millwrights 6-5 in a late
scramble at the Willingdon Arena January 6,
organized by millwright Jim Baird and tinsmith

Tommy Pearson.
No sooner had they skidded off the ice, complete
with 2x2 FOOT goal sticks, than the Carpenters and
Pipefitters arranged to do like battle on January 13,

the Mill Stores challenged the tinsmiths on the

SOME FOUNDLING!
Powell River’s oddest New Year episode involved

2 stolen, half-eaten turkey which was wrapped 1n
baby diapers and left on a doorstep in the 700 block

Maple Avenue. .

In what was probably one of the funniest ice

hockey games ever played anywhere, the Tinshop

following Friday, and the Welders flung their gloves
at the Millwrights for combat on January 2Z/.
The skill may be missing in these games, but
there s barrels of fun for players and spectators alike,
even if the starting whistle doesn't sound till 11 p.m.
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FLYING START
First inter-town ice hockey game at the Willingdon Arena resulted in a decisive 14-8 win for Powell

Rivers All-Stars over the augmented Courtenay
Riverside club before nearly 1,500 noisy fans on
Lecember 26.

The fast, wide open play gave local fans plenty
to cheer about, and overnight boosted local hockey
stock on British Columbia's intermediate scene.
GOLLEY INSTALLED
H. L. (Stubby) Hansen, international represen-

tative, and John Sherman, international vicepresident of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers
Union, participated at the installation of Local 7/6
officers December 14.

New president of the local is Merton Golley,

former Local secretary who organized the big money
raising campaign for the Willingdon Arena.

FOUR BAYERS WIN

One of Powell River’s future skaters Gail Wells and instructor

The Bayer family of Westview won the district's
novelty curling bonspiel which began New Year's
Day and ended the following day.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bayer and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bayer climaxed their good all-round performance by taking the measure of Jimmy Shelton's rink,
comprising Bill Kosterawa, Jim Smith and Ken Harris
in the final.
Fred McLeod's rink beat Herman Isberg's rink

Dave Ross of Vancouver.

in the secondary event.

Company vice-president R. M. Cooper and

curling club president Bob Fletcher presented the
prizes.

TEACHER HONORED

Now under construction, Westview s new high

school will be named the Max Cameron High School

in memory of the late Dr. M. A. Cameron, first
principal of Brooks High School at Powell River.
Dr. Cameron was author of the Cameron report
which is the guidepost for primary and secondary
schools in British Columbia.

It is expected the school will be ready for the

fall term.
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Rod Evans’ Nativity tableau brought pleasure to many at Christmas time.

N January, the loggers held the spotlight of

attention in the family circle. On January 3 to 6,
the annual get-together of our logging fraternity at
Hotel Vancouver found superintendents and foremen

from every camp in attendance—from the Queen
Charlotte Islands in the north to the Vancouver area
in the south.

Urquhart, assistant resident manager at Powell
River, who emphasized the advantage of bringing
our log and pulp producers together in such informal
discussions.

The conference in Vancouver was climaxed by a
dinner dance at the Cave Supper Club. Below we
show the long and the short of it.

Senior company logging officials attended the
sessions, and Mr. M. J. Foley delivered the main
address, reviewing the progress of the company in
1955 and outlining prospects for 1956.
The sessions, as usual, were spirited and energetic.
Every phase of operations was discussed and scores of

subjects relating to camp and logging problems were
thrashed out over the table.
Subjects included, ‘‘What can we do to interest
more men in working in the woods?’ ; “How can we
improve our safety record?’’; and discussion of smallwood logging, repair and maintenance costs, warehousing, logging costs, salvage operations, etc.
The conference enables men from these widely
scattered camps, who may never see each other during

the year, to find out, compare and help with each

other's problems. It enables management and senior
officials to enjoy personal and first hand contact with
supervisors, and the latter to place their own troubles
or. difficulties direct before officials.

Following the conference, some of the group
visited other operations of the company, including
the lumber and corrugated box plants in New West-

minster, and the pulp and paper mills at Powell River.
The exchange of ideas and discussions of log problems
between these loggers and our wood preparing and
pulp superintendents at Powell River were especially
beneficial, and did much to promote a better understanding of each other's job. Accompanied to Powell

Left to right: Dave Vickery, John Liersch, Mark Ward, George
Holland and Barney Soros.

On the Back Cover ...
How the West Los Angeles Independent

River by Fred McCarvill they were received by
William MacGillivray, general superintendent of

Publishing Co. Inc., solved its problem of

Use of logs was seen first hand by group of bullbuckers who visited
Powell River after conference.

rolling: second, because the rolls were lying

pulp mills, and ‘“Barney’’ Macdonald, superintendent
of wood preparing.
The group was welcomed at dinner by Howard

getting newsprint into its basement pressroom
by installing a special conveyor ts graphically
shown on our outside back cover.
The former method of rolling paper down
a ramp roll by roll had two serious drawbacks.
First, the newsprint was badly damaged by the
sideways, the storage capacity in the basement
was only half as great as when the newsprint
rolls stand on end.

The conveyor was .conceived by - Henry
Hoffman, vice-president of the firm, and Mayo
Hughes, production superintendent.
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M.S. “Powell R iver’ loading newsprint for California por
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the security holdings of four major investment trust

companies were listed. The portfolios featured
stocks of major companies in Canada—the blue chip
investments of the n2tion.

In all four funds, the stock of Powell River
Company was an outstanding selection, standing
second in value among several score of the great
business organizations of Canada.

A few weeks previous, Powell River Company
had received a further international recognition in its
inclusion by the American Institute of Management

as one of the best managed companies on the

New Tug “Tex”... ccc eect eee ID

continent.

Around

River Company is naturally gratifying to every
member of our organization from the chairman

Martin's PrOMOTIONS. oc
.... 20
Good Citizens of Prince Rupert..
Read Feather Award for Office......................20

This recognition by financial and_ business
analysts of the stability and soundness of Powell
down.

It is a reflection of public confidence in the
administration and operation of our business; and
of the esprit de corps and co-operation of all ranks,
without which such recognition would have been
impossible.

We believe that the users of our products—our

pulp and paper, lumber, corrugated boxes—will
welcome this recognition as much as we of the
Company do, and that it will fortify the confidence
they have always placed tn our people and our
products.

The Cover Picture
Peak of Mount Seymour provides some of the

finest skiing tn winter and is a favourite
destination for hikers in summer.

—-Pnoto by Leonard Frank Studios

Ted Stromme

Ted Stromme — Logging Superintendent
Hesubsidiary,
RENE of
the Company's
logging
Salmon
River Logging Company

Limited at Kelsey Bay is Ted Stromme. Born Sep-

tember 1 =, 1909, at Aalesund, Norway, he was christened [Theodore Julius Stromme.

Ted attended public school in Norway for nine
years, the last two of which he commenced his apprenticeship as a shoemaker. He was an enterprising youngster and at the age of 16 owned his own shoe making
and repair shop, which he operated for two and a half
years.

Either he found there were too many heels in the
shoe business, or too many farmers’ shoes to repair,
but in any case he wanted to get as far away from it
as he could. In 1928 he sailed for Canada, landed at
Halifax, and came directly to Vancouver, leaving his
~ shoe repair machinery and equipment far behind.
Lhe big city had no appeal for this young immigrant, so after four days he took himself employment
as a wood bucker up the British Columbia coast at

Loughborough Inlet. His first acquaintance with
present personnel of the Powell River Company Lim-

ited was in 1930 when he went to work for Mr.

George O’Brien, Vice-President, who then operated

the Broughton Logging Company on Greenway

Emerson Bay, and having gained a lot of experience

in his travels, was employed as a hook tender. In
1937 he went to the O’Brien Logging Company at
Stillwater, B.C., which was later acquired by Powell

River Company, and where he became Assistant Superintendent. 1946 saw him transferred to another
division of the Company, Alice Lake Logging Company at Hardy Bay as Superintendent, which position
he held until being transferred to Salmon River Logging Company on January 1, 1955.
During all the time he has worked in the woods,
‘Ted has been extremely safety conscious and has been

an example to all working with him as he has never
had 2 serious accident.

As a young fellow he enjoyed fishing and hunting but his present job leaves him little time to follow
these hobbies. I’ed was also a very good soccer player

and took in the big league games on every possible
Occasion.

On July 2, 1938, he married Glena Jones at Van-

couver and in 1940 son Gary was born. Now the
family’s pride and joy, he is attending Vancouver
College in Vancouver.

Commencing in 1933 and until 1935, Ted was
what is known as a “‘short staker’’, having worked

In April 1950, Ted decided to visit his parents
still in Aalesund. The family accompanied him and
Mrs. Stromme took the opportunity to visit her relatives in Wales. They were away four months and

went to work for Mr. OBrien, who was then at

mighty fine place in which to live.

Sound.

for three or four different concerns. In 1935 he again

came back convinced that British Columbia is a
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The Canadian Flag
ERIODICALLY, over the past two decades, arguments and agitations for a Canadian national
flag have appeared in the press. In recent years such
discussions have sharpened somewhat, and the desir-

with five five-pointed stars of the Southern Cross 1n

the fly.
Every so often there appears an outburst for a

national flag in Canada.

‘The issue has been brought

ability of a distinctive Canadian flag has been accorded more—if still spasmodic—attention by our

up in Parliament, discussed and dropped, until an-

For the benefit of our readers in other lands, not
always familiar with our particular status or development, we mention in passing that we have no ‘‘official’ Canadian flag.

There have been several designs suggested by
energetic citizens and public bodies, many of which
seemed emmiunently sensible, but which for one reason or another have never met with official approval.
And the selection of a distinctive Canadian flag is not

citizens.

By ‘official’’ we mean a distinctive Canadian

emblem approved and adopted by Parliament as the
flag of Canada. No such design has been conceived,
and no such legislation has yet been implemented.

To clear up the position as it now exists, the

“Union Jack’’ is still the recognized flag of Canada,
and is flown on all state occasions. This dates back
to colonial days, and when succeeding political developments transferred Canada from a colony to the
present independent nation of today, the Union Jack
continues as the official emblem—by tacit consent
and approval——based largely on the British tradition
and background of the majority of. Canadians.
The flag which enjoys the widest reputation as
a distinctive Canadian flag is the merchant marine

emblem, “The Red Duster’, with the Union Jack
in the top left corner and the armorial bearings of
Canada on the fly. This is flown widely at public
functions, and many Canadians and visitors look
upon it as Canada’s “‘unoflficial’’ official flag.

other agitation starts the cycle over again.

an easy problem. One suggestion that appeared to meet

with widespread approval was a Union Jack on a
red background with a gold maple leaf on the fly.
This, however, failed to find general acceptance in
Quebec, where it was felt that a fleur-de-lis, representing a background of French culture and influence,
should be accorded a place of honor. Others, and this
received wide support, suggested official adoption of

the present “‘Ked Duster.
The question of whether the Union Jack should
be retained 1n the new flag has been frequently dis-

cussed. Some super nationalists have advocated a com-

plete elimination, but there 1s little doubt that any
such move, for several decades at least, would meet

with stormy opposition.
Actually, the agitation over a separate Canadian
flag has not yet been a fundamental issue with our
people. Most are quite satisfied to see the present
‘Red Duster’ and the Union Jack fly side by side,
or displayed separately. One

oup prefers the “‘Jack’’:

‘Lwo other members of the British Commonwealth, Australia and South Africa, have officia]
national flags. “Ihe Australian is the Union Jack on
a blue background with the stars of the Southern
Cross on the fly. Union of South Africa has three

their heart’s content without anyone becoming hot
ot bothered about it.
This is probably why the Canadian government

stripes—-gold, white and blue—running horizontally,
with a small Union Jack in the centre.
New Zealand, like Canada, has no national flag,
but custom here too favors the merchant marine flag,

a definite design. The uproar resulting would probably be far worse than any slight or imagined loss of
national pride occasioned by lack of an official national flag.

snother the ‘Duster’: and they can fly them both tc

has not yet rushed their flag fences, and come up with
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tor boating enthusiasts
I THIN a gun-shot from the heart of Vancouver
lies the snug tidal basin of Coal Harbor. Here.
scores of yachts large and small, cabin cruisers, sail

boats dinghies, etc., swing to their moorings, and
other small craft lay aside the narrow quays.
Coal Harbor is the home of the Royal Vancouver

Yacht Club, whose pennant is a familiar sight in

Pacific Coast waters. ‘Throughout the year the ships
of the Club fleet are at sea on many and extended
excursions or activities. It may be a pleasure cruise,

it may be a ““fleet’’ visit to a coast locality, a speed
boat contest, a sailing competition.
One recently introduced and interesting feature
of Royal Vancouver Yacht Club activities is ‘‘frostbiting’ —a brand of sailing reserved for the late fal]
and winter months, when the bite of frost is in the
air, the snow blanket covers the mountains, and 4
spanking breeze blows down the harbor. It is time
not for the lazy summer sailor, in his flannels and
sports shirt, but a time when cold breezes are blowing,
oilskins are donned, and life-belts set at the ready.
These hardy souls of the frostbiting clan head out

to sea on just such a day in nine-foot dinghies, with
a cat rigged sail, to try their luck against the elements

on the special triangular course in the harbor.
There is one man and one only to the boat. He is
his own navigator, sailor and handyman. If he meets
trouble, he faces it alone.

Around the Yacht Club it is a common saying
that if you can handle the cat rigged frostbiter, you
can handle anything in sail—after a little practice.
The size of the dinghy and the weight of sail
make this a thrilling, if dangerous sport. It is no game
for the novice, particularly on the West Coast where
winds are unpredictable. A ten-mile breeze or more.
and even the most experienced frostbiter is in trouble.
Manoeuvering craft around a rather cramped triangular course in face of a ten-knotter spells danger and
frequently disaster. Many a doughty champion, heeling hard over, suddenly finds his lifeboat, his oilskins

and himself in the icy waters of Coal Harbor. This
is why there is always a motor boat on the course,
with grappling hooks or pike poles as ptiority equip-

ment.

The sport of frostbiting originated in Norway

many decades ago. In 1949 some enthusiastic sailors

in the Royal Vancouver and Victoria Yacht Clubs
formed ‘“‘frostbiter’’ fleets of nine-foot dinghies.
Starting off with six, the clan now boasts over forty
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Just over the starting line in Vancouver harbor.
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i. its winter flcet. Both men and women participate,
and when the icy blasts of January and February
sweep across the harbor, these arctic-insulated adven-

turers put to sea. In February and March, both Vancouver and Victoria clubs conduct an inter-city competition, usually in temperatures around 35° with a
few nice flurries of snow to cheer the lads and lasses
along the route.
The fleet presents a picturesque sight as it races
down the harbor against the backdrop of snowclad
mountains, each boat with its colored sail.
As some philosopher or other remarked, ‘‘each to
his own last’. Well, the frostbiters seem to have.a
lot of fun and a lot of people seem to have fun watch-.
ing them.
Of course, some prefer the chesterfield, the TV or
radio, or the log fire at this season—but then, they
have not experienced the joys of frostbiting.
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Under way and nearing the turn.

Vancouver Dailies Offer Free Ski Classes
IKE people in every other area in the country
which has a hill and enough snow to cover it,
Vancouver’s population is taking to skiing in ever
increasing numbers. But Vancouver residents are prob-

ably the most fortunate of any group on the continent, for they have the choice of any one of three of
the finest skiing grounds that can be found anywhere
and which can be reached inside of an hour from any
point in the city. For just across the inlet from the

city, and forming a backdrop for North and West
Vancouver,. are the north shore mountains, Hollyburn, Grouse and Seymour, with unrivalled skiing
slopes of every variety.
Hollyburn and Grouse are reached by car or bus

to the bottom from where chair lifts carry the skier
to the top in a matter of minutes. Seymour is reached
by road to the top, which is kept open and operated
by the Provincial Forest Service the year round.
Snows on these mountains reach depths of from
14 to 20 feet during the winter, and the slopes range
from gradual to steep, providing excellent skiing for

the beginner or expert. Every week-end sees fans from

6 to 66 and even younger and older practising their
stems and christies or schussing or slaloming down

the hills, enjoying the exhilaration that only skiing

can give.

A great deal of the credit for the sport's popularity in Vancouver goes to two Vancouver dailies—

the Vancouver Sun and the Vancouver Province,
which operate ski schools on the mountains. ‘The
Sun provides instruction on Grouse Mountain and
the Province on Hollyburn. Over 6,000 skiers have
enrolled in the schools this year in the various classes
from novice to expert. The papers provide expert
instructors on Saturdays from early January to early
March.
All in all, Vancouver residents probably enjoy as
good skiing with as long a season as can be found anywhere. And with several thousand ardent fans graduating from classes each year we will no doubt see some
of them taking part 1n world competitions in the years
ahead.
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Perfect jump turn by Province ski schoo! Director Hardy Rowley.

Skiing downhill and returning by chair lift develops skiers faster and
easier on Grouse.

Worlds 4th Largest
High Tension Span
to bring Power to Powell River
Lawn mowers, electric razors, washing machines etc.

Wul
take one
of the
longest
power lineall operate on the slower cycle, and the changeover
crossings
in the
world
to bringoverhead
additional electric

power to the Powell River area this year.
When the B.C. Electric engineers began construction of the span across Jervis Inlet, twenty-five miles

south of Powell River, they will be faced with the
problem of two large overhead spans. The first of
these (coming north) will consist of 6,500 ft. cables,
skipping across Agamemnon Channel from the southern mainland to Nelson Island in the mouth of the
inlet.
‘The second crossing will continue from Nelson
Island to the Powell River side, a distance of 10,100
feet—the fourth largest span in the world. The long-

will be welcomed. Up to this year, electric clocks have
been practically useless in the area. As most of them
are designed for 60 cycles, the owner finds his clock
losing ten minutes every hour.
It is expected the line will be completed and available to Powell River by October 1, 1956. The circuit

will deliver 132,000 volts and will give the district

unlimited power for domestic and industrial use.
In addition to Powell River Company and townsite, the power line will serve Westview, Cranberry,
Wildwood, Woodfibre, Port Mellon and the Malaspina Peninsula. Other communities between Powel]
est span 1s in Norway, the second longest across KootRiver and Squamish will also be served.
enay Lake in British Columbia, and the third spans
Plans are being made to install an underwater
Messina Straits between Sicily and the Italian maincable from the mainland to Texada Island, across
land.
from Powell River. The town of Lund—11 and oneFour steel cables, each 1%, inches thick and half miles northwest of Powell River—will be served
10,100 feet long, will be strung between towers loby an extension line by the fall of 1957.
cated at the 1,600 foot level on Nelson Island, and
Construction is proceeding on schedule. Clearing
at the 250 foot level on the northern mainland side
of the right-of-way is nearly completed; poles, line
of the inlet. A similar installation spans Agamemnon
hardware, insulation and all the varied equipment
on the south side.

The Jervis crossing. is one link in the 100-mile
long power line which runs from Squamish at the
head of Howe Sound direct to Powell River. The

installation at this point will involve a cost of

required for the job is being moved in, along with
trained crews. Surveys have been completed, and pre-

liminary work on the Nelson Island tower is under
way. [he entire 100-mile right-of-way will be hum-

$600,000, with a total expenditure of over $3,000,-

aii.
mae
with activity throughout the summer and early

millions will be spent on substations along the route.

an underwater instead of overhead cable across Jervis
Inlet. Ihe overhead route was finally selected because
of heavy currents and rough and rocky bottom of the

QOO estimated for the entire circuit. Another 2?

Another interesting feature of the new. line is
the changing of the alternating current cycle from

60 per second—the standard for the B.C. Electric—
to the 50 per second which is standard in the Powell

River plant. This means the erection of a 20,000

kilowatt frequency changer near the mills.
Power for domestic use throughout the area will
be supplied at 60 cycles. For years, citizens of the
- Powell River area have been using, on a 50-cycle
system, electric equipment designed for 60 cycles.

There was some consideration given to running

inlet. ‘hese conditions contrast sharply with the
sandy bottom and gentle tide flow in the Gulf of
Georgia, across which the B.C. Electric will lay

underwater cables to Vancouver Island.
All told, 1956 will be a red letter year for Powell
River, with expanded power facilities, completion of

Number 9 paper machine, and additional paving of
the Powell River-Vancouver highway.
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Every Possible Precaution
Protects Newsprint Rolls
On Powell River’s Wharf
AS newsprint
producers,
it 3s only natural
Powell River,
the basic consideration
for all that te
paper shipments is the delivery, in good condition,
of every roll of newsprint shipped across Company
docks.
immediately a damaged roll is discovered during loading, it is returned
to the mill and replaced with a new one.

Rubber backing minimizes possible damage to the roll.

We should be good at this job. It’s our bread and

butter. We should understand better than anyone

all the problems of paper loading. We see the newsprint produced. We know its strength and its weakness, and over forty-three years of specialization in
its handling and shipment have placed protection”

at the top our shipping list.
Protecting newsprint against damage can be
accomplished in many ways. The first requirement,
naturally, is the presence of skilled and experienced
employees. At Powell River all stevedores are regular

company employees, and their job, day in and day
Page Six

out, is handling, moving, storing or loading newsprint. They are paper specialists. The product they
load is their own product, made in their own mills:
factors which introduce a personal interest and pride

in their work.

Shipping facilities are another important factor in
newsprint shipments. Stowing paper in ships. designed
for general cargo is less satisfactory than in ships de-

signed specially for newsprint carrying. At Powell
River, over 90% of all tonnage shipped out travels
‘by special newsprint and pulp carriers. The ships of
the Canadian Gulf Lines, carrying newsprint to Caltfornia points, were built in Scandinavia solely for
transportation of newsprint from Powell River. Shipments to Washington and Puget Sound points are

by the regular newsprint carrier “Lovejoy of the
Puget Sound Freight Lines. In addition, all news-

Carefully placed boards separate the two layers of roils. Note the
vertical battens in ship's hold for added protection.

Power sweepers keep floors clean of any debris which might cause
damage to the rolls.

print for rail shipment south or east 1s shipped by

covered barges, designed by Powell River Company
shipping experts for loading newsprint.
Given these conditions—skilled employees, specially designed carriers—possibilities of damage or
loss of paper en route 1s appreciably diminished. That

is part of the story—the mechanical part.
In this article, we take our readers on a trip to our
wharf, where M.S. ““Powell River’ is loading up with
newsprint for Northern California, and where other
factors in protection are shown. The pictures illustrate better than we can describe, the preventive safeguards against damage and care taken along the line
to protect the rolls from the warehouse to ship’s hold.

R. C. MacKenzie Dies in Seattle
[| 7treasurer
sudden
passing
Robert
C. will
"Mack
of Powell
Riverof
Sales
Company,
be received with regret by his wide circle of friends in and out

of the pulp and paper industry.
He died in Seattle suddenly while he and Mrs. MacKenzie
were on their way home after a holiday in the South.
‘“Mack'’’ had been connected with Powell River and the
sale of Powell River products for 34 years, and was widely
known to users of our products in many parts of the world.

He joined the Powell River Company at Powell River

in May, 1922, serving successively as paymaster and manager
of the Sales and Shipping Division. He joined Powell River

Sales Company in Vancouver in the late 1930's.

In World War I, “‘Mack’’ joined the Royal Montreal
Regiment, rose to the rank of major, was awarded the

D.S.O., and was mentioned three times. in dispatches. He
rejoined the armed forces in 1942 and served for two years
as flight-lieutenant with the R.C.A.F.
The late R. C. MacKenzie

To the family, his oid friends in Powell River and all

members of the Company organization convey ‘their deepest
sympathy. —
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Theodosia River Diversion
Brings Us Added Power
Powell Lake Project Completed
Despite Adverse Weather
Digging the channel was no bed
of roses.

® 4 3,000-foot outlet channel into Olsen Creek
which empties into Upper Powell Lake.

] Temost
rough
that Columbia
plagued
of theweather
coast from British
to
California last winter, the $280,000 Theodosia River
diversion project was completed in March.
Braving the rain and the snow, men and machines
finally succeeded in diverting the upper waters of the
‘Theodosia River into Powell Lake, which supplies

approximately half the hydro power to the Powell
River mill. (The remaining hydro-electric power is
brought by high tension wire from Scanlon Dam on
Lois Lake—13. miles to the south).
To turn the Theodosia River south-eastward
required:

® a /V0-foot log crib dam with an adjoining

earth dyke forming a wing wall 800 feet long;
® 4, 1,100-foot channel to divert the river’s main
flow to Olsen Lake:

Working in bog and muck of discouraging consistency, powerful cats moved 90,000 cubic yards of
earth to create the 40-ft. deep channel into Olsen Lake.
Removal of another 25,000 cu. yards was required at
the lake’s outlet.

A weir in the form of a pipe allows a sufficient
flow of water through the dam to protect fish spawnIng.

Completion of the Theodosia diversion means
an estimated 2,000 kilowatts of additional power
for the Powell River pulp and paper mills; further
steps in safeguarding continuity of newsprint produc-

{10Nn.
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The 700-foot long log dam i n its early stages.
This diversion channel from the dam to Olsen Lake is 1,100 feet long.

Outlet channel connects with Olsen Creek which empties into
Powell Lake.

Fyecutives Attend
Special Courses
N the last issue of the Digester, we reviewed the operations and setup of the
Powell River Management Development
Program.

The plan is in operation, and expansion of its applications is continuing in the

field of appraisal, supervisory, foreman,
and executive training.
As an example, considerable progress
has already been made in executive training; and several well-known officials have
attended management training courses at
several educational institutions.
cores from newsprint rolls.

R Pattercon

Unique Use for Gores
Found by Pressman
VER the years, The Digester has published sev-

eral stories of resourceful individuals who put

paper roll cores to various ingenious uses.

C. Smith G. Douglas F, Flett
Assistant resident manager Howard
Urquhart started the program off eighteen
months ago, with three months at Harvard

(P.R. Digester for March-April 1954).

He was followed last year by Roy Foote,
vice-president of Powell River Sales Com-

pany, who attended special executive

courses at Western University in Ontario.
Another executive enrolled in the popular Western University course was person-

nel manager Frank Flett, who completed
a six-week course last summer. A fourth
student’ was Dr. Ralph Patterson, head
of the Companys Planning and Research

division. He attended management courses

But it wasn't until we were tipped off by Harry
Green, General Manager of John P. Scripps Newspapers, that we had ever heard of anyone using

wooden cores from Powell River newsprint half-rolls
to finish an entire recreation room.

The imaginative gentleman in question is W.
“Andy” Anderson, a Mechanical Department employee of the San Luis Obispo Telegram-Tribune,
which happens to be a John P. Scripps Newspaper.
Having patiently accumulated a sufficient quantity of the wooden plugs, Andy put his handy hammer to work with delightful results. As the two photographs show, his bar and playroom have a distinctively rustic, and homey atmosphere that any sportsman would enjoy at the end of a working day.
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at Banff, Alberta, which were jointly

sponsored by the Universities of British

Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan.
‘These four officials are all connected
with pulp and paper operations. From the

sawmilling division, Gordon Douglas,

vice-president of Powell River Forest Products Ltd. attended management training

school at Northwestern University, Chi-

cago. The logging division sent Clare

Smith to follow Howard Urquhart at

Harvard, and George B. Holland, vicepresident of Sales for Martin Paper Products is slated for a course at Western
shortly.

Cosy fireplace corner is enhanced by the log-like walls.
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Vacuum Transfer to Increase
Pre-Installation Ingenuity |
Modernization and expanded production in a

pulp and paper mill involve the installation, replacement or introduction of many and varied materials
or equipment over and above the main projects.
In Powell River, the public spotlight focuses more
sharply on the increasingly impressive outlines of
Number 9 paper machine building and its immediate

ancillary equipment, including new groundwood

plant and storage sheds.
Under such circumstances, it is easy to overlook

other important projects already under way—warehouses, roll grinders, finishing room expansion, office
buildings, etc.
A current example is the big conversion operation

on Number 7 machine, the largest and most important paper machine conversion job ever undertaken in
Powell River.
lhe speedup of the machine includes installation

of new drives, new head box and scores of other
changes. It is, as one foreman expressed it, ‘“‘almost a

complete rebuilding’. The modernization will in-

crease speeds up to and possibly above 2,000 feet a

minute—with a fifteen per cent increase in produc-

tion.
Prior to the shutdown of Number 7 on March 26,
service crews had completed a tremendous pre-installation program. [his was accomplished quietly, with-

out fuss or fanfare, and more important, without
loss of a single day's operation.

Before Nnmber 7 slowed down to its final stop
for the changeover, jobs such as these were performed
by the crews:

Seven selectifiers were installed to replace the
existing Bird screens. J hese machines, whose function

is to screen out the shives and dirt and to break up
lumps in the stock, were completely wired and piped
up ready to run prior to the shutdown.
Two new vacuum pumps with piping and power
New dryer drive motor and reduction gear.
Extra Power for speed will be supplied by this new transformer bank.

Here, in simplified diagram form, is how Powell River's No. 7 machine will |
nine main sections. They are: 1—stock selectifiers; 2—pressure type head b
7—calender stack;

Is Reducing Shutdown Time

wiring assembled all ready to run. These pumps supply the additional vacuum necessary to pick up the
sheet from the fourdrinier wire by the couch transfer.
A prime example of ingenuity was the installation
of a new dryer drive motor and reduction gear. It
happened to be located directly above one of the old
dryer drives, so the mechanics mounted it on a steel
base and lined it up ready to run.

A new transformer bank to supply the extra

power needed for No. 7’s speedup was “‘energized’’,
ready and waiting for the final hookup.

Cable trays for the new switchboard were installed above the old switchboard. which was stil]
in operation. Also the starter for the new GE. syn-

chronous motor which drives generators for the new
paper machine drive.
A new G.E. motor generator set was completely
installed and all ready to replace the old set.
Eight cabinets housing the very complicated electrical relay systems involved in the Lamb-Grays Har-

bor roll handling equipment were put in place. All
this equipment will be in operation when No. 7 paper
machine starts up after the conversion.

G.E. amplidine sets were installed behind the
existing Harland switchboard, despite the fact that
the board was alive and the machine still running.

The amplidine sets, which might be loosely described
as power amplifiers, are an essential part of the precise
speed control system for G.E. drive.

‘Three new dryer drive motors and reduction

gears were installed beside the old drives which were

still running. Ihe new drives were lined up, grouted
in, and ready to go.

By the middle of April, the refurbished machine
will be in operation, with its increased output available to assist our publishers, who, in the first part of
the year were unable to receive their anticipated ton-

~~. nages.

fter its big speed-up job this spring. Circled figures refer to the machine's
; 3—fourdrinier wire; 4—vacuum couch transfer; 5—press section; 6—dryers:
reel: 9—winder.
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Beers,

One of eight cabinets housing c
handling equipment.

Amplidine sets or “power amplifiers.”
ff

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT

Dowell

Rivers
smallest

Subsidia
Teletype and adding machine rolls will result ‘from these operations.

[X years ago, in 1949, a Company employee,
Henry MacLachlan, conceived the idea of introducing a machine for the manufacture of small roll
paper specialties chiefly from newsprint. He believed

that a market was available for starting up a small

side business for production of teletype rolls, business
machine rolls, cash register rolls, etc.

He sold his idea to Company officials—and in
1949 opened up a small plant with one machine.
Business for the first year was naturally slow but
steady improvement came with succeeding years.
loday the B.C. Converters, with Henry MacLach-

lan as Manager, has six machines in operation, producing all types of small business machine rolls and
teletype paper.
‘Lhe plant of B.C. Converters ts located on Granville Island in the industrial heart of Vancouver, B.C.
Rolls of newsprint are converted into adding machine rolls, teletype and various types of cash register
rolls. The operation is not confined entirely to newsprint and bond paper, tissue paper and various special
grades of converting papers are also used where neces-

sary. Also a large variety of colours and different basic weights of paper.

The comparison between the type of operation
at Powell River and the Vancouver converting plant
is most marked by the fact of B.C. Paper Converters

using one machine to turn out up to five or six
Familiar Powell River newsprint roll before conversion.

<a

different products, each requiring a different set up.

Long runs are not normally possible on these
machines.

in addition to producing all business machine
rolls—carbonized or plain, the firm does a consider-

able amount of roll slitting and rewinding for printers and other converters. Having recently acquired an

84° wide slitter capable of slitting rolls up to 56”’ in
diameter it is now able to offer a very wide range of
slitting ability. Rolls are often slit down to one-half
inch for some customers.

Among the rolls turned out are the three-eighths
gummed tape rolls used by telegraph companies.

These are made on a special shear cut winder which
channels the three-eighths wide strips after being cut

until they are wound up evenly on wooden cores.

Ticker tape as well as the oiled perforator tape is also
produced on this machine.

Due to tariff restrictions, B.C. Converters’ sales
are confined largely to the Canadian market. This

necessitates the manufacture of a smaller amount of

many different types—trather than specializing in
larger production of a few lines.
During the seven years of operation, markets have
been expanded across Canada in addition to a limited

amount of export. Rolls have been shipped as far

west as Singapore and as far east as Newfoundland.

Northwards, paper rolls are shipped regularly to
stations operated by the Canadian Department of
Transport for their radio range stations and weather
observation posts in the far north.

The firm is a British Columbia pioneer in the

field of small business machine roll converting and
looks forward to development both in present lines

and others to be added possibly later on.

Henry MacLachlan started with Powell River

Company in the sales and shipping office at Powell
River. He enlisted in the Royal Canadian Navy, won
his commission and rejoined the Company after the
War in Vancouver. It was while employed here that
he developed the idea of this now successful business
——Powell River's smallest but fast growing subsid-

lary.
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The Powell River Story
New Movie Near Ready for Release
£4

E Powell River Story’, the Company’s new
colored film, will be ready for release in late
April. To our publishers and other friends in and
out of the industry, this will be interesting news,
since we have received many requests for showings
from widely extended areas, both on this continent
and abroad.
ro

Produced by Lew Parry Film Productions, in
Vancouver, British Columbia, the film has been in
preparation for over a year. It is a comprehensive but
compact picture, with a running time of 29 minutes,

and includes all phases of Company operations—
newsprint and pulp mills, sawmill and corrugated
box plants, and logging and towing operations.
It has been an exacting task, the photographing
and assembling of ‘‘shots’’ from areas as far north as

the top of the Queen Charlotte Islands. Dozens of
scenes necessarily had to be retaken; others were held
up by adverse or unsuitable weather conditions. ‘The

final selection of scenes and the cutting down to required running time presented many problems, and
numerous dramatic or picturesque sequences had per-

force to be abandoned. Probably Lew Parry and his
associates have flown over four thousand miles in
their trips back and forth to the logging camps and
other operations. They have walked up and down
scores of stairways, have tramped over logging tracts,
have gone to sea in tugs.

Every effort has been made to produce a highclass, entertaining industrial film. Assisting in the
editing. and production was the well-known advertising and public relations firm, O’Brien Advertising
of Vancouver.

Clyde Gilmour, acknowledged as a top Canadian
authority on films and film production was. engaged
to review the story and scenes. His final summing up
of the film as ‘a top industrial picture’ was received
with both pleasure and relief by Company officials
and producers.

Left to right, Jock Lundie, Clare Cunningham and Ricky Hyslop at
rehearsal session of 22-piece orchestra.

For narration, the services of Bruce Hutchison,
outstanding Canadian journalist and author, were secured. Mr. Hutchison, author of several best non-fic-

tion sellers, including ‘“The Incredible Canadian’,
[he Fraser’, and ‘“The Struggle for the Border’’,
is an authority on Canadian history.
For the necessary musical background, a 22-piece

orchestra composed of top British Columbia musiclans was used, with the entire score written by Ricky
Hyslop, a Vancouver composer.

It was our endeavour, in making this picture, to
tell not only the story of Powell River, but have it
serve as a documentary film, applicable to pulp and
paper operations on the Pacific Coast. We hope and
expect that, like our original film “‘River of Paper’’,

it will prove useful as an educational feature for
schools, colleges, business and professional groups, as
well as of personal interest to newspaper publishers.
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Annual Report
POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED

N March 15, Powell River issued its 45th An-

Powell River Reports
Continued Progress
in 1955

showed satisfactory results. The new plant at New

tax and increased earnings from subsidiaries.
Significant of the change and expansion proceed-

Westminster went into production in March, and
encountered many problems inevitable in a new
plant. [hese have been overcome, and the outlook
for this and our other plants appears favorable
for 1956.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT : ‘The expan-

ing in all divisions was 9 millions for capital expenditure in 1955. The greater portion of this was spent
on the expansion of newsprint production facilities

made good progress, and the work is proceeding
smoothly. Number 9 machine is expected to be

nual Report to shareholders showing earnings
increased from $2.68 to $2.90 per share.

The report points out that additional earnings

were due to increased newsprint sales, reduced loss on

United States exchange, reduction in Federal income

and outlays in 1956 will be even greater.

‘The report covers in brief outline the following
developments during the year:

PULP AND PAPER: Production of newsprint was

992,321 tons, up 16,370 from 1954. Pulp sales
were slightly less. Newsprint demand continued

strong, and output for 1956 has been sold on
contract.

LOGGING: ‘There was a strengthening of log prices
in 1955, with production of 262 million feet from
the Company's own limits. The self-dumping log
barges have lived up to all expectations, and have
proven completely successful.

sion -program announced earlier in the year

in operation near the end of the year, at which
time the power line now under construction by
B. C. Electric Company will have been completed

to Powell River.

Speedup of Number 7 was unfortunately delayed by equipment deliveries, but is now completed. (See page 10).
Definite progress was made by the research
staff in noise abatement. A suction roll silencer,

which has werked well, was installed, and studies
are being continued on the over-all abatement of
industrial noise.

of the year, but softened in the second half, largely

A new feature of the 1956 report is the two-page
comparison of the operations of Powell River Company and its subsidiaries over the 10 years 19461955. Ihe table shows that newsprint production

over the previous year.

has nearly doubled (more than doubled by next
year). Employees have increased from 1,832 to

LUMBER: Prices for lumber were up in the first half
through curtailment of United Kingdom orders.
Uhe sawmilling plants showed an improvement
CORRUGATED CONTAINERS: The three prairie

plants at Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton

4,231, and wages, salaries and benefits from $5,686,
O00 to $19,581,000.
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BP ae Be BES

Construction of No. 9 Machine Building well under way.

RESULTS IN BRIEF
1954

1955
Sales of paper and paper
433,064
products (tons )
Net earnings __...__........612,197,018
$2.90
Farnings per share. _.___.

413,099
$11,258,311
$2.68

11,600
4.231

11,500
4,225

eee eel Ua

Wages, salaries and employee benefits _ ._...$19,581,000

Working capital _........617,687,300
Ratio of current assets

$18,751,000
$16,258,406

Dividends paid per share 1.80 1.60 to current liabilities 2.85. 2.95
Number of shareholders
Number of employees...

Income taxes _.......... $11,555,800 $11,325,000
Capital expenditures __.$ 9,087,654 $ 4,300,330

~ New Towhoat Can Double as Firehoat
© keep pace with the streamlining of equipment and modernization of machinery, a

new towboat has been added to the Powell
River log pond fleet.
The vessel is the 45-foot, 225-h.p. ““Tex,”,

captained by Eric Dingwell, which “went to

work” in February. She 1s the big sister to the
other three log pond bustlers—Papoose, Blue
Devil, and Pup.
One of the several features on the Tex is a

powerful fire-fighting pump connected to a

high-speed auxiliary diesel engine drive. ‘The
centrifugal pump can send 625 gallons of water

per minute for a distance of nearly 500 feet,

and should be a distinct asset to our waterfront
fire-fighting facilities.
‘There are bunks below for a crew of four,
with compact galley, washing and locker facilities. Every part of the vessel is equipped with
fire-fighting equipment,.and life-saving equip-

ment which includes a lifeboat, raft, jackets,
buoys with lights. and a rocket pistol. ‘The

Tex’s wide decks are covered with rubber matting to prevent slipping.
Everything is businesslike on the Tex, too.
Even the controls are so located that—if need
be—the skipper can conveniently handle tow
lines or run the winch, there being three control stations—two in the wheelhouse and one
at the stern of the vessel.

fA two-way radio keeps the towboat in

touch with the Company’s wharf office.

Little, if anything, has been omitted to
make the boat safe and seaworthy. The propellor has been enclosed in a steel bar cage to
protect 1t from damage by logs or debris, -while
magnesium anodes are attached to the hull to
minimize the effect of seawater and corrosion
by electrolysis.
Both as an efficient work ship and as added

protection to our harbor fire-fighting facilities,
the [ex will be an asset to our marine equipment.
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(See picture on inside back cover).

Further recognition has been given our B. C.

Manufacturing Company for their outstanding Safety
Record. The Company has recetved the National

safety Council’s Gold Award for completing one

million man hours, representing two years of operation, without a compensable record.

Powell River Company's vice-president R. M. Cooper (with pointer?
and Paul L. Phillips, international president of Papermakers’ Union,

examine 1955 safety and accident statistics of the B.C. pulp and
paper industry.

T THE Annual Union - Management Safety
Conference of B.C. pulp and paper mills, Powell
River Company vice-president Russell M. Cooper was
a principal speaker. After reviewing the progress of

The logging division is highly satisfied with the
performance of the evolutionary self-dumping barges,
first used in the fal] of 1954. ‘These barges have
lived up to all expectations, and log losses due to the
elements, teredos and other factors have been appreci-

ably reduced, and turn around time for towing has
been substantially cut down.

the industry during 1955 and charting accident ex-

periences over a five-year period, he advanced an interesting theory on the reason for the prevalence of .
strains and sore backs 1n operations of Pacific northwest mills.
“The generally comparative and deceptive mild-

ness of our climate rarely compels the donning of
warm clothing, particularly underwear, by employees.

It 1s too much trouble to change outfits for the few
days of a cold snap or during a short period of blustery
winds. Many employees, working part of the time

indoors and part of the time outdoors, are particu-

larly susceptible to back strains during these periods.”’

Another Powell River Company official has been

honored by the forest industry. Harold Renwick,

vice - president of B.C.
Manufacturing Company,
Powell River’s sawmilling

subsidiary, was. elected

president of the British

Columbia Lumber Mannu-

facturing Association for
1956. Mr. Renwick has
been associated with the
firm since 1933, and is an

H. A. Renwick

outstanding figure in the
lumber and sawmill field
in British Columbia.
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‘The first members of Martin Paper Products’ 25-

Year-Club were “‘initiated’’ in December, 1954.
These employees were J. A. Bouvier, R. Copeland
and R. W. Roe of the Winnipeg plant; A. J. Lowe

of the New Westminster Division. Last year the

Club was expanded by three additional members, D.

Bartlett and J. R. Glynn of Winnipeg, and P. E.
Hebert of New Westminster.

In addition, silver engraved trays, representing
15 years’ service, were presented to W. M. Hatch,

Winnipeg, and T. Hichin of the Edmonton plant.
Two of Martin's new 25-Year Club members and their wives: Mr. and
Mrs. D. Bartlette and Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Glynn.

THE CUSTOMER AND THE MANUFACTURER
BOTH BENEFIT FROM AN EFFICIENT

Industrial Engineering Setup
AN expanding
tendency
in osDeparttne
establishment of Industrial
Engineering
ments as integral chains in company organizations.
Industrial engineering has been a key factor in the
progress and development at Powell River in recent
years.

This development, like many others, has been

forced by the speed, technological advances and increased complexity of industrial operations; and is
quite distinct from the normal engineering division.
Industrial engineering
might be described as the
linch-pin between the bud-

get and the physical
operation of the plant.

and it is industrial engineering’s job to find the solution.
Investigating the economics and system for cut-.
ting additional sales hemlock at- Powell River is another current project under study. In the Company
sawmill, there is additional time available for such an
undertaking. But 1s it eeonomiceal ? Industrial eng1neering will provide the answer.
Warehouse and shipping problems are also under
constant supervision, and several changes in handling

and moving of paper have already been initiated—
notably clamp truck operation.
The dezartment in general is responsible for the
application of approved industrial engineering policies

and practices in the plant, for improvement in oper-

The budget department
comes directly under the

ating performance, reduction of waste and delays, cost
reductions and efficient Operating. Its activities include production methods, equipment layout, material

thus immediately cogntzant of costs in all operational areas. Ihe itndus-.

of technical services, the industrial engineers have their

industrial engineer, who is

trial engineer and his staff
examine the budget, and
Sid Collicutt

lems on high-pressure boilers have been encountered,

with their technical

knowledge and experience

can translate the budget accountant’s figures into
physical properties.
The prime function of the department is the eco-

nomic study of plant operations—determining how
costs may be reduced or efficiency improved. In so
doing, and by drawing up recommendations, they
leave the plant engineers time to carry out their legitimate functions, which are the design, application and
installation of the recommendations.

handling and manpower, equipment and material
utilization.
Under Sid Collicutt, who is also superintendent
finger on the pulse of all operations.

‘Their work

may sometimes overlap, for there is no hard and rigid
demarcation between this department and, say, the
Research and Engineering Departments. Eventually,
however, whatever the origin of a particular project,
it finds its way to the industrial engineers.
They are the engineering economists of modern

industry.

Among many projects tackled by the industrial engineers was improved
handling methods of newsprint rolls.

All requests made for engineering services are
passed through the industrial engineer, who analyzes,

studies and translates them into operating form or
rejects them as uneconomical or unsuitable at the
moment.

An excellent example of the work carried out by
the department followed the decision to build Number 9 machine early last year. Before anything was
done, the industrial engineer drew. up a complete Flow
Chart of the operation. Such problems as the type of
refiner to be used, whether certain equipment should
be replaced or revised, the drying process, etc., were
all carefully studied and analyzed. The charts showed

the entire processing of the paper in the machine.
From this point the engineers took over, and the
problem of designing the equipment to meet the
standards and requirements set in the chart was theirs.

Scme of the projects undertaken in the past year
include complete flow charts for the new groundwood

mill, layout for the new finishing room and cutter
room, a truck conversion program for the-docks and
storage.

Another problem is a study of our steam system
for condensate return. Certain water-heating probPage Seventeen

Winners, of the first ice hockey playoffs. for the Powell River area were these
nustliing Wilshires.

ON OUR SPORTS FRONT
Although glamorous ice hockey dominated the

winter and early spring sports scene, there were stirring performances in several other sports also. worth
recording.
On the hockey front, Powell River All Stars were

unceremoniously dumped in the opening round of
the B.C. intermediate playoffs by Vancouver Blue
Bombers.

‘Ihe fans were then treated to two spirited

but quite different playoff series between (a) the
three local clubs and (b) between the Universities
of B.C. and Alberta.
Wilshires edged Rodmays for the local championship after the latter disposed of Home Gas. Alberta

came from behind to win the inter-varsity Humber
Cup by an overtime goal.
Lady curlers staged their first club bonspiel on
SO

March 13, Mrs. Robert Monk’s rink triumphing
over Mrs. Don Collins’ foursome 9-7 in a game that

was in doubt until Skip Monk's lovely last shot

BOOM DAYS AHEAD
Reports of a complete shopping centre and 50room hotel being projected for Westview’s Joyce and
First Street area gave residents something to speculate
about this spring. November 1 has been mentioned
as possible opening date for the five-acre development.
Meantime the delayed opening of the new Super-.

Valu super-market a mile south on Joyce was
welcomed by residents in April.

‘This and other planned construction is beginning
to refiect the boom expected in the Powell River area

with the advent of the B.C. Electric power supply
this fall.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
‘Offet of two acres for sale on the moon appeared
in the classified ad. section of The Powell River News.

The anonymous advertiser guarantees to supply
deeds with the land.

which broke up a 7-7 tie.
On the winning rink were Mrs. Howard Bayer,
Mirs. Hugh Scouse and Miss Kay Benner.

Mrs. A. Gruntman’‘s rink won the consolation

event.

Fourteen rinks participated in the March 18-19
ladies’ open bonsptel.
With better weather prospects ahead, no less than
five B.C. junior soccer semi-finals games will be played

in Powell River between March 31 and April 7.
Winners will participate in the giant Vancouver
Sun Tournament of Champions later in April.

STARS IN THE MAKING
Youthful Powell River figure skaters did so well
in their debut with the Connaught Skating Club’s
ice carnival at the Willingdon Arena on March: 10
that they're already talking of putting on their own
show next year.
Nearly a hundred local juveniles, juniors and
intermediates, coached by professional Dave Ross,
surprised even their parents with a colorful rhythm
number after less than five hours’ rehearsal.

Local. girls of all ages made creditable debut

Novel prelude to U.B.C.-Alberta University hockey
series in. Powell. River's arena was a broom ball game.
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Powell River school youngsters

show an early interest in the
district's main industry.

THREE LADS HONORED

Three Powell River lads were among the frst

Boy Scouts to receive Queen’s Scout Certificates in
British Columbia at the initial investiture in Government House, Victoria, on April 5.
Don Clarke and Clive Kent, sons of Powell River
Company employees, and Gunnar Rasmussen were
presented with the coveted award in the Queen's
name by Lieutenant-Governor Frank M. Ross.
A few weeks previous, Company president M. J.
Foley was elected vice-president of the Provincial
Council, B.C. and Yukon. Boy Scouts Association.
He is also chairman of the Boy Scouts 1956 conser:

vation project committee: under whose guidance
25,000 B.C. Scouts are this year directing their
efforts towards conservation of our forest, field and
water resources.
Honorary chairman of the Association is Harold S. Foley, chairman of the Board of
Lirectors.

FRED DOES IT AGAIN

Once again piper Fred MacLeod tore himself

‘ELU BUG RAMPANT
In common with Vancouver and other coastal

away from the curling stones in Powell River's arena
long enough to win the aggregate championship of

communities, Powell River experienced an epidemic
of colds and influenza in early March.

couver on March 1 /.
Fred also helped Powell River Companys pipe
major Dave Westie and pipers Wally Laird and Bob
Stoker to a close runner-up spot behind the Seaforths
in the piping quartette contest.

Some 20 per cent of the municipality's school

children stayed away from classes at the peak of the
sickness period.

the B.C. Pipers’ 24th annual competition in Van-

PREVIEW PROVED POPULAR

CANADIAN TV COMING?

An estimated 3,000 Powell Riverites visited the
two newly constructed B.C. Electric ‘““Future Living’
display homes the first week in March.
As might have been expected, the completely
electrified kitchens drew the most praise from local

Powell River televiewers who have been enjoying
Bellingham and Seattle telecasts, but have—owing to
the coastal mountains—been denied seeing Canadian

housewives, many of whom are waiting for the

TV shows from nearby (70 miles) Vancouver, may

be able to get CBUT (Channel 2) in the near
future.
It all hinges now on the government's approval

unlimited standard (60-cycle) power supply thisof Powell River Television Company's proposal to
fall.
install a relay station on Vancouver Island for its
local coaxial cable service.

Electric power will soon be available for major appliances throughout the Powell River area.

One of the many naval craft to visit Powell River over the
years, the minesweeper ‘James Bay” called in on Feb. 14.
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Martin Paner
New Appointments
EVERAL recent executive promotions
in Martin Paper Products have been
announced by president F. H. Brown and
executive vice-president George B. Hills.
George Holland, vice-president and
manager of the New Westminster plant,

“Mrs. Jessie Cameron receives Good Citizen trophy from last year’s
winner W. C. R. Jones.

One Good Gitizen

Honors Another
Ta pleasant ceremony held recently in Prince
Rupert, British Columbia, vice-president Ray
Jones presented that city's Good Citizen Award to
Mrs. Jessie Cameron, for outstanding community
service.

The presentation by Mr. Jones was made at the
special request of the Prince Rupert Committee. While
manager of the Columbia Cellulose plant in that dis-

trict, Mir. Jones in 1954 was himself selected as
Prince Rupert's “Citizen of the Year’’.

Powell River Office
Wins Req Feather Award

Geo. Holland

will become

vice-

president of sales for
the entire Martin

organizations. Mr.
Holland has been
with Martin’s for
over 1/7 years, and

is considered an out-

standing sales
authority in the cor-

rugated box field.

He was brought
from Calgary to
start up the new

7 Lowe

plant at New Westminster, and now that
the mill is in steady production, George
will be able to devote his time and talents
to the co-ordination and development of
sales policies in the four Martin plants.
Replacing Mr. Holland as manager at
New Westminster is Harold lI ownsend,
former manager at Martin's Calgary plant.
Mr. Townsend has specialized 1n the sales

N the Red Feather campaign just completed, Powell
Rivers Vancouver office team was awarded special recognition for their collection efforts. As one

of the many teams throughout the city, the Powell
River group was awarded the trophy for best results
in canvass of the business district.

‘The team raised

well over their quota to win the prize.
Page I wenty
Red Feather cup winners for 1956, from left: Dr. R. F. Patterson,
W. C. R. Jones, D. Harper, B. DuMoulin, R. Balme, S. Doan, J. Gebbie.

field, and prior to his promotion as Calgary manager was sales manager for the
Company in Alberta.
Harold's general popularity and friendly
approach, backed by many years of practical experience, will be invaluable back-

ground to face the challenge of further
developing Martin's latest venture in
Western Canada.

Ed Lowe, production manager at Winnipeg and an employee of Martin's since
his ‘teen years, will move up to manager
at Calgary. One of the Companys most
valuable employees, Ed has worked in
every department and is one of the bestinformed men in the West on corrugated
box manufacture. His promotion to Calgary 1s recognition of a steady and successful record of achievement over many years.

Powell River’s latest work boat tries out her home port waters on arrival from the

shipvard. (See story on Page 15).
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arguments that have plagued many a parent and
householder in other areas are now raging in our area.
‘The arguments here, as elsewhere, are academic

and probably sound, but it looks like they are supporting a losing cause, as many a television owner
from outside will tell us.
‘I don’t think it 1s good,’ one parent forcefully
stated six months ago. “My children will watch
television instead of doing their homework. My wife
will spend all day looking at programs when she
should be doing her housework.”’
‘This parent has now installed television.

It will tend to make us lazy!’’ cried another.

“People won't bother reading good books any morte.

They will get their ideas from television. Its not
for me.”
This man is now an outstanding authority on
television programs.

Yet another politically-minded chap insisted that
his children (he has three) would learn about politics.
and the passing parade from himself. “It’s stulti-

fying; mostly propaganda for the ignorant and

feeble-minded,’’ he fumed.
Fle never misses the Friday night fights now and
is even a devotee of the $64,000 quiz program.

{It all goes to show that Powell River is no

different to Whizz Bay Junction or Horse Haven

Flats, and progress 1s still progress wherever you look.

The Cover Picture
Even in summertime the Powell] River-Van-

couver Highway remains a wonderland of
green foliage and distant snow-capped peaks.

This picture was taken in early spring. For
Story about Vancouver's attractions see pages
10 and 11.

J. R. (Jim) Glynn

Jim Glynn—CGontainer Maker Extraordinary
J the
spring
1954,
River
Company
acquired
theofplant
andPowell
properties
of Martin
Paper

Products, a leading manufacturer of corrugated containers in Western Canada.
Powell River acquired another invaluable asset in
addition to the physical properties and equipment of

Martin. We acquired the skills and experience of
many top-ranking men in the corrugated container
industry.

High among these was James R. ‘Jimmie’

Glynn, vice-president of Martin, with headquarters
in Winnipeg.
Jim has been a member of the firm for over 2
quarter of a century and 1s a pioneer of the organiza-

tion. He has spent most of his lifetime in the corrugated container and allied paper trades, and prior
to joining Martin in 1930, was production manager
at Waldorf Paper Company in St. Paul, Minnesota.
When the late John Martin decided to open the
original Martin plant at Winnipeg, he selected Jim
as his personal adviser and construction and operating
expert.
As production manager, Jim presided at the birth

of the Winnipeg plant in 1930, and guided the
young fledgling through the difficult and precarious
depression years immediately following.
In 1948—and again in 1953—/Martin extended

its Operations to Calgary and Edmonton, and Jim
again acted as chief consultant and supervisor of
planning and installation.
Last year a fourth plant was added to the Martin
chain, at New Westminster, B.C., and here once
more, Jim's long experience and practical knowledge

were invaluable in the planning and organizational
Stages.

Shortly after Powell River acquired Martin, Jim,
In recognition of his services and outstanding record
of achievement over the years, was promoted to vicepresident of that organization. Today he is the elder
statesman of the Company, and his calm judgment

and wide background of the corrugated container

trade have been a tower of strength to Powell River
Company.

Quiet and modest in demeanor, but quick and
decisive in execution, Jim has won many friends

and influenced many people in his long career in the
trade. He is essentially a family man and most of
his spare time was spent with his boys and girls.
One of the nice things that happened to Powell
River was the acquisition of Jim Glynn to the Company family; and it is a pleasure for the Digester to
include him as one of our leading personalities and
to wish him and Mrs. Glynn continued health and
prosperity.
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Front page ads and old-fashioned

make-up of 1906 mark The
World as a journalistic § relic.

But stories that made headlines

then still sell papers today.

Newspapers Have Come

a Long Way in 50 Years, but...

Headlines Havent Changed
ECENTLY, one of our Company surveyors returned from a trip up the northwest coast of
British Columbia. On his tour he discovered an old
deserted log cabin, long since abandoned by occu-

pants and barely visible through the wood and
shrub growth of the years.
On one of the walls was an old newspaper—a

copy of the Vancouver World of July 24, 1906.

He brought the tattered sheet back with him. He
thought we might be interested in seeing how they
wrote headlines tn our dailies half a century ago.
We were interested. A first glance at page 1
prompted the caption for this short article.
The headlines, we found, haven't changed much

over the years. [he “World” of 1906 could in

this respect have been any Canadian or American
daily of 1956. In two and three column leads, such
familiar headlines as— Murdered Girl Was From

Vancouver — ‘Suicide of a Chilliwack Child’ —
“Arrested Aboard White Flyer’’—"' Vancouver Man
(‘hloroformed in Seattle’’—stared back at us.
And though setting and circumstances were different, a heavy two-column lead in the lower right
hand corner showed a startling similarity to head-

lines that have not been uncommon in our news-

“Another Era of Blood in
Russia,’’ the World reported, and the story of the
Czar repression of civic rights was all too reminpapers in recent years.

iscent of recent trial purges in the same land.

A break from modern style was. the use of ads
on the front page—a policy still followed by most
British, Australian and New Zealand papers but
dropped by Canadian and American journals for
several decades. Sharing the masthead with the World

was the two column spread informing all and sundry

that “Royal Crown Soap makes Washing Easy.”’

Further proof that the soap companies, then as now,

were alert to the fact that in all eras and all climes
“It Pays to Advertise.’’
Reporting in that era was, however, a shade

more fulsome than the succinct news releases of today. We can imagine the modern cub reporter, his
stories cut to the bone and his rounded or vigorous
adjectives deleted by an unfeeling editor, drooling a

pit
Over the reportorial licence of these boisterous
ayS,
For instance, on page 1, the reporter describes a

case of criminal assault, which then, as now, still
made the headlines. We have read many modern
versions of such episodes in the press, but can any of

them surpass the just indignation of the World reporter who wrote ‘‘Signs of struggle were evident
and the examination of the young girl indicated that
she had died fighting, defending all that is dearest to
womanhood.’’

All in all, the headlines haven’t changed: news
is news in whatever age it may happen. Alert reporters are on the job to record it, and an avid public
waits to receive it.
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ARE CANADIANS
REALLY 2.
i wo years ago, the United States Section, Canada-United

States Committee, Chamber of Commerce of tthe United
States published a booklet entitled ‘‘Are Canadians Really?’
In spackling, half-humorous vein it discussed aspects of
Canadian life and background.
With the kind permission of the authors we include some
highlights from this booklet, and these may be continued in
subsequent editions of The Digester.
-

of the American Revolution. At the time of the
Jipeople,
728 been
Canadians
really are
just like
‘There
Revolution, there were
which said
seemsthat
a reasonable
assumption.
thousands of American
are also those who say that Canadians really are just
Englishmen who don’t care how cold it gets, and
others who say Canadians really are just Frenchmen

who know which side of the Atlantic their bread is

buttered on.
Canadians are also Americans, in the sense that

they are geographically included in North America,

but Canadians are not prone to over-stress that
technicality. This is partly because it would be
frightfully awkward to have neighbors who had to

colonists who did not see
eye to eye with John Han-

cock and chose to go along
with the British Empire. So

they moved over into
Canada.

‘There they were

known as United Empire

Loyalists and their descend-

call themselves ‘‘United Statesers’’ in order to make
it clear who they were, and partly because ‘‘Cana-

ants make as much to-do
over ancestors as a cardcarrying D.A.R.

its patent owners are well pleased.
A Canadian may be

fold population expansion since she officially came
into being in 1867, and many officials predict that

dian’ is such a brisk, distinctive word with which

a Mounted Policeman,
an Eskimo, a French-

Canada has made a five-

within the next half-century she will triple her

sarily.
Distressing as_ the

present population.
Canada's largest and steadiest import of people
has been from the British Isles, with smaller numbers
from other European countries. Immigration slowed
down in the depression of the nineteen thirties, but

romantically inclined,

since World War II it has climbed substantially, in
addition to which approximately 166,000 displaced

speaking farmer or Rose

Marie, but not neces-

news may be to the
Canada has only about
4,500 Royal Canadian

persons have crossed the Canadian welcome mat.

A great many were brought in by the Canadian

Mounted Police, com-

Government in response to requests for workers from

pared to a million and a

half factory employees, and many of the modern
Mounties have never been introduced to a horse.
Not all, nor even most, of Canada’s farmers
speak French, which proves that you can’t detect a
man's green thumb by his tongue, and anyway, less

than one million, out of five million Canadians
currently employed, are working on farms.
As a matter of fact, there are 16 million Canadians
in Canada, which allows for considerable variety—

economically, socially and otherwise. Almost half
of the Canadians are of English-speaking stock, but
some Englishmen have difficulty understanding them,
which 1s not too surprising inasmuch as some English-

men have difficulty understanding each other. About
3 out of 10 Canadians are descended from French

pioneer stock, and the rest of the population is

mainly of other European extraction.
A great many of the English-speaking Canadians
are of old-line American colonial ancestry, although
they do not usually belong to the Sons or Daughters

Canadian industries, mostly agriculture, forestry.

mining and textiles. Most of these newcomers have

settled in Ontario, with the remainder scattered
throughout the other provinces, where they are
rapidly becoming Canadians really.
As things stand, about one-fifth of the Canadian

population has come to Canada from European

countries. I"his explains in part why newspapers are

published in forty different languages, although

Canada has but two official languages, English and
French, which is one up on the United States.
The French-speaking people are largely found in

the province of Quebec and are descendants of
Canada’s early colonists. About a million French-

speaking Canadians are scattered over the rest of the
landscape, but Quebec is so much French that parts of
the province have the flavor of France itself.

This enchants visiting Americans. It gives them
an opportunity to exercise their high school French
without having to take a trip abroad. It also gives
the French-speaking Canadians a chance to b2 amused.
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Aye, the SMITHS

Top em all!
HAT surname claims the largest
number of adherents in Scotland?

MacDonald, MacTavish,
MacGregor, Murray... ?

Guess again! None of the Macs head
the name procession. In. Scotland, as in

many other sports on the globe, plain Mr.
Smith rules the names roost.
In a recent survey conducted by the
Scots Ancestry Research Bureau, it was
revealed that there are 80,000 Smiths who
outnumber their nearest rivals, the Mac-

Donalds, by over 20,000. There are 15
Smiths in every 1,000 of Scottish popula-

Next to the MacDonalds come the

Browns, the Wilsons, the “—Thomsons, the

Robertsons, and the deadly enemy of the
MacDonalds, the Campbells.

‘Many of our American readets may

be interested in the activities of this Scottish research society. Since it came into
existence 10 years ago, over 13,000 inquiries have poured in from all parts of the

world requesting further information on
clan or family background. Significantly,

over 5,000 of these came from the United
States.

These inquiries came from people of all

walks. Some wished to establish kinship
with famous Scots— Flora MacDonald
was a favorite—but the majority wanted
to know something about their family
background and from whom they were .
descended. .

Among recent inquiries was one from

4 writer in Australia who was preparing
a history of Western Australia and wanted

information about one of the States

founders, who had left Scotland as a small
boy early in the nineteenth century.
The Society’s searchers discovered that
the boy had been deported for stealing a
few reels of yarn.

One third generation Canadian we

know—a Mrs. Campbell——made her first
trip to the Highlands a few years ago. She

wandered into the village of Glencoe,
home of the MacDonalds, traditional
enemies of the Campbells since 1692.
‘‘T have never met such inhospitable
people,’’ she declared. “They were per-

fectly lovely, until [ told them my name

was Campbell; after that they gave me the
cold shoulder. ©

So if you are a Campbell and want to

know what it’s all about, ask the Scots
Ancestral Society. .
For example, if your name is Hamilton,

Duke of Hamilton is the senior peer of
scotland, and his family goes back a long
Way.

if you are a Bruce, a Wallace, or a
Robertson, you might find all kinds of
fascinating things about your family.
‘There were some very hardy lads of that
name in the old days.

But ancestor hunting can be lots of
fun if you have the time to chase it up—
and the willingness to face facts!
The Scots Research Society finds that
in recent years, inquiries have mounted,
particularly from the United States. [hey

point out that anyone can write them
and their research staff will go to work

immediately. he Society is a non-profit
making body, and the only revenue is
from the fee charged for searching. “The
average cost of an investigation runs from
three to five guineas, or from ten to fifteen

dollars.
Scotland is unique in having all parish

registers centralized in one building—the
Register House — which eliminates the
necessity of searchers going from parish to

parish in search of information. Registration has been compulsory since 1855, so
the Society has a unique file of records at
its disposal.

There are, however, certain types of
investigation which the Society will not
undertake, notably finding missing relatives
or tracing connections for people who believe they have claims to money.
Otherwise, the Society will be pleased

to tell you more about your family connection, where your clan or.family originated. You might want to know if your
family is of Highland or Lowland origin,
whether your ancestors were the most ex-

pert sheep stealers in Scotland, whether
you are related to the Lord of the Isle
or whether your forebears fought against
the English at Culloden.
The Scots Ancestral Research Society

will set you right. All enquiries can be
addressed to:
Scots Ancestral Research Society,

you will be interested to know that the
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Edinburgh, Scotland.

The Premier

Visits
Powell River

Powell River's famous product, destined for California, is admired
by Premier Bennett.

(YN April
25 and
the Prime
of
Columbia,
the 2%
Honorable
W. A.Winister
C. Bennett,
paid a brief visit to our area.

The Premier was on

a personal fact-finding tour of the Province, and
included Powell River as one of his main ports of
call. Subsequently he visited Kitimat, Prince George

and various centres in the interior of British Columbia, Fraser Valley, and Lower Mainland.
In Powell River there were no public meetings.
The Premier met the Board of Trade, municipal and
civic authorities, discussed various problems and listened to criticism or suggestions. Mir. Bennett spoke
at an informal dinner sponsored by the Powell River
and District Board of ‘Irade, attended by representative. citizens of the community.
He outlined the achievements of the Social Credit
Government and touched on other plans for tax relief

to municipal householders, as well as the government’s determination to expand bridge, road and
rail facilities in British Columbia.
Mr. Bennett has held the office of Premier of
British Columbia since June, 1952, when he headed
the first Social Credit Government in the history of
the Province.
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Rising walls of Powell River's new ninth paper machine impressed the
Premier (centre on ladder).

B.C.’s chief executive enjoyed brief chats with Powell River youngsters as he inspected the Sea Cadets (left) and Air Cadets.
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Speed-up of Powell River’s No. 7 paper machine has
necessitated the addition of an extra winder. rere

it is with the automatic roll handling system which
is duplicated on the No. 7 and 8 winders. Arrow
points to core shaft anchor. Top right: core shaft

handling crane. Foreground, left: stripping conveyor; foreground, right: sorting deck with individual
deck stops.

THE FORWARD LOOK IN

AUTOMATIC
ROLL

HANDLING
OINCIDENT with the big speedup and conversion operation on Number 7 paper machine,
and with the installation of a third winder to permit
greater efficiency on Number 7 and 8 machines, a
further significant advance in plant modernization
has been completed at Powell River.
This is the new automatic roll handling system,
one of the most modern in the pulp and paper indusSet of rolls is ejected from the winder across the
bridge which rises automatically behind them.
ee acta et PL a

try.
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Embodying the main features of similar installations recently introduced in Alaska and United
"| States, Powell River has carried the automation
Page Stx

Weight of shaft is taken by the crane hooks as the rolls move away.

With its anchor engaged, the core shaft is held while the roils (left)
are stripped off by the conveyor.
Crane returns core shaft to storage pocket where cores are power fed

onto the shaft. Loader (arrow) lifts shaft into winder when needed.

Rolls pass across sorting decks onto main conveyor line

and are carried (to the right) to the lowerator.

The crew select desired wrapper width by pushbutton, then

Lowerator delivers rolls to floor below where they are

deposited on a storage deck and are fed onto the
finishing room conveyor system.

Purple bands with glue app lied are fed from
dispenser. Operators insert soft heads before

guide it around roll. Wrapper
is cut off by pushbutton.

crimping,

process considerably beyond any presently known
equipment.

‘Two principal new features are:
(1) Automatic shaft handling.
(2) Almost automatic core feeding.
It is not the intention here to go into technical

details of the new equipment. But a brief description

of the old methods of roll handling coupled with

the accompanying pictures of the modern installation
may help the reader to understand something of the
changes that have been made—made without interrupting newsprint production.
In the old method the paper machine crews had

to handle a set of rolls every 20 minutes by air
hoist, from winder to wrapping drums, manually
extracting a 400-pound shaft 22 feet long, juggle the

shaft back to the winder on a small dolly and

around corners. Assistant finishing room superintendent
Evan Pirie watches action.

Glue sprayed heads are held to header platens by
suction. The heated platens press heads onto

the roll and hold them while glue cures.

manually reload it with cores before putting it back
on the machine. After wrapping, the rolls were again
manhandled on dollies, whirled across the floor and

pushed off the dollies onto the lowerator to the
finishing room.
This entire operation, as the photographs show,
is now almost entirely automatic. In the finishing
room where the rolls are wrapped for final shipment,
the same conversion has taken place. MJRolls are

moved, turned or tipped by pressing buttons. A
press of the foot starts the wrapping process, and a

‘flying wire’ cuts the wrapper.

Weighing, upending and transportation to trucks
are all in the same airy atmosphere—and the whole

process is an imaginative and fascinating one for

which local engineers and technical men have been
highly praised by visiting experts.
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Conveyor supported on scales hand!es rolls for easy, accurate weighing.
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Hydraulic upender tilts rolls upright for clamp truck handling.

Province Builds New Warehouse

interior of new Province warehouse.

IIH the steadily mounting

three tiers at present—but within the next six

demand for newsprint, the big
metropolitan dailies of the continent

months, with final touches, warehousemen state they
will be able to store four tiers between trusses.

expand present storage capacities or
build new plants.
The Vancouver Province, the city’s
oldest continuously printed newspaper, faced with the
need for enlarged storage space, has just completed
erection of a new warehouse on False Creek, a few
blocks from the heart of downtown Vancouver, where

have found it necessary to substantially

In building its new warehouse on False Creek,
the Province is looking well to the future, both from
the storage and location viewpoint. Ten—even five
—years hence a convenient storage location may be
difficult to obtain. Many newspapers in big cities have
upwards of ten miles to haul paper from storage to
pressroom; and with the expansion requirements of
the next decade, firms will have to go farther and

its press and offices are located.

farther away from the storage centers, and face longer

False Creek is a narrow inlet, running from the
Gulf of Georgia about three miles inland through
the heart of Vancouver. Planners and forward look-

and double hauling of their newsprint.

The Province has provided against this probability for many years to come.

ing business firms have envisaged this area as an ideal

site for warehouses and storage sheds. The largest

tugs can navigate its waters, which makes water
towage feasible and eminently practicable. In the

Warehouse on False Creek with Powell River barge discharging.

case of Powell River, paper can be shipped direct by

covered barge from the mill to the new Province
warehouse.

Few newspaper buildings have sufficient storage
areas of their own to accommodate essential inventories; and many store their supplies on rented wharf

space.

\

The Province, with its 3,000 ton capacity building located less than a mile from its offices, is ina
singularly fortunate position as far as storage facilities
are concerned.

The warehouse is 120’x120’, of cinder block

construction and asphalt floors.

Paper is stored in
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Vancouver business area is tn tmmediate background.

firm, operated by two young Van-

] WY
outs
tne
pausingcouver men, George O’Brien, Jr., and
roomanyone
of a paper
mill,ree
or the
pressJohn Pitts.
room of a newspaper, the small
wooden plugs used in the ends of
paper rolls. are almost a totally unknown product.
However, these relatively obscure
articles serve a valuable and vital pur-

‘Lhe raw material for the wooden

plugs used by Spruce Specialties Com-

pany is small alder logs. During the
course of a year the Company uses

Without them a major portion
of Powell River Company's news-

many hundreds of cords of this wood,
which is cut to rigid specifications by
small loggers and farmers throughout

damage in the several stages of handling. Since the Company uses over
1,000,000 plugs annually the import-

derived from this off-season employment is frequently a welcome addition to farmers’ earnings.

pose.

print production could suffer serious

ance of safe delivery of newsprint 1s

self-evident. “The manufacture of

plugs used by Powell River is handled
by Spruce Specialties, an enterprising

the Fraser Valley. The income
The small logs which are used
run from 3144” minimum diameter
up to 544" maximum diameter, and
are cut to eight-foot lengths.

Before these logs are ready to be turned into
wooden plugs, they are run through a large dowel
machine that acts as a barker and clears the knots
and imperfections from the logs, leaving a clean

The logs are then stacked again by size
into feeding racks, from which they are selected and
placed in the plug machine. One operator manages
peeled log.

two plug machines at a time, as they are set side

A log is placed into the automatic
feeder rolls of first one machine and then the other.
When the log has been converted to plugs, one at
a time and cut off, the machine stops automatically
approximately a foot from the end of the log. “This
by side in banks.

gives the operator time to remove the butt of the

used log and start a new one into the machine.

As

two machines are set up to make different length
plugs at the same time, there is a resultant time lag

between the stopping of one machine and the stopping of its counterpart. ‘This enables the operator
to load one machine while the other is still running.
When the log is turned into a plug by revolving
head, a cut off saw severs the plug from the log and

the plug falls into a conveyor which carries it to a
waiting sack. [These conveyors contain counting

- devices, which indicate when a sack 1s full, at which
time a diversion trough switches the stream of plugs
into the next empty sack.
Although many substitutes have been tried, the
old standby, the wooden plug, remains today as the
most efficient and economical means of preventing
newsprint rolls from collapsing or crushing on the
COTE.
And since this timber-rich area has not yet
reached such a degree of utilization as some other
parts of the country, it appears that the cheaper and

stronger wooden plug will continue to fill its important function of protecting newsprint in transit,

as jong
rnem.

as the raw material exists from which to make
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Co-partners of Spruce Specialities, George O'Brien, Jr.,
and John Pitts examine core plug.

Small alder logs, used in plug manufacturing.
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Vancouver — Where the mountains meet the sea to form one of the world’s most beautiful ports.

Beautiful Vancouver
Within five minutes oforest
theplayground,
citys centre lie oe acres of natural
3

is at its loveliest

in the Spring...
i Ty

[_

There's something for every member of the family in delightful
Stanley Park.
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The City

all, above, is only one of the many striking modern buildings
of which Vancouver is proud.

N these pages, which we have entitled “Beautiful
Vancouver,’ are shown some of the scenes and
natural beauties that justify the adjective.

Vancouver was founded in 1886, and _ today,

at ee tn
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Capilano Canyon’s suspension bridge shares popularity with mountain

chairlifts and skiing grounds on the North Vancouver mountains.

with a population of close to 500,000, is British

Columbia’s largest city, and the third most populous
in Canada.

Set in a gem of natural beauty, its landlocked
hatbor impervious to outside storms and protected
by the towering mountains on the North Shore,
Vancouver has been aptly termed ‘““The Gateway of
the West.”’ Its harbor is a mecca for the trade and
commerce of the seven seas; and its beautiful setting,
with many natural areas like world-famous Stanley
Park, untouched by modern artificiality, has made it
a popular rendezvous for world visitors. Its strategic
location as a great port, through which flow the raw

materials and manufactured goods of one of the
world’s richest areas; has attracted international!
recognition.

Almost within a stone's throw from the city the
visitor can quickly find every variety of recreatiton—
boating, hunting, fishing, skiing, picturesque picnic

Climate is mild and temperate,
and normally, outdoor sports such as football, golf,
etc., can be played throughout the winter months.
Two great transcontinental railways terminate
in Vancouver. It is the jumping-off place for ships
travelling to the Orient. Its airport is one of the
busiest 1n Canada, and every day transcontinental
and transoceanic planes drop in and out on their way
to the far corners of the earth.
And behind Vancouver and its assured future is
the great hinterland of British Columbia, rich in the
and vacation spots.

resources of the sea and the soil—great forests, huge

mineralized areas and vast deposits of oil, most of
which have been only partially exploited.
Vancouver's continuing industry, resources, and

great natural beauty have an enviable tryst with
destiny.
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Yachting and boating are only two of the
many sports afforded Vancouverites the
year round.

Seven public beaches, all within 15 minutes of the city centre, attract
thousands every summer.

INTERESTING JOBS

Bill Finds His on the Wharf
N a plant like Powell River, with
its nearly Z,Q0Q0 employees, there

are scores of jobs vital to the

smoothness and efficiency of oper-

ation, but which, by their nature,
are too often unknown or overlooked.

One such key post is that of gear

repairman, ably filled by Bull
Roberts of the wharf crew.

When we speak of dock equipment in Powell River we automatically think of Bill Roberts, whose

job it is to check, repair and put

in first-class shape all equipment—
slings, ropes, etc—used in handling
our newsprint and pulp.
Few men are better qualified for

this important work than Bill, a
veteran employee, who started out
Bill Roberts in characteristic pose.

been spent on the wharf. For many

years he was a senior stevedore,
supervising loading newsprint and
pulp and general cargo. In his long
service with the Company he has
been laborer, trucker, locie driver,
and foreman.
Born in Hollyhead, Wales, he

worked on the famous London)
and North Western Railway as

crane and winchman before com-

ing to Canada. He has been around

ships and railways all his life.
In his younger days, Bill played
a lot of soccer in Powell River, and
was on one of the first round ball

teams organized in 1914. His

daughter Enid, now Mrs. Charles
Sparks, was born 1n Powell River
and still resides here.

In the meantime, with Bill

on the dock in 1914. - Save for
four years with the Canadian

Roberts on the job, and the “‘gear’’

Machine Gun Corps in World War
1, Bull's Powell River lifetime has

crew can look forward to continued
good loading.

shipshape and ready, the wharf

George O'Brien Retires”
NOINCIDENT with his statement of new appointments

president M. J. Foley announced
the retirement of George O’Brien,
senior vice-president of the Company.

Mr. O’Brien is one of British

Columbia's leading logging executives, and has been largely responsible for the tremendous develop-

ment of logging and forestry policies in the Company.
Graduating as a logging engineer

from the University of Washington, he has been associated with
the forests all his life. His father,
Dan O'Brien, a mid-western logger, moved to British Columbia,
and George, under his watchful
supervision, worked at practically

every job in the woods before
graduating from college.

He formed his own logging
company after returning from

World War I as Lieutenant in the
U.S. Artillery, and on his father's

death amalgamated with his

father's company to form O’Brien
Logging Company. This was acquired by Powell River Company
in 1942, and George agreed to re-

main and manage his old com-

pany. In 1944 he was made vicepresident in charge of the rapidly
expanding logging subsidiaries.

His many friends in the Company were glad to hear Mr. Foley
announce that while Mr. O’Brien
had officially relinquished his executive post he will continue as a

George O'Brien

director where his advice and

unique experience will still be available to the Company.
George O'Brien has been one of

the modern builders of Powell
River. His experienced judgment,

his extensive knowledge, and,
above all, his close association with
Page I welve

logging and loggers have been invaluable.

‘Lhe shock to the Powell River

system has been largely overcome

by the president's announcement
that these qualities will not be lost
to the Company.

The President
Reviews 1955

M. J. Foley

ONITINULNG an established custom of recent
years, the directors and executive officers of

Powell River Company visited Powell River on
April 25 to report to local residents on the present
position and prospects of the Company.
In addition to greeting shareholders and repre-

favorable exchange situation, were solely responsible

for the increase. [his was despite an increase of
16,000 tons in newsprint production.

FORECASTS FOR 1956:

(1) NUMBER 9 MACHINE—Some delays in equip-

ment delivery have been encountered, but

sentative citizens at an afternoon meeting, the group

construction is going ahead with every possible
speed. ~ We are hopeful,’ Mr. Foley declared,
that if there are no unforeseen holdups we will
start production close on schedule in December.

were guests at a special gathering of local businessmen
and merchants in the evening.

‘Lhese talks followed the annual shareholders’

meeting in Vancouver, during which time the directors
faced a gruelling schedule. ‘They held meetings in
Vancouver on Monday and again on Tuesday morn-

ing. [They attended the shareholders’ meeting in
the afternoon, after which they rushed to planes or

boats for the trip to Powell River. They spent

three hours Wednesday morning inspecting the
plant, and shortly after lunch went direct to the
afternoon meeting. After dinner they appeared again
at the businessmen’s meeting at night.
President M. J. Foley, addressing Powell River
citizens in the afternoon, briefly reviewed the 1955
picture.

While net profit from consolidated operations
were up 8.3% from 1954, profits from newsprint
and pulp had not increased. Earnings from our
logging and lumbering subsidiaries, plus a more

(2) CostTs——which seriously affected newsprint and
pulp earnings in 1955, have continued to rise
in the first quarter of 1956.
(3) PRODUCTION—Our output for 1956 has already
been sold under contract. [he outlook for newsprint both in 1956 and 1957 is very favorable,
and our increased output next year will help us
to better meet the heavy demands made on us.
In his concluding remarks, Mr. Foley warned
that from now on increased production could only
come from installation of new paper machines. “Hor
the past several years, he went on to say, we have
been able to speed up existing machinery to help
meet the expanding demand. We cannot expect
further tonnage increase by this means, and any

additions can only come through major capital

expenditures.
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Director H. F. G. Letson, C.B., Union’s Local
President M. Golley, S. Macfarlane and N.
English look over exhibits.

Vice-President R. M. Cooper, left, with H.B.C.

Chairman of the Board H. Foley chats with a
shareholder.

officials A. Taylor and J. French, and Councillor Molly McLaren.

Vancouver Mounties
Enter Coast League
N Friday, April 27, Vancouver's Capilano

Stadium was packed to capacity with 9,000
excited ball fans. Civic dignitaries, including Mayor
Hume and Bob Brown, father of baseball in Vancouver, and scores of other prominent residents and
sportsmen were on hand.
The occasion marked the first home game of the
‘‘Mounties,’’ Vancouver’s entry in the Pacific .Coast
League; and the debut of first-class professional base-

made.

Vancouverites came up with the appropriate

title of ‘‘Mounties,’’ and this seems to meet with

In an international league it typifies
the glamor with which most Americans surround
general favor.

our Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
At the same time, the Capilano Stadium, built
to accommodate the Vancouver

‘‘Caps’”’ who had represented the

city in the old Class B league,
was enlarged to accommodate

ball in Western Canada. The ‘‘Mounties’ lost a

approximately 10,000 spec-

heart-breaking 2-1 game to the San Francisco Seals,

but fans came away full of enthusiasm that augurs
well for gate receipts in 1956.
The introduction of top-flight baseball in Vancouver is further evidence of the citys expanding
place in the athletic sun. Two years ago, the Vancouver Lions entered the Canadian football firmament, and for the past two seasons have played to
record crowds.

And so the Oaks are now

the “‘Mounties,’’ with Lefty:
O’Doul, one of baseball's most
famous characters, as manager
and coach.

All games will be played in

Lefty O'Doul

In 1954, too, the British Emptre

Games, featured by the famous ~“Miuracle Mile, —
drew world attention to Canadas great western seaport.

And now professional baseball. Exhorted to

further enthusiasm by these efforts, sportsmen in the

city went after baseball with the same vigor and

determination as they tackled football and track.
‘They saw that the Oakland “Oaks were having
4 hard time. They had heard rumors that transfer
of that club's franchise to a more promising. area
was on the cards; and promptly sent their negotiators down south to talk terms.
Their own optimism and Vancouver's growing
prestige as a successful sports promoter impressed
southern magnates. Vancouver took over the Oak-.

land franchise and prepared to welcome the first
Pacific Coast League entry in history.
Selection of a name was 2n initial decision to be

the evenings and Saturday
afternoons. Given good weather

conditions, Vancouver fans are confident that they
will justify switching the franchise across the international border.
Vancouver has a long history as a baseball centre. As early as 1910 a professional team represented the city in the old Northwestern League. It was
good baseball and many individuals were snapped up

by and made good in the National and American
Leagues. Following World War I, semi-professional
baseball was played for many years and to large
crowds.

Several years ago professional baseball re-

turned with the advent of the Capilanos in Class B
competition, playing against teams from Calgary,
Edmonton, and other northwestern points.
Everyone feels the city is ripe to step up into the
‘‘big leagues,’ and the Mounties, if they display a
reasonably good brand of ball, should be one of the
best drawing cards on the circuit.
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Part of the Instrument Department's back shop. Other accommodation includes front shop, office, vault, chart room, washrooms.

Powell River’s Outstanding Instrument Shop
Moves Into New Home
MONG outstanding but lesser-known post-war
achievements at Powell River is the excellently
equipped and staffed Instrument Shop, which ts considered one of the most complete and up-to-date in
the industry. Formed ten years ago, our Instrument
Department is exceeded in size and scope in B.C.
only by that of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company at Trail, which boasts a staff of 36.
Headed by supervisor Jim Caldicott, who has
seen 22 years’ service with the Company, our 14
instrument mechanics and their first apprentice recent-

ly moved into larger and more modern quarters,

formerly occupied by the mill cafeteria. It was

during this move, which necessitated the transfer of
literally thousands of spare instrument parts, charts
and files—not to mention the various pieces of shop
equipment and tools—that many a passerby became
suddenly aware of the magnitude of our Instrument
Department.

To realize its full importance to our operations,
here are some of the Department’s main functions.
Briefly, its mechanics are responsible for the maintenance and accuracy of: all instruments that record
and/or control pressure, temperature, flow and liquid
levels: all control valves relating to these instruments;
all air and hydraulically operated cylinders, solenoid
valves and pressure switches associated with automa-

tion throughout the plant; all mill scales—particularly those over which our products are sold; time

clocks: wire and felt guides; Waterous grinder control
pedestals; paper machine speed records; and the mill's
weather station.

In addition, the mechanics are charged with the
maintenance of laboratory instruments, mill welding.

equipment, pressure and vacuum gauges, oscillators,
numbering machines, watchmen’s clocks and stopwatches.

In view of the tall order, it is not surprising that
our instrument mechanics must be a highly skilled,
versatile and ingenious lot, some of them possessing
specialized knowledge of such intricate subjects as
electronics, others being expert watchmakers, tool
makers, and all-round repair wizards.
To assist our mechanical staffs in the pursuits of
their different jobs the Instrument Shop has the folllowing equipment: lathe, drill press, and band saw;
a pressure gauge testing bench which is checked
against certified standard gauge testers for continued
accuracy up to 2,000 pounds per square inch; hot oil
bath for temperature checking to 350° F; an electric
furnace for temperature checking to 2,000° F; certified standard thermometers and thermocouples; a
hot water immersion clearing bath: a vacuum pump.

for pressures below the atmospheric; differential
meter calibration equipment; and oxyacetylene
equipment for welding, brazing, and silver soldering.
Some 400 charts for the various recording instru-

ments in the mill are prepared every day in the
Department's Chart Room.

Complete data and history cards on all instru-

ments and major shop items are kept by the Depart-

ment, and more than 2,000 different spare parts,

down to the tiniest screw, are stored and accurately
listed on a Kardex file.
It is understandable that it needed many days

for our Instrument Mechanics to effect the move
from their former quarters next to the tinshop to
their new home adjoining the offices of the Statistical
Department.
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Miss Edith Frank of The Honolulu Advertiser points at the arrow showing when the first Pacific Commercial Advertiser was printed
on july 2, 1856. Flags of the various countries concerned are also used in the colorful display.

They've Dressed Up “The Log’’
BOUT eight months ago, Powell River, on
request of the Honolulu Advertiser, shipped

over a big 5 foot spruce log to be used as one of the
attractions at that paper's Centennial on July 2 this
year.

The log was duly received and Honolulu officials
went to work counting the rings to establish its age.
‘Then the historians went into action and looked up
decisive world events that had occurred during the

300 years in which the ‘Log’ had grown from a
sapling to a mature tree.
The big Sitka Spruce, cut in the Queen Charlotte
Islands by Company loggers is now fully dressed,
annotated and ready for inspection by the thousands
of citizens who will attend the Advertiser’s Centennial ceremonies and Open House. Already over 1,000
curious school children have inspected the ‘‘Log.”’
The years of growth are marked by the descending series of flags at the left center of the accompanying picture, in 10 year cycles. The arrows point to

dates 1n world or Hawaiian history that are of im-

portance and which are explained on large cards at

left and right.

P

The first date showing is, appropriately enough,
the year 1456, when the Gutenberg Bible was printed on movable type. ‘The Advertiser statisticians
record other dates such as the birth of Virginia Dare,

first English child born in America (1587); the

Boston ‘Tea Party (1773); Spanish American War,

etc.

It is certainly an interesting display—and the
Advertiser people have made it a major attraction
for their big show on July 2.

School teachers in Honolulu have found the
‘Log’ a valuable asset in their social study groups
(history and geography to you). Despite the fact

that we grow the stuff around Powell River, we

never thought of using it in our school curriculum.
But local teachers, hearing of the ““‘Log,’’ are now
asking for similar favors.
Meantime, our best wishes to the Advertiser fot
a successful Centennial—and thanks for including
the ‘Log’ in the imaginative show.
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Rapid growth of Martin business has necessitated this plant extension.

Martin’s Addition in Edmonton
INCE 1954, when Martin Paper Products was
acquired by Powell River Company, the plants

of the area, production reached 68 million square feet.

It was at this level that the existing facilities

and properties of this aggressive container company
have expanded with the parent organization.
A new plant was placed in production last year

became severely taxed and high costs of production

Edmonton have built a new addition to their original
structure, which was erected in 1953.
The Edmonton addition was necessary to keep
pace with that rapidly growing city, whose expansion
in the past ten years is one of the greatest in Canada.
When the plant commenced operations, the building, of steel and concrete block, and its equipment,
were designed with an eye to future additions.

construct a suitable addition to provide the plant

at New Westminster, B.C., and now Martin at

In the first half year of operation, the plant

produced 30 million square feet of corrugated board.

Business steadily grew and the total production in
1954 was 58.5 million square feet. In 1955, with
the advent of new industries, such as Canadian
Chemical Co. Limited, and with the steady growth
View of finishing department, showing left to right, two hand stitchers
and semi-automatic stitcher.

became evident.

A decision was made, on the basis of both immediate needs and further long range expectations, to
with the necessa

area for at least five years.

It was decided to follow the master plan adopted

at the inception, extending the building to the south.
The production flow would thereby be altered from a
U-shape to a straight line, providing for an additional
area of 8,500 square feet.
The new plant layout contains the boiler room,
machine shop, roll storage area, corrugator and press
departments, and flap cutter in the original building
of 22,000 square feet; while the finishing department,
made up of three stitchers, one taper, one slitter, and

two band saws, and the shipping department are
located in the new addition.
Specialized operations like the art and die and

sample departments are on the mezzanine area overlooking the manufacturing area, and each department
now has storage area for one day's production.

As a result, it is possible to plan better, with a

much greater degree of flexibility and a smoother flow

of operation.

With the improved operation, the Edmonton

plant of Martin Paper Products can continue to make
the same quality product and give the same excellent

service of the past to its rapidly growing marketing
ATtTed.

The Edmonton district, with both trans-

continental railways serving its needs, and on the
direct route of the larger airlines, may be expected to

continue its steady —even spectacular progress.
Strategically located as an outlet to the great oil and

mineral wealth of the nations great northland,

Martin expects their plant to stay in step with the
developmen#of-this rich and youthful area.
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BASEBALL PROSPECTS BRIGHT
Powell River will have semi-pro ball this summer.

‘The Rodmays have entered the Vancouver Island

loop and will play double headers at home with

Island teams every second weekend. On alternate
weeks they play away. All games in Powell River
are at the new I[imberlane Park. with its 368-foot
distances to both right and left field fences. No one
has yet hit an over-the-fence home run, which would
require a drive of at least 400 feet.

Quartet of relaxed Pipe-Majors: Ed Esson, lan Inkster, Dave Westie,
Donald MacLeod.

PIPE-MAJORS DROP |

Residents were gratified at Premier Bennett's
announcement that a further fifteen miles of paving

would be added to the Vancouver Highway this

year, and that the remaining ten would be kept in top
shape, pending probable completion next year. The
ferry crossing time at Howe Sound will be shortened
by the end of the year. Nearly an hour should be cut
from present schedules.

The growing fame of Powell River Company's

pipe band was further expanded when four outstanding pipe-majors came together here recently. Heading

the invasion was Pipe-Major Donald MacLeod of

the Imperial Seaforth Highlanders, one of Scotland's
outstanding bagpipe experts. With him were PipeMajors Ed Esson of Vancouver Seaforth Highlanders

and Ian Inkster, Irish Fusiliers (yes, the Irish have
SUPER-VALU STARTS UP
Another addition to the local business field was
the opening of the fine new Super-Valu Store in the

Westview district. It attracted hundreds of local]

the pipes, too!). Holding his own in this exalted
atmosphere was Powell River's Pipe-Major Dave

Westie, himself a top piper and former member of a
famous Scottish regiment.

shoppers when the doors were opened.
Huge crowds greeted opening of new supermarket in Westview.

BONSPIEL CHAMPS
In the recent ice bonspiel championship in Powell
River, vice-president Russell Cooper skipped one of

the rinks that reached the finals. Skipper of the

winning rink was Fred MacLeod, solo piping

champion of the Pacific Northwest. Russ picked the
game up as a youngster on the duck ponds of Ontario
and Quebec, and Fred learned the art on the prairies.

SPORTSMEN’S BANQUET

Following a custom in practice in many large

centres, Powell River, on June 2, held its first Sportsmens Banquet. Fight of British Columbia’s best

known sport figures, past and present, were in

attendance. A nice addition to the program was the
showing of the East-West football game (Canadian)
which packed Toronto's Stadium last fall.
Tickets for the dinner were $10 apiece, and some
proceeds were directed towards the Elks’ Children’s
Day and defraying the cost of the new all-purpose

floor for Willingdon Arena.
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NEW FILM POPULAR
The first showings of Powell River Company's
new film ““The Powell River Story’ were displayed

in Powell River during the recent visit of the
directors.

Approximately 500 residents saw the initial

showing in Powell River which was enthusiastically

received. Laken in colour, the half-hour run 1n-

cludes fascinating woods sequences, a particularly
spectacular “‘shot’’ of the self-dumping barges, interesting views of plant operations, and social and
recreative life in the area. A. few shots will probably
be retaken before extra prints are run off for distribution. ‘They should be ready by the end of June.
GAVEL OF THE YEAR

The Powell River and District Board of Trade
was presented with the “Gavel of the Year’ by the
British Columbia Chamber of Commerce at a dinner
in the Hotel Georgia, Vancouver, on Friday, April 27.
Each year a Board of Trade of over 3,000 popu-

lation district is honored by the B.C. Chamber for
outstanding work during the year. The Powell River

Board was given the ‘‘Gavel of the Year’ for 1955.
The local board won the honor mostly for the

work which was done on amalgamation of the
municipality.

New United Church Minister in Powell River
is the Rev. Benjamin Taylor, who arrived direct from
Belfast to take up his new post in Canada. A Belfast

paper, aescribing Mr. ‘Taylor's departure from
Ireland, said he was going to Powell River, ‘‘a
growing, vigorous city on the British Columbia

SNL bahia

Good Citizen Bob Muir and Mrs. Muir read congratulatory messages.

Bob Muir, prominent Westview businessman,
was selected as Powell River's Citizen of the Year.
Operating his own hardware store in the area, Bob
has been an outstanding community worker over the
past decade. He has led many fund-raising drives,
and sparked scores of community projects. His top
achievement was the erection of the now famous
Willingdon ice arena. As Chairman of the Committee, he was one of the originators of the plan, and

worked night and day supervising erection and
organizing fund drives and voluntary workers to

assist. It was the most successful united community
job ever undertaken. Recognition of Mr. Muir as

Good Citizen was a just award for his unselfish

community work in the area.

coast, some 80 miles from Vancouver .

Mrs R, M. Cooper presents Musical Festival awards to
aggregate winner Shirley-Ann Kotula.

MUSICAL FESTIVAL

Powell River's 12th Annual Musical Festival
drew wide interest in the district between May I - 4.
Hundreds of local youngsters and adults had entered
the Festival and competition was the keenest in years.

Winner of the Harold S. Foley Trophy, awarded to
the contestant with the highest aggregate score in the

Festival was Shirley-Ann Kotula.

Brothers Steve and Clint Mason were among winning instrumentalists.
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POWELL RIVER PROMOTIONS

Secretary, Two Vice-Presidents Appointed
N his annual address at Powell River, president M.

Paper Company at Port Alice, B.C.; and for the

J. Foley announced several important promotions
and executive staff changes.
Vice-president J. A. Kyles was appointed secretary

next six years was 1n eastern Canada, first with the

Quebec North Shore Paper Company at Bate

of the Company, replacing the late J. H. Lawson,

Comeau, and later with the Ontario Paper Company s mill at Thorold, Ontario.
Since 1942, as resident engineer and _ chief
engineer, he has been in the thick of the extensive

Kyles to the key post of secretary for Powell

post-war modernization and development that have
proceeded at Powell River without. letup.

and two new vice-presidents, Harold Moorhead and
Harold Renwick, were appointed.
‘The appointment of vice-president J. A. Jock’

River Company is further recognition of his long
and outstanding service with the Company. In

Powell River, where he resided for many years and
where he has a wide circle of old friends, his appointment was received with special pleasure.
“Jock Kyles has had 31 years of consecutive

service with Powell River Company. He joined the
firm as accountant at the mill in 1925, was promoted
to chief accountant, later to mill secretary and prior

to World War II, assistant resident manager. He
spent four years overseas with the R.C.A.F., rising
to the rank of Squadron Leader. Shortly after his
return he was appointed comptroller and was transferred to Vancouver. In 1951 he was promoted to
vice-president.

He is probably one of the most experienced financial men in the pulp and paper industry, and as vicepresident has been largely responsible for the financial
direction of the Company. He has a wide grasp of

Operating principles and problems and has been
closely associated with personnel policies.

As secre-

tary, he brings an unrivalled background of expertence, personal knowledge and achievement to the
affairs of the Company.
Vice-president Harold Moorhead joined Powell
River nearly sixteen years ago as resident engineer;
and in 1950 was promoted to Chief Engineer, covering all operations of Powell River Company and its
subsidiaries. Since his graduation from the University of British Columbia in 1933, he has been associated with the pulp and paper industry. He worked
three years on the engineering staff of B.C. Pulp ©

As vice-president in charge of engineering,
Harold brings to his new and responsible post a
background of unsurpassed experience in modern
paper mill engineering.

Vice-president Harold Renwick is one of the
best-known figures in the lumber and sawmill fra-

ternity of British Columbia. His ability and long
background of experience were recognized in his

appointment this year as president of the B.C. Lumbermen’s Association.
When Powell River purchased B.C. Manufacturing in 1951, Harold Renwick became vice-president

of the new subsidiaries with whom he had been
associated in an administrative capacity since 1923.

A top-flight organizer, Harold was a. principal

director of the B.C. Manufacturing. Company in the
uncertain and trying depression days and through
the more prosperous war and post-war years. He
brought to the Company a wealth of sound knowledge and practical experience in the lumbering and
sawmill business. His promotion to vice-president
is recognition of capable and outstanding service.
Despite the demands of the trade—and they have |

been heavy—Harold has taken time out to gain the
award of Good Citizen in New Westminster, and to
act over the years as Chairman of numerous civic
organizations, including Foreign Trade Bureau, Vancouver Board of Trade and B.C. Section of Canadian
Manufacturing Association. He was also a director.
of the Pacific National Exhibition.
A Good Executive and a Good Citizen. ‘| hat
is how his associates refer to Harold Renwick.
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Powell River newsprint is unlodded from covered barge for

storage in the new warehouse of the Vancouver Province under
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Along with this issue we are enclosing an eight
page supplement in which the main features of an
address recently delivered to California publishers by
Powell River Sales Company president M. J. Foley
are outlined.

We believe that publishers and newsprint consumers will find much to interest them in Mr. Foley's
talk. Many requests for copies have been received,
and in view of the interest shown it was decided to
incorporate the highlights for wider distribution along

with Ihe Digester.

The present and future supplies of newsprint
have been widely discussed in newspaper and trade

periodicals for the past several years. ‘There has
been much uninformed criticism of producers and
much uncertain information of their problems and
intentions.

The fact that Mr. Foley himself travelled over a
thousand miles to speak personally to publishers was

appreciated and did much to assist them toward a
more complete knowledge and understanding of
current and future problems of newsprint production, supply and distribution.
Additional copies of Mr. Foley’s address may be
obtained by writing to Powell River Sales Company
Limited, 510 W. Hastings Street, Vancouver 2, B.C.
The Cover Picture
Type of desirable land Powell River Company

will throw open for development (see story,

page 18) is shown in this aerial picture.
That's popular Willingdon Beach in the
foreground.
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R. G. “Dick” McHugh
ICHARD G. McHUGH, manager of Powell

on as an official of the newly formed Powell River

River Sales Company, might have been president
of the New York Stock Exchange if he had persisted

Sales Corporation.

in his original vocation.
One of his first jobs as a young man was in a
broker’s office on Wall Street, at the tag end of the
depression. Business, particularly in a back office
away from the thrills of the exchange floor, failed
to exercise a permanent appeal to his active mind.
Casting around for a more exciting future, he finally
joined the New York office of G. F. Steele © Company, selling agents for many big newsprint firms in

Columbia.

Canada and the United States.

His life has certainly not been devoid of excite-

ment in the intervening years——as any of our
publishers will testify’
In 1939, ‘“‘Dick’’ was transferred to Texas, where
he handled the sale of Powell River newsprint for
Steele & Company in the southwest United States.
He remained in that area for five years, returning to
New York in 1944. In 1946, when G. F. Steele was
purchased by Powell River Sales Company, he carried

In 195], he accepted the post of manager for
Powell River Sales Company in Vancouver, British

Today, Dick McHugh is probably one of the

best known pulp and paper sales representatives in
the industry. He has visited the plants of most of
his company’s customers, and has a host of friends
in the publishing houses of this continent. ‘| bis is
a good reason why he is a member of the advisory
committee of the Powell River Company magazine

“Digester.
Endowed with a natural friendliness. he meets

people easily. In the midst of supply or price
worries he preserves an unruffled calm that 1s the envy
of his associates. He is a master of the soft answer

turning away wrath, which 1s his natural approach

to any problem. And certainly in the newsprint

business, particularly in these days of short supply,
he has had to turn away a lot of wrath.

But he does it rather nicely, and through it all

remains a likeable and popular fellow.
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compared with last spikes driven
for its predecessors.
By BRUCE RAMSEY

tl he Vancouver Province

N IHE afternoon of June 11, 1956, at exactly

4:14 p.m., a group of about 50 men were

gathered around a strip of railway steel laughing,
joking and slapping each other on the back in compliment to a big job well done.
There was the Hon. Ralph Chetwynd, British
Columbia's minister of railways, dressed in a Cowlchan Indian sweater, and wearing a white-painted
steelworker’s helmet.

Another was Einar Gunderson,

former B.C. finance minister, and now managing

director of the Pacific Great Eastern Railway, wearing

a fedora hat, open trench coat, with a giant P.G.E.

booster badge on his well-cut business suit lapel and
a camera strung around his neck.
The occasion was the driving of the last spike of
the 40-mile long $10,500,000 southern extension of
the P.G.E. from Squamish into North Vancouver.
If Lord Strathcona, then plain Donald Alexander
Smith, could have witnessed the scene, he would have
been shocked. Back in November, 1885, at Craigellachie, high in the Selkirk mountains, and miles from

the nearest tailor or haberdasher, he was the very

picture of sartorial splendor, immaculately dressed in
Railways Minister R. Chetwynd (with glasses) and P.G.E. general
manager Einar Gunderson (with cigarette) were models of informality

top hat, morning trousers, and great coat, as he drove
in the iron spike which united the Atlantic and Pacific
provinces of Canada by rail.
And here, on the shores of Howe Sound, less than

4Q miles from Canada’s third largest city, not a
topper in sight. What's the world coming to?
Sir John A. Macdonald, though, could admire

the scene, even if he did wear his best bib-and-tucker

for the driving of a spike of gold for the Esquimalt
and Nanaimo Railway on August 13, 1886. Using
a silver mallet, Sir John drove in the spike somewhere near Shawnigan Lake on Vancouver Island,
although today, nobody knows the exact location of
this historic spot. But the builders of the P.G.E.

took no chances. The distance was carefully

measured as being 138,604 feet, or 26.2 miles from
North Vancouver.
At last reports, the humble steel peg was still in
its appointed place, doing yeoman service. ‘| here

was nothing significant about this spike to make it
different from the million of other spikes driven by

railroad builders, so its fascination to souvenir

collectors is somewhat limited, even if a collector did
go to the trouble of measuring out the 138,604 feet.

Now back in January, 1931, at 6:30 p.m. on the

as the last P.G.E. spike was driven by Bill Smetanuk.—Photo by
Villy Svarre.

C.P.R.’s original train was the famed Countess of Dufferin.
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First P.G.E. train from Squamish to North Vancouver carried the friendly waving officials past deluxe apartment houses in West Vancouver.—
Photo by Don McLeod.

15th, a similar spike was driven at Dawson Creek
in the Peace River district of B.C., for the Northern
Alberta Railway, and less than two hours later, in

the stillness of the cold winter night, somebody

ripped it out of its place, and it hasn’t been seen again

to this very day.
However, maybe the souvenir hunters will wait
for the ‘‘spit and polish’’ day, as yet unannounced,
when a copper spike made from ore mined at the
Britannia Beach mine will be hammered in at North
Vancouver to mark the ‘‘official’’ end of construction.
But, like the aluminum spike driven near Kitimat
on July 9, 1955, by S. F. Dingle, vice-president. of
the C.N.R. operations division, when the 43-mule

Kitimat-Terrace branch was completed, it will be

hauled up right away and sent to some archives for
posterity to marvel at.

So there it was, a rather unorthodox ceremony,
for what must be one of the most unorthodox railways on the continent. More than 40 years ago, it
started out from North Vancouver for Squamish,
but at Horseshoe Bay, less than half-way there, it
bogged down in financial trouble, and there it ended.
From Squamish northwards, the line went to Quesnel,
and in 1948 it was pushed up to Prince George. in
1958, it will have reached the Peace River country.

The afternoon of June 11, 1956, started out to
be dull, but just before Bill Smetanuk stepped up to
do his duty, the sun came out from behind the clouds
to watch. And what better omen than that could
you ask for the success of the railway:

Mr. Dingle, however, used a spike - driving

machine, which, in traditional circles, 1s not considered quite cricket. Bill Smetanuk, on the other

hand, who came out of retirement to tackle the P.G.E.
construction project, hammered in his last spike with
sheer brawn.

And the publicity attached to all this ceremony!
Why, when the last spike of the Canadian Northern,

now part of the Canadian National system, was

driven in at Basque in the Fraser Canyon in 1915,
Canada was at war, and the man who wielded the
final blow. never even got his name in the paper.
Neither did the fellow who drove in the last spike

on the Grand Trunk Pacific on April 7, 1912, at
Nechako Crossing west of Prince George.

But Bill Smetanuk made the front page of daily
newspapers across the land, and even got a spot on
‘TV and the newsreels.
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First train.to cross the continent, C.P.R.’s No. 374 now rests proudly
at Vancouver's Kitsilano Beach.

crudest of teols.

The beams alone were something to

marvel at. Measuring 12 inches by 24 inches and
40 feet in length, they were straight and true as an
arrow, and it was hard to imagine that they had not
been cut with a modern power saw.
Nearby piled ashes from the ancient fires provided
plenty of evidence of the departed people's traditiona!
fish and clam diet.

Our explorers discovered no trace of burial boxes
nor other such remains, but contented themselves with

the thought that a little digging among the village
ruins would probably reveal many an_ historical
freasure.

Anyone for Totem Island?

Perfect remains of a Haida
Intrigued by the huge crumbling totems are Clair Smith, Norman
English, pilot Lawrence Mantie, and Jack Gebbie.

HREE hundred miles north of Vancouver, off the
ruggedly beautiful coast of British Columbia, lie

the forest-covered Queen Charlotte Islands. ‘They are
familiar to many regular Digester readers as a source

of log supply for the Powell River mill.
Less familiar, owing to its relative inaccessibility,

is the Island of Ninstints, now called Anthony,

located to the west of the Charlottes’ southern tip.
Uninhabited for the past 100 years, Ninstints contains some of the best preserved remains of a Haida
village to be found anywhere. The island is seldom
visited, because its exposure to the pounding Pacific

Ocean waves ordinarily makes landing extremely
hazardous. But on May 6, when a group of Powell
River executives were returning to Vancouver from a
series of meetings in Queen Charlottes logging camps
during ‘‘Forest Industries Safety Week,’ the pilot of
their amphibian considered the sea and weather cond1-

tions just right for a landing.
And so vice-president Ray Jones and Norman
English, general manager of logging, with assistant
manager Clair Smith, and Jack Gebbie of the Industrial Relations Department found themselves gazing

at the remaining totem poles and the collapsed
wooden houses of the once warlike Haida tribe.

They saw that while many of the totems had
been removed, parts of some fine specimens still stood,
despite the inevitable rotting and weathering over the

Though the roofs and the post beams of the
houses lay on the ground, they served as excellent
years.

examples of mans persistence and skill with the
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village can still be seen on

Though weather-beaten and decaying, this totem sttll gives a good
idea of the Haidas carving skull.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: A whim and a correspondence course in Russian
started Dr. Keays on his pursuit of this language. He later found it useful as a

second language for his Doctorate degree at McGill University. Today Dr.
Keays is considered top sctenttfic translator of Soviet pulp and paper publications

for the big; influential American Chemical Society.

Fyen in Recent Technical Publications
Dr. J. L. Keays

The Russian Tone Has Changed
Says DR. JOHN L. KEAYS

Superintendent of Research and Development, Powell River Company

N OUTSTANDING factor in international
relations during the past two years has been the
apparently changed attitude of Russia. ‘The leaders
of the Kremlin, for whatever reason, appear desirous

of more personal contact with the West and have

evinced a surprising willingness to exchange of ideas
on many phases of mutual interest.

I have noticed this changing trend in Russian

technical journals in the past two years.
Just how far this trend has progressed appears in

4 short article in a well-known Russian industrial
magazine—an article that describes Powell River's

Number 8 machine, and tells readers it was the first
newsprint machine in the world to reach 2,000 feet a
minute speed.

Insertion of foreign advertising is another manifestation of the changing Russian scene.
In the past they have been devoted almost exclu-

sively to Russian industry, Russian science, and
Russian problems. Most of the literature references
have been to Russian sources, and there has been a
widespread tendency to use Russian abbreviations or

initials for chemical compounds, machinery, and

various paper tests.
Recently there have been criticisms in the Russian
=

literature itself of the quality of material submitted
for publication in the trade journals. Among the
practices criticized has been insufficient use of the
foreign literature (the foreigners, in this case, include
ourselves), the use of initials and abbreviations which
are meaningless except to a Russian expert in.a highly

and satisfactorily free of typographical errors, the
curves, graphs and drawings of average quality.

Photographs, however, have fallen far short of
western standards. [he standard of the articles
themselves is quite variable, ranging from poor to

exceedingly good. [he Russian pulp and paper

industry 1s still many years behind that of Canada
and the United States; per capita consumption 1s
appreciably lower, machine efficiencies in general are
lower. So, too, 1s the overall technological level.

If applied technology in the Russian pulp and

paper. field is inferior to that in Canada, the

navian countries, or the United States, the same thing
cannot be said of fundamental research. The quality
of Russian research, particularly in the field of pulp-

ing, 1s probably the equal of that found anywhere.
Having read most of the Russian technical journals in the flelds of logging, lumber manufacture,
pulp and paper manufacture, and the chemical processing of wood for a number of years, the writer
has the impression that in the past these fields have
been considered of secondary importance to the
Russian economy, and that the relative slow rate of
advance, particularly in pulp and paper manufacture,

has been the result of deliberate policy. With

practically unlimited forest reserves, with a growing

supply of increasingly competent technical man-

power, and with an expanding heavy industry
potential, 1t 1s probable that the Soviet Union has
the means and the ability to increase pulp and paper
and wood processing production to any desired level.

specialized field, and insufficient details of experimentation. The Russian journals are publishing an
increasing number of technical articles from Canadian

- and American pulp and paper publications, either
complete or in abstract form. Another recent innovation has been the publication of statistical data on
the production of various types of pulp and paper

products for countries including Canada and the

United States.
In general, Russian trade journals, at least 1n the
field of pulp, paper, lumber and wood products, have
been improving in quality over the years. Comparing

Russian journals with Canadian or American

journals, the paper used in the Russian journals themselves is of reasonably high quality, the printing clear

Story of Powell River's No. 8 couch transfer and —
speed-up appeared in April, 1955.
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Martin T, Wiegand

Chief “Echo of the Forest”
J. Philip Boyd, President, N.-A.W.L.A.

First Vice-Pres., N.-A.W.L.A.

Lumber Convention Largest Ever
HEN the National-American Wholesale Lumber
Association decided to stage its 64th annual
meeting June 19-20 in Vancouver, British Columbia,
it was a pioneering step—for this group had never
met on the Pacific coast before. And,. like many
previous pioneer adventures into the West, this one
turned into a bonanza.

It shattered all National-American attendance
records.

Registrations mounted to well over 7/00, far

exceeding any previous annual gathering.
For the first time wholesalers from coast to coast
convened in a large producing region, and for the first

time were able to mingle at their meeting with large
numbers of men from the mills and logging camps.
In these and other respects National-American
thus opened up new and worthwhile frontiers.
On the lighter side, a feature of the convention

was the elevation to Honorary Indian Chief, of
president J. Philip Boyd by Chief Joe Mathias, cele-

brated head of the Squamish Indian tribe near
Vancouver.

Principal speakers at the convention were Prest-

dent Boyd, Paul C. Stevens of Portland, H. R.
MacMillan, director of MacMillan % Bloedel, and
Arthur ‘‘Red’’ Motley, president of Parade Publications Inc., New York.

H. R. MacMillan stressed the strong economical
ties between Canada and United States, pointing to

the huge American investment.in Canada, and

own
tates.role as the best customer of the United
Mr. Motley was in his usual vigorous and provo-

cative vein in his address “Use It ... Or Lose It,
aimed at generating confidence and enthusiasm for
doing a better sales job.
Powell River Forest Products - representatives

were among the hosts for the convention, with

Gordon Douglas chairman of the Speakers’ committee.
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Part of the N.-A.W.L.A. head table. From left:

President Boyd, Mrs. DeCew, emcee W, H. DeCew, Mrs. Renwick, H. A. Renwick, president,
B.C.L.M.A.

First to Break the Speed Barrier
For Paper Machines, Powell River's

Tipe

E sports pages of this continent's newspapers
and national magazines are full of speculative
material these days about the chances of the United

of the young men to do it. So, too, might another
dark horse, Adjado of Nigeria. Mike, who won the

Australia.

Trinidad at the Olympics.
Apart from the inherent excitement, color and
drama of this tremendous sports spectacle, the marvellous speed and agility of the competitors them-

States team at the 1956 Olympic Games in

Most of them believe that Uncle Sam's starstudded contingent will triumph over all opposition

at Melbourne come next November. This optimism
is based largely on the results of the recent Olympic
trials held in Los Angeles and on other pre-Olympic
showings. On their performances in the Coliseum
there is good reason why the U.S. runners, hurdlers,
jumpers, and field men should take the top honors
‘n most of the international track and field events,
including the brief but spectacular 100-metre race
featuring the world’s fastest humans.
The best time made to date by such outstanding
U.S. sprinters as Bobby Morrow of Abilene Christian, the Army’s Ira Murchison, and the Air Force's
Thane Baker all point to a new Olympic, if not world
mark, being set in the “‘classic’’ century dash. But
should there be an upset, a personable Fresno State
college student named Mike Agostini might be one

100 and 200 yard races at the British Empire Games

in Vancouver in 1954, will be running for native

selves 1s something that must be seen with ones own

eyes to be fully appreciated.

While few of us at Powell River will be fortunate enough to attend the “Down Under’ Games,
we can get a pretty good idea of this speed simply
by watching our Number 8 paper machine 1n action.
Two years ago it became the first machine in the

world to briefly break through the 2,000 ft. per

minute speed barrier. On June 13 last, this

modernized 1948 Dominion model was clocked at

2,030 ft., or 618.75 metres per minute. Il[hat's

equivalent to 9.7 seconds for 100 metres, compared

with the Olympic record of 10.3 seconds and the
listed world’s record of 10.2 seconds for the same
distance.
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Tunnel (dotted line) to blow up dreaded Ripple Rock in Seymour Narrows is being drilled from Maud Island (circled) —Chuck Jones Photo.

A Submarine Tunnel Will Enable Them
OMETIME next year, at a date as yet unannounced, the greatest single explosion in the
history of British Columbia, and one of the world's

largest non-atomic blasts will shatter two subterranean mountain peaks. ‘Lhere will be no one to
mourn their passing.

Ripple Rock, plumb 1n the centre of Seymour
Narrows, 120 mules north of Vancouver, and some

40 miles north of Powell River, lies on the main
‘inside’ shipping channel to Prince Rupert and

Alaska. Its toll of wrecked ships stand at an
impressive 16 steamers, plus numerous small craft,

and with them, the lives of more than a hundred
persons.
LEGENDS

‘Twice a day the tide funnels through the twomile long channel dividing Vancouver Island from
Quadra Island and its tiny satellite, Maud, reaching
a velocity of 18 or 19 knots, with the water rising
aS much as 12 feet.

which the water forces itself through, serves as a
solemn enough warning to all mariners to be aware.
Ships, big and small, are wise to wait at either end

of the channel for the brief periods of slack water,
at which time they can proceed in safety. Cost to
commerce of this delay runs into substantial figures

annually.
Many schemes have been advanced to get rid of
the menace, including even dropping an A-bomb,

but the experts shook their heads after making a

careful study of the proposal, and said that the mighty
atom itself couldn't budge the rock. And even if it

did, they said, it might possibly blow up Vancouver
Island, and at the very least, would probably raise a
100-foot tidal wave that might swamp Vancouver
and such way points at Powell River.
Mariners, politicians, engineers, arm-chair experts

who write letters to the editor, all had their say.

Ideas were tested and then discarded as being unwork-

able. The public treasury was diminished by

hundreds of thousands of dollars, with the prospect
that the drainage would continue ad infinitum.
waterway is impassable, with the water over the twin
the federal works minister, in a dramatic announcepeaks a scant 9 feet deep. The roar of the churning
ment, threw up his hands in disgust, wishing that he
waters and the almost unimaginable power withhad never even heard the name Ripple Rock.

At low tide, when not even the bravest skipper
will risk running the channel, the 2,400-foot wide
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VANCOUVER
How engineers will get under
B.C. marine menace is shown tn

sketch at right.

RIPPLE
ROCK

SEYMOUR

In photo below hard rock miners

remove rock by the bucketful

after blast. Working three

shifts around the clock, they

clear ten feet of rock a day
from 9x14 mine shaft.

— CHUCK JONES PHOTO

Behind the scenes, men with grim determination,

pressed onward by an irate general public who

demanded that the problem be faced head on and
solved, were studying the rock, tidal currents, and

the geology of the surrounding country, trying to

draw out every secret the rock clung tightly to. One
idea seemed workable, and while there were those

who were skeptical, it was at least worth trying.
Last fall, tenders were called for the sinking of a
500-foot vertical shaft on Maud Island, from where
it will angle off horizontally for a distance of 2,370

feet, bringing the tunnel directly under the twin
peaks of Riple Rock. From this point, two main
accesses will rise upwards for about 300 feet.

Sub-

MINERS ARE DIGGING THE GRAVE FOR B.C.’'s
DREADED MENACE TO COASTAL SHIPPING

To Blast Ripple Rock Right Off the Map
level tunnels will be driven off each raise, and then,

small tunnels, called “‘boxhole entries’ will act as

chambers into which will go 750 tons of explosives.
Project engineers estimate that the blast will shear
off both rocks to a depth of 40 feet below sea level
and will end, once and for all time, the menace of
Ripple Rock to coastal shipping.
At the present time, more than 100 persons are
working on the tunnelling project under strict safety
regulations. ‘The work is extremely dangerous, and
especially underground it is only too easy to get into
difficulty. No one takes any chances, and in the
eight months since the first ground was broken, there
have been only eight minor injuries.
The $2,640,000 project is being carried out by
Northern Construction Co. and J. W. Stewart Ltd..

with Boyle Brothers Drilling Co. Ltd.
In charge of the operations are Col. C. P. North,

project engineer, and W. J. Grieve, project super-

intendent. Dr. Victor Dolmage, distinguished
Canadian engineer, is consulting engineer for the
government.
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N JULY 14 and 15 Powell River Company,
through its logging subsidiaries, was privileged
to act as host to His Excellency, Right Honorable
Vincent Massey, Governor-General of Canada.
The Governor-General, as part of his fact-finding
tour of western Canada, spent two days in the Queen

Charlotte Islands, meeting residents and workers,

watching logging operations and inspecting the
famous Sitka spruce stands of the area.

Three of Powell River Company's logging fleet,

‘Sylva Spray,’ ‘‘Golden. Spruce’ and “‘Juskatla
Belle’’ picked up Mr. Massey and his party at
Ferguson Bay, where two Royal Canadian Navy

minesweepers ‘‘James Bay’’ and ‘“‘Fortune’ awaited
their arrival. The visitors were carried across the Bay
to the Company’s logging operations at Juskatla.
Powell River Company officials, including vicepresidents Ray Jones and Harold Renwick, general
manager of logging Norman English, and Jack Hull,
representing Powell River, accompanied Mr. Massey
on his tour. Highlight of the camp trip was, naturSixteen-foot
diameter log amazed Mr. Massey. “You could almos
T

a dance on the stump.” he said.

Ot te a OO ee
Leaning against stump, the Governor-General watches high-rigger in
action, as camp superintendent Claude Germyn smiles approval.

Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey's Historic
To an Indian Village and a
iJ

ts

ally, the topping of a spruce tree by Kurt Gudlansk1,

a high rigger expert who came to Canada from

Informality keynoted the
visit, and much of His Excellency’s time was spent
talking with individual loggers, parents and school
children on the island.
Germany two years ago.

He was especially interested in visiting the

villages of the Haida Indians, most famous of all
western Indian groups, whose customs and trad1tions are deeply impressed on the Queen Charlotte
Islands.

Camp Superintendent Claude Germyn was

official host at Juskatla, and in company with other
well-known loggers like tom Murphy and George
Bell, was able to add considerably to the GovernorGeneral’s education in loggers and logging history.
Mr. Massey, on his current tour, covered practically the entire British Columbia coast from Alaska
to Vancouver. He spoke to thousands of school
children, met scores of native Indian chiefs, and in
addition to his inspection of our logging properties

in the Charlottes, saw Canadian fishing fleets in

operation, visited the gigantic aluminum operations
at Kitimat, went down into the mines of the northern
and central part of our province and learned of the

present and future potentialities of our recently
developed oil fields.

His informality, his unquestioned interest and
sincerity, coupled with his wide knowledge of and
experience in world political and economic affairs,
impressed audiences everywhere.

The Right Honorable Vincent Massey has the
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distinction of being the first Canadian ever selected

as Governor-General of Canada. He is the first
Queen’s Minister who has not had a title.
|

Mr. Massey was the logical choice for Canada's first

‘native son’’ Governor-General in February, 1952.
His. wide background in Dominion and Common-

wealth affairs was unsurpassed by any living
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Canadian, and his regard of devotion and achieve-

ment to his country’s welfare and development
rendered him a fit successor to one of Canadas most

popular Governors-General, Earl Alexander of ‘Tunis.

As a business leader and executive, Mr. Massey
was prominent in Canadian economic life as president

of Massey-Harris Company, world famous manu-

JUSKATLA

QUEEN

BRITISA

CHARLOITE

ISLANOS

facturers of agricultural equipment and machinery.
Since 1926 his life has been exclusively devoted

COLUMBIA JJALBERTA
\

to public affairs. From 1926-30 he was Canadian
Minister to the United States: from 1935-46 he was

Canadian High Commissioner in London; from
1949-51, Chairman of the Royal Commission on

VANCOUVER

Powell River Logging Camp
-
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National Development in Arts, Sciences and Letters,
from which came the Massey Report-——a guidepost
for development of Canadian cultural activities.
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Relative location of the Queen Charlottes which were visited by
the Governor-General.

A graduate of University of Toronto, and an
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford, His Excellency 1s

chairman of the Massey Foundation and past chairman or trustee of numerous other cultural societies,

including the Tate Gallery, National Gallery of

Canada, National Gallery of London, etc.
A good Canadian and a fine gentleman, 1s how

Canadians feel about Right Honorable Vincent
Massey, 16th Governor-General of Canada.

; Page Eleven
Children,.many of them Haida Indians, welcomed the GovernorGeneral to the Queen Charlottes with the National Anthem.
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Surrounded by ship and camp officials, Mr. Massey ‘dark glasses)
closely inspected Juskatla’s logging operations. In background:
converted shovel log loader.

left, and Colonist’s Seth Halton flanked

Florida Times Union‘s general manager Robert —

Millar and Mrs. Millar got a bang out of this

N.A.E.A. president Karl Finn at the head table.

family journal.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING EXECUTIVES
N ‘THURSDAY, June 28, the Newspaper
Advertising Executives Association held their

//th annual convention in £Victoria, British
Columbia.

Over 250 delegates and their wives were

in attendance for this first meeting in Canada.
It was one of the most successful conventions
on record, and the capital city of British Columbia
was in a gala mood for the event. Perfect weather
prevailed during the three days, and delegates enjoyed

the spectacle of Victorias climate at its best.
The opening address at Thursday night’s dinner
anit” eee tse

Lucky man with the ladies is C. L. Lucas of the Molene (Ill.) Dispatch.

The fadies, from left, are Mrs. Lucas; Mrs. D. Warner, New Philadelphia, Ohio: Mrs. R. M. Anderson, Longview, Wash., and Mrs. W.
Gunning, Sherman Oaks, Calif.

to welcome delegates was a delightful touch of
imaginative advertising. The speaker, billed as

Anders Hyalmar Krullgrenn, advertising director of
Sweden's most important paper Svenska Ddagbladet,
spoke for half an hour in a gutteral Swedish accent.

in which half truths and mysterious double talk
followed in bewildering rapidity. He sat down, with
the applause of a rather surprised and puzzled gather-

ing ringing in his ears.
It was then that Mr. Karl Finn, President of the
Association, revealed that the ““Swedish’’ speaker had

hoaxed the most astute advertising men on _ the
continent. He was really Art Anderson of Everett,

Honolulu Advertiser's S. A. Weintraub, left, joked with E. B. Caldwell
of Parade Publications Newspaper Service Dept. and Mrs. Caldwell.
Sacramento Union's C. A. Moore, left, and Denver Post's C: E. Hatcher
talked shop while their attractive wives listened in.

Pleased with convention were J. F. Breeze, left, of the Standard
Examiner, Ogden, Utah; D. Worthington of Creamer & Woodward,
Chicago, Ill.: and J. A. Lubben of the Dallas (Texas) News.
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N.A.E:A.’s top three surrounded E. M. Covington, This Wee k’s president. From left:
_ G. P. Swanson, Spokesman-Review and Daily Chronicle, Spokane, Wash., Ist V.-P.; C. B.

Lord, Indianapolis Star & News, 2nd V.-P.; Mr. Covington, and K. T. Finn, Cincinatti
Times-Star, N.A.E.A. president.

MEET IN BEAUTIFUL VICTORIA,
Washington, who can't speak or write Swedish, ‘but
was born in South Dakota, where he picked up his
Scandinavian background.’
It was the Great Impersonation modernized.

Guest speaker for the convention was Stuart Keate, pub-

lisher of the Victoria “Imes,
who delivered an inspired
address on Canadian-U.S. rela-

tions. It was a thoughtful,

considered, high level talk, and

the speaker was cheered for
several minutes and widely con-

gratulated by members of the

Namesakes shook hands when F. J.
McHugh of Advertising Age, Portland,

interested representatives were —

The delegates were wel-

Oregon, met R. G. McHugh, Powell

Gazette, Phoenix, Arizona, and J.
Forbes, Kelly-Smith Co. of

Audience.

comed by the Premier of British

River Sales Co. manager.

Columbia, the Hon. W. A. C.

Bennett, at 8:45 on Friday
“Swedish” guest, alias

A. A. Anderson, Everett
(Wash.) Herald.

morning.
President Karl Finn empha-

sizied that the ‘“‘printed word

still leads the advertising field.”

‘“’Today,’’ Mr. Finn declared, “our big compe-

tition is television, especially in national advertising.
Despite this, last year was the best our newspapers

C. E. Hoover, left, Republic & :
Los Angeles.

have ever had, and the first five months of this year
show gains over the same period last year.”

Other principal speakers included Charles B.

Lord, Indianapolis Star and News; Aubrey C. Peck,
Hudson’s Bay Company, Vancouver; Leroy Newmyer, Toledo Blade; Mervin Field, President, Field

Research: Harold S. Barnes, Director, Bureau of

Advertising; Reverend William Hills, Victoria;

Charles Hoover, Phoenix Republic and Gazette:

Hector Alexander, Victoria (B.C.) Press; John

Lewis, St. Paul Dispatch and Pioneer Press; Beecher
Page {I hirteen

Cushman, Great Falls Tribune-Leader, and Max
Gerstman, The Detroit News.

Among many prominent N.A.E.A. delegates were W. Henly, Avalanche
Journal, Lubbock, Texas; W. Sauerberg, Ward Griffiths, Chicago; W.
Wetherell, Bellingham (Wash.) Herald; E. T. Lewis. El Paso (Texas)

Herald-Post and Times: A. D. Addison, Herald & News, Kiamath
Falis, Oregon.

Kies? eae sta tke the: ae eet Shes
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One of the convention's outstanding speakers, L. Newmyer, right, of
the Toledo ‘Ohio) Blade, posed with J. McLean, Moloney, Regan &
Schmitt, New York: G. Peliham, Illinois Newspapers, Springfield; M.

Gerstman, Detroit mance:
ournal.
News, and H. C. McLain, Portland (Ore.)

The Irish —
Show Their Stuff.
AST year, Powell River organized its first unit
of the active Militia since the war years. ‘The
192nd Light Anti-Aircraft Battery, better known to

Canadians as the Irish Fusiliers of Canada, was the
parent organization of which the Powell River group
now forms a separate company.

Officer commanding the local detachment is Major
B. M. MacIntyre, and his officers and leading N.C.O.'s
are mostly former servicemen. With such key personnel as a building base, response to recruiting was

highly gratifying.

The detachment is now one of

the strongest in the regiment.

Flanked by Hon. Col. H. Fullerton, Hon. Lieut.-Col. H. 5. Foley, and
Major |. Fraser, Brigadier General G. Kitching inspects Powell River's
Irish Fusiliers.

Recently they made an impressive showing at
their first inspection by Brigadier Kitching, who was
accompanied by Hon. Col. H. Fullerton and Hon.
Lieut.-Col. Harold S. Foley.
They attended their first summer camp in June

at Victoria, and ranked high in all competitions.

They formed the largest single company 1n attendance, and on return to Powell River received a: warm
welcome from local residents.
Enthusiasm amongst the Powell River “‘Irish’’ 1s.
high. Parades have been well attended, and at camp
their keenness and smartness received special commendation from instructors and inspecting officers.
The Irish Fusiliers of Canada were organized just
before the First World War, and since that time have
been an active unit in western military life. ‘They
sent thousands of men overseas in both wars, many
of whom were from the Powell River area. ‘They
are one of the very few regiments 1n Canada who

have maintained their ‘‘Irish’’ identity, a fact of
which all ranks are duly proud.
Against the background of ninth paper machine building, the Irish
return from camp to Powell River aboard a Navy frigate.

Bemedalled Brigadier Kitching seemed pleased with what he saw.
Mounting Bofors gun is part. of the Fusiliers’ early ack-ack training.
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At press time the new machine room and groundwood room, right, practically completed.

Number 9 is Really Coming Along
Although No. 9’s groundwood mill will naturally

AIDED
ideal
weather,
real strides
make its own groundwood pulp, the latter will be
haveby
been
madeconstruction
in the last few months
on Powell
River’s ninth paper machine project.
The reinforced concrete machine room and finishing “room building, covering a floor area of 55,800
square feet and rising 70 feet above the ground, was

completed in early July. By the end of July the
adjoining screen room, grinder room, and frequency
converter buildings were also finished.
As The Digester goes to press, Northern Construc-

tion Company crews are busying themselves with
such diverse yet interrelated services as: the erection

of seven steel towers to connect No. 9 with the mull
power loop; the laying of foundations for the structural steel of the 1,250-foot long groundwood block
flume and the 500-foot long conveyor connecting it
to the barker mill; an outside sewer system; railroad
tracks; supply lines for steam, sulphite pulp, and zinc

hydro; fire mains; and switch yards for receiving
electric power, breaking it down, and delivering it

pumped into the existing blending tanks near the
wharf entrance. From this central source the ground-

wood will be distributed to the nine machines as
required. Pipe work for No. 9’s groundwood was

likewise started in late July.
For fresh water supply four penstocks from the
Powell River dam will be tapped and the mains will
join all the other pipes leading to No. 9 under the
fiume structure.

Equipment is beginning to arrive in_ everincreasing volume for the new paper machine at the
busy engineering stores, where careful control 1s
maintained over each item.
Already grouted into position are the sole plates

for the 246-inch trim Dominion machine, while
dryer frames should be installed by the time this
Digester is off the press. Also in place are the
vacuum pumps, stock tank agitators, air compressor,

to the frequency converter.

and selectifier screens.

mill for cutting 64-inch long blocks for the four

all of which have been in operation for several weeks.

Meantime Powell River Company construction
crews are putting a new slasher deck in the barker

The heavy installation work is facilitated by the
25-ton and 50-ton cranes and the freight elevator,
In parallel progress is work on the grinder feed

Great
for the ventilation system, and the. electrical
Oo. Y. Northern gtinders which will be installedsystem,

The latter includes an underground duct
system to feed the various buildings.
All in all—to borrow a phrase from the cautious
physician—Number Nine is doing as well as could be
system.

Dew

expected.
By July some of the equipment, like the selectifier screens below,
was already in position.

irst “batches” of No. 9 equipment begins to arrive from
Fastern Canada.
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MONG our welcome visitors to the district and
mill in recent weeks were: Mr. and Mrs. F. D.

Schurz and their sons
Frank and Scott from
South Bend, Indiana,

where Mr. Schurz is asso-

ciated with [he [ribune.
Dr. Harry L. Purdy,

executive vice-president of
the British Columbia Elec-

tric Company, who was

accompanied by Mrs.

Purdy and their son Peter.

R. W. Chandler, publisher of the Bend, Oregon,

Bulletin, and his neighbor
Norman Pease.

A group of ten Calt-

fornians, comprising: Mr.

Walter Hamer, Jr., of

ns

KR. W. Chandler

Rodger McDonald Pub.
Inc., Los Angeles, and Mrs. Hamer: Mr. H. W.

Hybarger, mechanical superintendent of Sunnyvale

Standard - Mountain View Register, and Mrs.
Hybarger; Mr. William Mize, pressroom foreman,
Fresno Bee, and Mrs. Mize; Mr. H. Ryan, ptessroom foreman, Modesto Bee, and Mrs. Ryan: Mr.
John Hurley, compositor, Wall Street Journal, San
Francisco, and Mrs. Hurley.

Also. from California: Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Rembsurg of Vista (near San Diego) where Mr.

Kemsburg publishes the Vista Press.
Colonel Max Meighen, son of a former Canadian

Prime Minister, of Maxwell Meighen & Associates,

Toronto, Mrs. Meighen, and J. Dodds of Wood,
Gundy and Co., Vancouver.

Several directors of the Newsprint Service Bureau

Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Purdy and son Peter.

also dropped in for a brief stay. The group included
C. E. Braun, president of Publishers Paper Co.; A. R.

Front row: Mr. W. Mize, Mr. J. Hurley, Mrs. Hurley, Mr. H. Ryan; middle: Mrs. Mize, Mrs. Hamer,
Mrs. Hybarger; back: Mr. W. Hamer, Mrs, Ryan, Mr. H. Hybarger.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Remsburg
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Newsprint. Service Bureau Directors with host M. ). Foley, right, president Powell River Company. From left: J. J. Zima, Cc. E. Braun, R. t.
Canfield, A. G. Wakeman, M. C. McDonald, G. E. Young, A. 8. Caspar. Seated; Mrs. Young, Mrs. Canfield, Mrs, Foley, Mrs. Wakeman.

Caspar, vice-president, Great Northern Paper Co.;
attorney R. E. Canfield, M. C. McDonald, president,
Great Northern Paper Co.; A. G. Wakeman, vicepresident Coosa River Co. at Alabama; G. E. Young,
vice-president, Crown Zellerbach; and J. J. Zima,
secretary of the Bureau. Mrs. Canfield, Mrs. Wakeman and Mrs. Young accompanied their husbands.

From Lincolnshire, England, came- cousins

Bernard and Peter Dixon of Peter Dixon and Sons,

Ltd., Grimsby, one of the oldest newsprint and
specialty mills in the Old Country, which pioneered

couch transfer equipment for the paper industry.

Appropriately, they were photographed by the couch
transfer on Powell River’s No. 8 machine.
Prominent among visiting directors of the Black

Ball Lines were former Lieutenant-Governor of
British Columbia Clarence Wallace, C.B.E., and
Einar Gunderson, former provincial Finance Minister
now executive vice-president and general manager of
the Pacific Great Eastern Railway (see page 2).
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Schultz of Bend, Oregon,
where Mr. Schultz manages the Brooks-Scanlon Inc.

operation, visited Powell in early June with their
friends Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Schetky.
The Van Nuys News of Los Angeles was represented by a visit from Superintendent and Mrs. H. C.

Withrow.
A group of 28 British Columbia bond dealers

Peter and Bernard Dixon

also inspected the Powell River plant in June, as did
_A.G. Lang, financial analyst, Merrill, Lynch and Co.,

“Toronto.
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Clarence Wallace, C.B.E.; Powell River Company vice-president R. M.
Cooper, Einar Gunderson.

Colonel and Mrs. Max Meighen, J. Dodds, and J. C. Hill, assistant
* secretary, Powell River Company.

A monument to community co-operation ts the Arena s
brand new all-purpose floor. inspiration came from
Arena president Bob Muir, shown in picture.

Participation percentage of Powell River

To help the closer integration of the new

municipality, Powell River Company will release

hitherto undeveloped areas between the Powell River

townsite and Westview for large.scale housing and
commercial development.

In order to assure sound future expansion, the

Company engaged Dr. Peter Oberlander of the
University of British Columbia’s School of Architecture to prepare a master plan of development.

His

report and recommendations will form the basis on
which all planning for and construction on Lot 450
will be carried out.
The planning consultant will work closely with
Powell River Company, Malaspina Development
Company Ltd., and municipal officials.
It is expected that exact siting of the new development will commence next spring.

TOP CANADA AGAIN
For the third year in a row Powell River Com-

pany led the rest of industrial Canada in the Canada
Savings Bond drive for 1955.

employees was 88.6—fully 12 per cent better than
the second place Electric Auto-Lite. Hudson's Bay
Mining © Smelting Company employees took third
place.

A total of 1,606 bond applications were made by
local employees, amounting to $478,900. Campaign

organizer Vince Forbes was aided by 39 volunteer
canvassers in accumulating this record total.
FUSILIERS’ FIRST

Their first summer camp was enjoyed by more
than fifty Powell River Irish Fusiliers on Vancouver
Island in June.

According to their commander, Major B. M.
MacIntyre, the local Light Ack-Ack reservists were
outstanding 1n every department during the twoweeks training period.
A fitting climax to the Fusiliers’ camp was their
return trip aboard the H.M.C.S8. “Jonquiere.”’
OPERATION “F’ SUCCESS
Operation “F’’ (for Floor) was pushed through
in 20 hours—ten hours below the original estimate—

Glass blowing by lab technician Tommy Hobbs interests teacher Ken
Bradley and his charges.

In their Westview School Vance Blanchard and Charles Campbell make
their own paper.
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in a ‘traditional left-hand shake visiting Queen’s and Eagle Scouts
Grateful Air Cadets made their ©.0. rest w e they cleared his groun-s
typify Canadian-U.S. friendship.

by 130 volunteer workers in the Willingdon Arena.

Nearly 1,800 bags of cement and 30,000 pounds

of granite chips went into the 17,000 sq. ft. all-

purpose floor area (see picture).

A professional terrazzo crew then took a week

to grind and polish the surface.

Total cost of the arena floor: is estimated at

$11,000. Had it not been for the volunteer labor
and the loaning of equipment and
specialized workers by communityminded firms, the cost would have
been almost double.

REAL APPRECIATION

Appreciation to their leader
was shown in novel fashion by

Powell River Air Cadets one sunny
June day.
The lads cleared the grounds

laboratory serve to increase the children’s interest in
and knowledge of the industry (see pictures).

ADMIRAL AHOY!
Publisher Al Alsgard of The Powell River News,
who in his periodic column “‘T’ll Take Vanilla,”’ has

been known to refer to his son Stewart as ‘‘the
Admiral,’’ may not be far off the mark if Junior
maintains his present pace.

Now 20, and in his third year at U.B.C., Cadet
Captain Alsgard this spring was named the most
outstanding cadet of the entire University Naval
Training Division, Royal Canadian Navy.
He duplicated this feat for Canada’s east coast

in July, following a summer-long trans-Atlantic
training cruise.

YOUNG SEAMEN SCORE
‘Lop spot among all British Columbia Sea Cadets
in the 1956 Hunt Memorial Shoot was taken by the
~ &dmiral” Alsgard

(See picture).

GOLF ROUNDUP
It took 25 holes to decide the winner of the ladies’
golf club championship after Mrs. Denny Green and
Mrs. Don Collins ended up all square on the 18th.
A long putt on the difficult 25th for a bogey six gave
Mrs. Green the 1956 title... . Doug Morrison, long-

time pro at Vancouver’s Marine Drive Golf Club.

succeeded Fred Dornan on the Powell River layout in

July.

Fred is leaving for the swish Rogue Valley
Golf and Country Club in Oregon. Lee Finishing
room capper and former Willingdon cupper Percy
Clogg celebrated Dominion Day by setting a new
course record at Comox to win the Upper Island Golf
Tournament for the second. successive year. Percy’s

total of 100 for the 27 holes included a sizzling 29
for the final nine holes which he entered trailing five
strokes behind runner-up Jim Marasco.

FUTURE PAPERMAKERS
With equipment provided by Powell River Com-

panys Research Department, pupils of the J. P.
Dallos School in Westview get a fair idea of the basic
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sional field trips through the paper mill and its

when he won the Defence Department’s Telescope
Award and was promoted to acting Sub-Lieutenant

around Flight Lieutenant Art
Charlton’s home and laid down
a 20-foot cement walk and step
ramp as a surprise “thank you’’
for all his time-consuming efforts
on behalf of the local squadron.

principles in making newsprint from wood.

Powell River Corps, which also placed seventh in
Canada.

Leading local marksman was Leading Seaman
McQuarrie, with a score of 288 out of a possible 300.
R.C.M.P. Constable O. Zorn deserves a lot of credit

for training the ]2-man team.

Rising new office building at Powell River hides the old which will be
eventually levelled to make room for additional parking for employees.

RITISH Columbia Manufacturing Company,
Powell River Company's lumbering subsidiary,

has recently moved into their new plant office in New
Westminster.

The new building, which replaces the old structure recently razed to permit access to another crossing of the Fraser River, houses the staff of manager

outstanding records for safety and efficiency.

The family group in the Vancouver area came
together in June for their annual golf competition:
Representatives of Powell River Company’s office
joined ambitious golfers from Martin, B.C.M. and
the W.S.M. group. Nobody seems to remember much
about the score or who defeated who. All the pictures
we have seen show a crowd of rather weary individuals sitting around trying to make up their minds
whether to risk the course or not.

They seemed, with a little help from handy

stimulants, to have enjoyed it anyway.

On July 21 a group of the “‘better’’ golfers from
the Vancouver office and Westminster. operations
visited Powell River for a challenge match and won

the fur-lined bathtub. Nobody understands how
they won but it looks as though the Powell River
group is angling for a return match in Vancouver.
The appointment of Alex G. Brown as Sales
Manager for Martin Paper Products plant at New
Cooking the scores: G, Thorneycroft, J. E. Liersch, G. Douglas, H.
Chambers, R. Balme and D. Harper (sitting).

Westminster was announced last month.

Stan Latdman. Entire construction utilized B.C.M.
cedar products, both in exterior and interior finishing.

Previously he was associated with Gurney-Dominion
Furnaces Limited in Toronto. At college Alex was

The new quarters feature fully automatic electric
heating and an inter-com system which connects all
departments 1n the plant with the main office.

The neat, clean, new structure is in keeping with
the safety housekeeping of British Columbia Manu-

facturing, whose plant has one of the continent’s

A graduate of the University of Toronto, Alex
has been with the Winnipeg Division of Martin.

an all-round athlete, starring in Canadian football.

Last month a tug pulled away from the Queen
Charlottes, with a scow in tow (see picture at top),
piled high with what seemed like a gigantic pile of
scrap 1ron.

That's what is was—scrap iron. kor the scow
was carrying away to the junk pile the old railroad

tracks and other appendages used when the logging

locie was in the full meridian of its glory in that
ared.

Last year, the trucks replaced the locie to write
finis to railroad logging in the Queen Charlottes. All

Powell River Company camps now use trucks in
logging operations.

B.C.M. lumber went into this new plant office for Powell River's
sawmill subsidiary, —
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Another of the picturesque vistas along the Powell River- Vancouver
oe

Highway, which is enjoying increasing traffic this summer.
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has been the subject of wide discussion in newsprint
circles in the past two years.
It has been a feverish situation, with producers

straining every nerve to increase output and con-

sumers searching everywhere for additional supplies.

A pulp and paper executive recently quoted

Statistics showing that by the end of 1958, the pulp
and paper industry will have spent $2,000,000,000

on plant expansions and that at this period there
might be an overproduction of newsprint.
The Pulp © Paper Magazine of Canada, in its
September issue, gives its reaction to a 1958 surplus,

which will probably meet with general agreement
by both producers and consumers.

‘The journal says:

. . . The long-range outlook is good, and the

short-range outlook shows nothing to worry about.

An industry that 1s increasing capacity at such a rate

that will provide a margin increase over estimated
demand of only one and a third per cent per year
and then have a prospect of operating at ninety-six
per cent of capacity 1s, we think, in a very strong
position. Better, probably than to suffer from the
100 per cent complex that has created the feeling
that full-capacity operation—or better—1is normal.
A situation so tight that an accident that stops mill
production, a fire that destroys a paper storage, or a
transportation failure in delivery, may interrupt the
issue Of a newspaper is not good.

“Nobody wants to see an idle mill or machine,

and, for our part, we are not throwing away our

glasses which, we confess, do have a tint of sunrise.’’
The Cover Picture
Newly crowned 1956 pipe band champions of

California, Powell River Company's colorful
pipers and drummers parade in front of San

Franciscos St. Francis Hotel during their

week's tour of Northern California. For more
pictures and story turn to page 17,

Dave McBain

David McBain-—Finishing Room Expert
N September 29 last, David Moffat McBain,
Finishing Room Superintendent, retired after
thirty-three years of consecutive service with Powell
River Company. David is another of the many sons

of “Auld Scotia’ who have been part and parcel of
the development of the Powell River Company over
the years. He is one of those many restless young
Scots who, after a lengthy war service in World
War I, found new opportunities in one or other of
the Dominions.
Born in Moffatt, Scotland, Dave spent four years

a job as cutterman in the finishing room. In 1940
he was promoted to cutter room foreman, and on
March 1, 1949, was appointed to the post of Finishing Room Superintendent.
In this position Dave had a big responsibility in
the packaging of our newsprint and its undamaged
arrival at destination points. Ensuring protection
for nearly 4,000 rolls of newsprint each day requires
careful and experienced supervision, a job in which
Dave's early training and practical knowledge was
invaluable.

in France with the famous Black Watch Regiment
of the equally famous 51st Highland Division. He
“ was captured in the attack on Cambrai, in Septem-

He and his wife, Agnes, are well-known in the
community. Both are ardent church workers, and
Dave for many years was a member of the church

his first stop at Thorold, Ontario, where he spent
three years as boss cutterman. He swung west in
1922, came straight to Powell River and picked up

back with satisfaction on a record of achievement
and service to the Company and the Community.

ber, 1917, and spent two years 1n prison camps.
Immediately after the war, he and Mrs. McBain
packed their grips and headed for Canada. He made

choir.
He is also a voracious reader of both fiction and
non-fiction, and devoted to his Ocean View garden.
As a member of the 25-Year Club, he can look
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10,000 People Came to Own

Worlds Tallest Totem
NE wintry January day a towering
160-foot cedar was felled in the
Muir Creek area near Sooke on Vancouver [sland——a tree that within six
months was to be standing again on a
new site, valued as a rare object of art
and owned by 10,000 shareholders,

who had paid 50 cents per share to
promote the project, many of whom
would never see it.

The tallest totem project was an

invention of Stuart Keate, publisher of

Victoria Daily Times. Always keen

for a promotion to increase Victoria's
stature, he had another purpose this
time.

For months past, under sponsor-

ship of the British Columbia government, three Indians, members of the
Gee-eksem clan of the Kwa-kiutl, had
been employed to renew aging totems
in the city’s [Thunderbird Park.
Recently the trio, 76-year-old Chief

dialect while weary gear-laden loggers
waited impatiently.
‘They afforded Mungo the courtesy
due his rank. He was a carver, last of

a long line of carvers, one of the few
in existence. And when he made his
choice they loaned the. white man’s
magic of a power saw, skilled fallers

and hefty bulldozers. For the tree
which Mungo chose would have defied
the best attempts of his ancestors. It
weighed nine tons and contained enough

lumber to give siding for five modern

homes.

It had to come down without splitting or bruising. A block and tackle

suspension was tried—then abandoned.

Finally, the big cats churned a sea of
mud and loggers Ted Shaw and Bill

talents, specifically the talents of Mungo,
were to be preserved for future genera-

Hemmingsen felled the forest giant into
the middle of it, hardly scoring the bark.
‘The tree was shipped to Victoria and
crowds crammed the causeway as portable cranes, also loaned to the job, lifted
the pole ashore and hauled it to Thunderbird Park.

bigger assignments should be found.

over. Out came the or

Mungo Martin, his son David and a
companion, Henry Hunt, had literally
carved themselves out of a job. If their
tions, Mr. Keate reasoned, more and
And though having the world’s tallest totem pole in Victoria may have

Mungo, David and Henry then took

double-bitted axe, the D adze or ‘‘kim-

kliu, the elbow adze “‘kunyjau,’ the

sounded at first like an effort merely to
outdo the Jones family, research proved

knives “nuquaykla’ and ‘“‘hulquakla,’’

undertaking is a tradition of the Kwakiutl.
Mungo took to the woods, scanned
almost 30 cedars which lesser experts

carving the legend of their clan’s origin.
‘The finished pole, 127 feet 7 inches

He probed and stared

cated with Kwa-kiutl dances in Beacon

the desire for the ultimate in every

chose as suitable.

and muttered at each in turn in his own

and while spectators stole the chips for

souvenirs, the craftsmen set to work
long, 40 feet greater than its nearest
rival in a I oronto museum, was dedi-

Hill Park on July 1st.

Page [Wo
Felling selected forest giant without damage
presented trying problem.

— sill Holkett Photos

Carver of totem, Mungo Martin, made publisher
Keate, right, laugh during dedication.

Stamp Honors Pulp and Paper
N recent years the Canadian Government, in common with many other nations, has begun to issue
a wider, more colorful and more interesting series of
stamps.

Among issues of special interest are the series of
industrial stamps,: depicting the major industries of
the nation. Two of these recent issues feature the
forestry and pulp and paper industries, with one of
them showing the interior of a newsprint machine
room and the paper being wound and cut. ()thers
in the industrial series include mining, weaving, oil.
In Canada generally, the special issue stamps,
illustrating industry, arts, centennials and anniversaries, are of larger denominations, and are seldom,
if ever, used on the ordinary letter postage stamps.

Normally
head.

United States and Canada are a bit cautious of risking

a living individual on its stamps, other nations do
not always observe the same restraint.

Recently, ex-

President Truman appeared on a Brazilian stamp,

following a visit of Mr. Truman to that country.

Former President Hoover's face has appeared on foreign stamps and the late President Roosevelt's head
has been honored on the stamps of several countries,
including Greece, Monaco and the Philippines.
In Canada, however, the Queen's head 1s still the

Official” insignia, and Queen Elizabeth's likeness
always appears on one or more of the current issues.

the regular 5-cent stamp carries the Queen's

This is a feature that difterentiates between the
United States and the Canadian approach to stamp
issues. In the former, it is the policy of the United
States government not to print the likeness of any
living individual on its stamps. In Canada this is
generally true with the important exception of the
reigning sovereign of the Commanwealth and his or
her immediate family. In 1939 a special issue carried the heads of Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret.
Canada, like the United States, has issued a series

honoring past Presidents and Prime Ministers. In
Canada this issue was confined to the four-cent stamp.

However, this is not to say that the head of no
living American has appeared on a stamp. tf the
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Worlds Summer Sportlight Turns.
In August this year the Russian Lokomotiv soccer team, touring Canada, played a British Columbia
eleven in Vancouver, and again the largest crowd in
Canadian soccer history was in attendance.

RITISH COLUMBIA’S fast-expanding importance in the economic life of Canada is being
matched by its growing fame in the Sports world.
since 1954, when the British Empire Games,
featuring the now famous ‘miracle mile’ were held

In two other sport spheres, rowing and longdistance swimming, British Columbia has been 1n
the national and international headlines. “[he Unz1-

in Vancouver, British Columbia has been in the sport
headlines.
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Historic moment at Henley when the British Columbia crew beat Russia.

In the fall of 1954 the Vancouver Lions, representing British Columbia, entered the Canadian
football field, and in 1955 the Grey Cup finals were
held in Vancouver, attracting the largest crowd in
the history of the game in Canada.

versity of British Columbia ‘eight’ sprung its first
surprise by taking first place at the British Empire
Games, and followed it up last year by defeating
Russias Number | crew at Henley, England. U.B.C.
will represent Canada at the Olympics and experts
consider they will be one of the crews to beat.

British Columbia has been the centre of the recent
craze for long-distance swimming. After the English

Channel’ was conquered and Marilyn Bell swam
Page four
Well-wishers waded in to greet plucky Marilyn Bell on her Juan de Fuca victory.

Bert Thomas tn Okanagan Lake,
ving to bystanders, Lumsdon stepped into water at Horseshoe Bay.

on British Columbia
across Lake Ontario, the centre of long-distance
swimming gravity has swung to the Straits of Juan
de Fuca, through the centre of which runs the inter-

national border between Canada and the United
States.

In the past two years some of the world’s most
famous distance swimmers have attempted the 20mile swim between Victoria, British Columbia, and
Port Angeles, Washington.

Until this summer, numerous candidates had
failed, and the chilly, 48°-50° water of the straits,
protected by high waves and rip tides, had defied
them all, including Florence Chadwick, conqueror

A BRITISH a
COLUMBIA

Camppett PL?
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of the English Channel.
The first swimmer to complete the distance was

an American, Bert [homas, who crossed from Port
Angeles to Victoria. He was followed by Canada s
top long-distance representative, Cliff Lumsdon, who
accomplished the more difficult feat of swimming
from Victoria to Port Angeles, and which has not

Comox

POWELL RIVER

been duplicated.

In the meantime, Canada’s ‘“‘sweetheart,’ Marilyn Bell, who had beaten both Lake Ontario and the
English Channel, started training in Victoria for the
Juan de Fuca swim and for the honor of being the
first woman to cross the tricky waters.
Before Marilyn entered the waters, the gilt was
taken off, when a comparatively unknown girl, Mrs.
Amy Hiland, successfully crossed the straits and on
the same day, Ben Laughren swam ashore from Port

Angeles, but neither reached the ultimate goal of

Victoria.
Marilyn Bell failed on her first attempt, leaving
the water after completing only half the distance.
She later tried again and was successful. More im-

portant, her time for the crossing was better than

any previous candidate and she completed the swim
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Powell River friends welcomed Geoghegan after Georgia Straits swim.

—Powel] River News Photo

~

SEATTLE of

x
Colored dotted lines show where swimmers linked Vancouver Island to
the U.S.-Canadian mainland.

This swimming craze threatened to spread to

other parts of the B.C. coast. In late August

Powell River found itself on the front pages of Vancouver dailies, when it was announced that Michael
Geoghegan, a hard-rock miner, had swum across the

30-mile Malaspina Strait from Campbell River on
Vancouver Island to Powell River.

Where all this long-distance swimming craze will

end nobody knows, but if anybody wants to try it
there are lots of other challenging swims to tackle in
these Pacific Northwest waters.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Mc. M. J. Foley's address to the California Publishers, which was enclosed
as a supplement to the last tissue of the Digester’ , has caused considerable comment and requests
have been recetved for coptes from as far away as England. Mr. Robert U. Brown, Prestdent and

Editor of “‘Edttor and Publisher’ reviewed the address in their September 15 tssue tn what we
feel 1s a fatr and realistic review. We have received permisston to reprint hts comments for the
benefit of those tnterested who may have missed the arttcle.

Shop Talk at Thirty
By ROBERT U. BROWN, President and Publisher, ‘“‘Editor and Publisher
M. J. Foley, president of the Powell River Sales

Company Limited, of Vancouver, B.C., was talking about his own operations and the newsprint

situation on the West Coast but his words make a lot
of sense for the entire newsprint industry.
Mr. Foley has just issued an eight-page brochure
with charts, diagrams and some remarks he made to
West Coast newspaper publishers about newsprint
this summer.
Speaking about price, he noted “there was some

unfavorable comment in the press about the price

increase we announced last fall. I[ think that if
there is a failure on our part here, it is in failing to
keep publishers informed of the cost picture. “The
newsprint industry is in many ways similar to the
steel industry, with very high capital investment per
unit produced. The steel industry has put a great
deal of effort into explaining its cost problems to its
customers and to the public; obviously our industry
must do more of this too.

“What some publishers seemed to object to
particularly with regard to the price increase was the
short notice given. This again may point to a failure
in keeping you informed of the facts. Otherwise the

probability of an increase would have been selfevident.”

the $4 increase last fall have been wiped out through

increasing costs since that time—notably the new
labor contract of May 1.

If true, is this generally known 1n the newspaper

business?

We doubt it.

It is another indication of

the lack of adequate communication between manufacturer and customer about problems which vitally
affect them both.

Mr. Foley also reviewed the past and future
expansion of his own company noting that in the

postwar years Powell River has increased its capacity
by 73% while the whole Canadian industry averaged

a 3/% increase. From 226,488 tons produced in
1946, Mr. Foley predicted Powell River's production
would be 401,000 tons this year and 525,000 tons 1n
1960, the latter being an increase of 132%.

Counting the expansion in the rest of the

and Canadian industry, Mr. Foley forecast a probable oversupply of newsprint in 1957 and a substantial oversupply in 1958.”
‘This 1s good news for publishers. But how did
we get into the present shortage positions? It could
be an explanation for the entire industry, but Mr.
Foley is talking about his own company:
“While business was good in the last quarter of
1954 and early in 1955, most publishers felt this was

Mir. Foley has hit the nail on the head. ‘The
periodic ill-feeling between newspaper publishers and
newsprint manufacturers, which coincides with newsprint price increases, could be avoided largely if there
were better communication between the two parties.
There 1s an occasional news story in the papers about
a new labor contract in the newsprint industry, or an
increase in the cost of woodpulp. or a new freight rate,

a short-run situation and rather than stocking up
additional newsprint, drew upon inventory.

facturers should not educate their customers beyond
what they can read in their own papers or spend a
nickel on public relations. ‘They firmly believe that

‘For example, in 1953 we had cancellations of
31,000 tons, and in 1954, 23,000 tons. We offered
this 23,000 tons on the West Coast in early 1955,
but were unable to sell a large part of it. We finally
disposed of this oversupply in spot export sales.
“By April, 1955, demand had spurted to a point
where we had to discontinue selling.
As the year progressed, what we expected (and
by all previous history were justified in expecting),
simply did not occur. cancellations virtually disappeared. I frankly confess that we made an
error in estimating. [In justification, about all we can

but it seems to be traditional that newsprint manu-

their own problems must be self-evident to their
customers, which they are not.

ror instance, take the announcement by Inter-

national Paper Sales Company this week of a $3 per
ton increase in the price of rotogravure paper effective
October 15 bringing the base price to $140 a ton.
‘This ts a longer time between announcement and

effective date than other recent newsprint price
increases have afforded.

But it raises immediately the

question:

Can another newsprint price increase be
far behind?’
A few phone calls around town reveal that such
an increase is not immunent. At least, newspaper
executives haven t heard of it and newsprint executives

say they don t know anything about it.
One point stands out from these conversations,
however: Comment from both sides indicates that
whatever advantages the manufacturers received from

“You know what actually happened. Year after
year, we have had tonnage cancellations or requests
from publishers for delayed delivery. To avoid a pile-

up of newsprint over the years, we, in line with

practice throughout the industry, have been forced to
estimate the tonnage involved and have sold these
anticipated turnbacks.

say is that nearly everyone was tn the same boat.”’
We hope that publishers have learned their lesson
about cancelling orders and drawing too heavily upon

inventory. I hey shouldnt underestimate the growth

potential of their own business and they should
remember that a ton of newsprint not produced today
can never be made up in the future.
But we won t know if the lesson has been learned

until the next time.
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VISITORS SAY THEY LIKE
OUR NEW BOOKLET
HE new booklet, outlining activities and operations of Powell River Company's newsprint and

pulp division at Powell River, has just been
completed.

Primarily published for plant visitors, the booklet
aroused favorable comment in many quarters. “The

cover, in natural color, shows the plant, wharfing
facilities, Powell Lake, and part of the townsite.
It covers generally all phases of welfare, personnel,

and operating facilities at Powell River, 1s printed in
two colors and outlines the overall organization of
the company and its subsidiaries.
There is a special flow map illustrating the mixing
process and a double-page spread showing location of

all company plants, including pulp and paper mill,

lumber mills, logging camps, and corrugated container
plants.

PPOINTMENT of Capt. William G. Dolmage,
O.B.E., as vice-president and general manager of

Kingcome Navigation Co. Ltd., towboat subsidiary
of Powell River Co. Ltd., was recently announced by
President M. J. Foley.
Capt. Dolmage, who has spent 31 years in the
towing industry, recently disposed of his interest in
Dolmage Towing Co. Ltd., which he had built up
into one of the largest towing fleets on the Coast.

He succeeds the late Floyd Kurtz as_ general

manager of Kingcome Navigation Co., which operates

1 fleet of 12 towboats in B.C. waters, in addition to
a large fleet of scows and barges. Recently the company pioneered the use of self-dumping log barges,
with operation of the huge Powell No. 1 and Powell
No. 2.
Captain Dolmage served many years on tugs as
both skipper and engineer before organizing his own
company, which he built up from a single tug.

He served with distinction throughout World

War II on loan to the Royal Navy as a salvage expert

in Iceland and the Mediterranean, with the rank of
liecutenant-commander. For his services, he was
awarded the O.B.E. (Order of the British Empire),

two mentions in despatches, and the American
Bronze Star.

Captain Dolmage brings to the company the

experience and administrative background of one of

British Columbia's outstanding towing and water
transportation experts.

Captain W. G. Dolmage, O.B.E.
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Digester's Assistant Editor
Helps Priest Write a

OF THE NORTH
NE of the few books ever written in Canada and

promptly published in the United States,

England, Australia and New Zealand goes by the
intriguing title of ““Ayorama.’’
The word has nothing to do with panorama,

cinerama or any other ramas. It 1s the Eskimo
equivalent of ‘that’s life—theres nothing I can do
about it,” and just about sums up the fatalistic
philosophy of the primitive Eskimo.
Powell River's peculiar interest in this intimate
story of the amazing Arctic people lies not only in
the fact that the book was written in Powell River,

but that one of its co-authors, Paul King, is assistant
editor of [he Digester.

‘The other co-author is Father Raymond de
Coccola, on whose true-life experiences during a
twelve-year sojourn in the Land Beyond, the unusual

Woman Csuesses

narrative is based.

Acclaimed by book critics across this continent,

in the United Kingdom and “Down Under,’

Ayorama 1s now being considered for translation

Length of Roll
OW many feet of newsprint are there,
would you say, in a double roll?
An Oxnard, California, housewife guessed

the answer in a novel contest run by the
Oxnard Press-Courier at the town’s community fair.

Asked how she arrived at 42,240 feet——
the footage computed by Powell River Company statisticians—Mrs. Robert Penrose said:
I was just standing there at the fair, trying to visualize the rolls I had seen on presses

at the Museum of Science and Industry in

[ figured four miles might be about
right for one roll, and eight miles for a double
Chicago.
Raymond de Coccola

roll.’
By multiplying 5,280 feet by eight, Mrs.

Paul King

into several European languages and even Japanese.

Of Ayorama Peter Freuchen wrote in The New

York Times: “No book that I have read contains
more details of the Eskimo’s life and mind. lt js

nothing less than a monument.
‘The Edmonton Journal critic waxed even more

enthusiastic: book bears all the earmarks of a
modern classic: wonderfully informative, deeply
moving, distinctly written and artistically arranged.’
A former assistant parish priest in Powell River,
(Corsican-born Father de Coccola now has his own
charge in New Westminster, B.C.
Paul King published a weekly newspaper after
the war prior to joining Powell River Company four
years ago as Assistant Public Relations Manager.
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Penrose got the winning figure and a $15 prize
from the Press-Courter.

Eight other fair visitors of the hundreds

who also submitted guesses, fixed the double
roll footage at 40,000 feet.
How did Mrs. Penrose happen to think of
the Chicago exhibit? Her husband, Lueut.Cmdr. Penrose and she visited the Windy City
museum five years ago when he was stationed
at Glenview Naval Air Station.
And what did Mrs. Penrose intend doing

with the prize money? Like a dutiful wife
she replied: ‘I'll take my husband out to
dinner for a change!’’

Santa Rosa Press Democrat Marks

100 Years of Vigorous Progress
N THE past few years, many well known California
newspapers, whose origins date back to the beginning of the state, have celebrated their 100th anniversary of operation. The Gold Rush of 1849 was the big

cessful editorship, the Press Democrat survived the
great earthquake of 1900, which practically levelled
the city and completely destroyed its plant and equip-

pioneered many small communities which are now

In 1927 the paper acquired the Santa Rosa
Kepublican, an evening journal, and continued to
publish both papers for several years, each with its

impetus that attracted settlers to the west, who

large and prosperous cities. [hese first settlers started
their own papers under primitive and difficult cond1tions. Some had a short lived and precarious existence.
Others struggled on, faced wars and depressions and
survived to become the large and flourishing publishing houses of today.
Among these pioneer newspapers, whose origin
dates back to 1856, is the Press Democrat of Santa
Rosa, the Voice of Sonoma County, which observed
its centennial in September.
Santa Rosa is well known to hundreds of Powell
Riverites, who have travelled up and down Highway
101 on trips to California. ‘They remember it as a

flourishing city of 30,000 population, the centre of
one of America’s richest agricultural areas, and the
‘“tumping off’ spot for the drive through the famous
Redlands Empire.
The Press Democrat started its career as a small

town paper in a creek bank settlement, which had
been in existence for only four years and whose
population barely touched the 300 mark. It was
published originally as the Sonoma Democrat, and
retained this masthead until 1897.
Today this energetic and expanding journal, the
largest daily in California north of San Francisco
Bay, employs 430 men and women, with modern
equipment including 13 typesetting machines, a 64-

page Scott press and a daily circulation of over
30,000.
In its early formative days ownership of the paper changed hands many
times, and in 1860 it was purchased by
Thomas L. Thompson, who two years

earlier had founded the Petaluma

Journal in a neighboring community.
During the Civil War, the Press Demo-

crat and the Petaluma paper pooled

resources to supply northern California s

first telegraph news service. In 1866 it
installed one of the first Hoe cylinder
presses in the state.

The modern history of the Press

Democrat dates from 1895, when Ernest

L. Finley, who was editor of the

paper for 44 years, started, in conjunc-

tion with two partners, Charles O.
IDunbar and Grant Richards, an afternoon paper, the Eventng Press. In 1897

the Evening Press and the Sonoma
LDemocrat were consolidated under the

Press Democrat, a morning journal,
published and edited by E. L. Finley
until his death in 1942.
During Mr. Finley's long and sucPage Nine

ment.

In the same year many changes in organization
and distribution occurred.

separate editorial policies.

In 1951 the Press Democrat became an all day

paper, publishing both morning and _ afternoon

editions, but the morning edition was later eliminated

in favor of the present form—four edition paper
Monday through Friday and a Sunday morning

paper that serves all five counties of Marin, Sonoma,
Napa, Lake and Mendocino.

‘The Finley family are still at the helm of the

Press [TDemocrat.

Mrs. Ruth Finley has been publisher since her husband's death in 1942, and her

son-in-law Everest B. Pearson 1s assistant publisher.

Jan Bowerman, former business manager of the
Pacific Division, United Press, has been general

manager since September 1, 1952. Arthur Volkeris
IS managing editor.
‘Today the Press Democrat is the only newspaper

in California, published in a city of less than 250,000
population, which produces multi-editions.
Four completely different and distinctive editions
are published daily. it serves 98 per cent of the homes
in the Santa Rosa city zone, 98 per cent of those in
the neighboring Sebastopol city zone and has 50 per
cent or better circulation in practically every area of
the county. It is an outstanding county paper, and
‘The Digester extends congratulations to the Press
Democrat on its 100 years of service and achievement.
Modern press at Th e Press Democrat is a far cry from its original equipment.

HE pace of new construction continues steadily,
and each day sees more equipment added, new

machinery being installed, buildings nearing completion, and other projects started.
Instalkation of Number 9 paper machine, the
giant in the construction picture, with the adjoining
finishing room, screen room and groundwood plant,

is moving quickly ahead. On the big 90’x520’

operating floor of the 262’’ Dominion machine, the
seven selectifier screens, as smartly aligned as a platoon
of Grenadier Guards, are 1n place. Sole plates have

been installed and the massive dryer and calender
stack frames are 1n position to receive the dryer rolls.
Hovering above the busy scene are two powerful

travelling cranes, while an elevator runs supplies
between the operating and ground floors. Vacuum
pumps, stock tank agitators and air compressors
have been installed for some time, and the contractors,

Northern Construction Company, are focussing their |

attention on stock, sulphite, groundwood, steam

condensate, and fresh water pipe work, as well as on

the electrical and ventilation. systems, and _ the
employees locker rooms.
Other related services already installed for No. 9

include the outside sewer system, seven towers to
connect with the mull electrical loop, a frequency

converter building (from 50 to 60 cycles or vice-

versa), a power switch yard, and railroad tracks.
An unusual feature, yet to be completed, will be
a 1,200 ft. long block flume of structural steel which

will run from the vicinity of the machine shop to

No. 9's grinder room. A 540-ft. conveyor will bring

64-inch blocks from the barker room to the flume.
The blocks will be cut on a new steel slasher deck
now being installed by mill mechanical department

crews next to the chipper room.
Groundwood conveyor in position for the four grinders.
Root conical vacuum pumps for couch presses and pickup
installed in place

The blocks will. be brought mechanically from
the flume to the four Waterous grinders soon to be
installed. Motors for these big grinders are already in
position and the electrical controls for the motors are
now being placed. Fans for the groundwood wing
have been installed and duct work 1s currently in
New office building is receiving
finishing touches.
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progress.

No. 9 ‘(wet end) with screen and grinder rooms shown on left.

Groundwood will be pumped to the exist-

ing blending tanks which will feed No. 9 and the
other paper machines. Three new pumps will be

accommodated under the elevated railroad for the job.
Sodium sulphite and zinc hydro will be conveyed

by pipe to the new machine, all pipes running under
the 15-ft. high block flume.

In No. 9’s groundwood screen room are two

washers, seven Cowan screens and four knotters all in

position. Ventilation fans are now being installed
there and a start has been made on the piping in the
basement.

Several expediters are in the field throughout the
country to keep deliveries of machines and equipment
on schedule as any hold-up at this stage could mean

a delay in the start-up of No. 9.
NEW BOILER
The steam plant, which underwent a $2,750,000

expansion and face-lifting program only five years
ago, will soon be getting another costly modernization treatment.

This is assured by the company’s decision to
install a new boiler to meet demands of the ninth
paper machine. The mill now uses approximately
12,000,000 lbs. of steam in a 24-hour day, and
plenty more steam will be needed for processing and
power when No. 9 machine goes into production.

The new boiler, a Riley type Foster-Wheeler,

will be a 275,000 Ibs. per hour oil fired boiler which
can, if necessary, be converted to a spreader type
stoker for hog fuel burning. “To make room for. itt,
number 14 and 15 boilers will be moved out, and

the building will be altered to conform with the

steam plant’s modern architectural design. Cost of
this project will exceed a million dollars.
Although the new boiler will be called No. 16,
its inclusion will bring the total number of boilers—
including two electric ones—to 15. ‘{ he reason 1s
that steam plant people, like hotel operators, scrupulously avoid the No. [3 tag.
A feature of No. 16——novel for Powell River—
will be its pressurized furnace which does not require

an induced draft fan when burning oil.
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OFRICE BUILDING
The new office building is nearing completion and

should be ready for occupancy in mid-October. ‘The
three storey, ultra-modern structure faces seaward.
overlooking picturesque Malaspina Straits, and 1s a
decided addition to municipal architecture.
NEW [LOCKERS

Visitors are highly impressed with the new locker
and wash rooms for use of cutter and Kamyr crews.

Forced hot air heating, automatic ventilation,
fluorescent lighting and glazed vitrified tiles are

featured in the smart layout in the southwest corner
of No. 4 warehouse. The location is very handy to
the Kamyr machine and to the new cutter equipment
which will be unveiled before long.
Designed by Phil Cook of the engineering department, the new locker room project was carried out
entirely by our service division employees, including
carpenters, tinsmiths, plumbers, electricians, bricklayers, millwrights and painters.

The busy drive aisle for the dryer section of No. 9 machine.

Our Undergraduate
Training Program

is Paying Off
OME years ago Powell River Company initiated
a unique plan to recruit technical personnel for
its Operation.
William Reynolds, assistant to the Paper Mills Superintendent.

‘This plan, known as the Undergraduate Training
Program, has been fully justified, and its benefits are
now apparent in operations at the Powell River mills.
The unique feature of the plan was the selection
of undergraduates rather than the common practice
of picking up outstanding graduates.
‘The program begins with the careful selection of

4 limited number of students of suitable academic

standing who have completed their first year of

Applied Science at the University of British Columbia.
‘They are employed in the plant through their summer

vacations until graduation and will, therefore, have
three vacation periods in which to acquire practical
knowledge.

The program for all students in the group 1s the
same for the first two years and includes one-half of
a vacation period in each of four major divisions of
the plant, 1.e., groundwood, sulphite, paper machines
and maintenance services.

physicist David Forsythe.

During the third vacation period, students who

are to graduate in chemical engineering normally are
attached to the control division for more specialized
work. Students who are to graduate in mechanical,

civil or electrical engineering do further work in the
mechanical departments and possibly some field of
engineering.

Throughout the three years the student is

subjected to rigid tests and examinations from top
technical officials who check his progress and his
adaptability.
The undergraduate program, as instituted at

Project engineer Leonard Murphy.
Dal Matterson, assistant to the Electrical Superintendent,

Powell River, has one outstanding advantage. When
the student has received his engineering degree, his
ability, character and personality are already known
intimately by the company. They know his strength,
weakness if any, how he gets along with fellow workmen, how he stands up under pressure, etc. And on
top of that, they are hiring an engineering graduate
who already has three years of practical paper mill
knowledge and experience behind him. I’he company
is in the happy position of hiring a young man with

proved skill and ability, who also knows what to

expect from his company and how it operates.
The benefits of the program are now becoming
evident. Several of the graduates have entered the
Powell River organization where they all hold posts

of responsibility, with promising futures ahead. An
average of 8-10 students start Powell River’s undergraduate training. An average of about two students

stay with it until graduation. Some change of their
own accord, some find it “too tough to take —and
others are weeded out during the period.
Some of the graduates who have made the grade
are shown 1n the pictures at left as graphic proof that
the “‘Undergraduate Training Program’’ was soundly
conceived and successfully operated.
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Redlands Daily Facts in New home
EDLANDS Daily Facts, 66-year-old daily, Red--

lands, California, has just moved to a new
building at 700 Brookside Avenue as part of a
$260,000 expansion program which includes a
rotary press.
The new building is one-half mile from the centre
of the Redlands business district. A forty-car parking

lot adjoins the building and was one of the reasons
for choosing the location.

An unusual feature of the 14,300 square foot
building is an open interior courtyard with glass on

three sides. [his is for the use of customers and

employees.

We believe our place of work should be pleasant
and attractive as well as functionally efficient,’’ says
William G. Moore, publisher. ‘“We have found since
moving in that the courtyard gives an atmosphere of

Special feature 1s the photographic department
with studio room and darkroom designed by Irving»
Jacobson, Hollywood. There is a small film developing room and large print darkroom. ‘There are stainless steel sinks throughout the department.
When the Daily Facts moved into its new building, it changed from a duplex flatbed to a 32-page
Hoe rotary press purchased from The Philadelphia
Bulletin through the Far Company of San Mateo.

nue
OUL. Press has a speed of approximately 36,000 per
The new building is dedicated to the late Paul
W. Moore, manager and publisher from 1897 to
1942. Mr. Moore was a president of the California

Newspaper Publishers Association. He was the father
of William G. Moore, publisher, and Frank E. Moore,
editor.

airiness, light and spaciousness to the building.

A portrait of Mr. Moore painted by Ro Rivera,

Included. in the courtyard is a tile pool and

Redlands artist, hangs in the lobby of the new building. The portrait is a gift of the front and back shops
of the Daily Facts.

Editorial, advertising and business staff personnel all
benefit from the. courtyard.

fountain. Decorative tiles are of newspaper symbols
such as a Washington hand press, linotype, typewriters, press camera and other similar things.

The building is of concrete block construction
with asphalt tile floors in offices. Industrial, grease

resistant asphalt tile 1s used in the composing room
and concrete treated with a surface hardener in the
stereotype and press rooms.

Windows are aluminum awning type. Flush

lighting panels are used in the business office and
surface-mounted fluorescent fixtures elsewhere. Ihe
building is heated by four gas burning forced air units.
Warm air is carried through perimeter run-under-slab

ducts and enters rooms through basement board
registers.

Evaporative coolers are provided for summer
cooling. In the dry climate of Redlands these have
proved efficient.

Background music is piped to 18 speakers in the
building.
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Tiled fountain in Daily Facts’ courtyard depicts items pertaining
to the newsprint industry.

a
Mr. and Mrs. B, Splinder, Mr. and Mrs. Mages, Mr. and Mrs. Lozano.

ISTTORS to Powell River in the past two months
have come from many and widely extended parts

of the world.
While California publishers and friends dominated the picture, friends from such far-flung corners
of the world as the United Kingdom and Australia

appeared on our visitors list, which includes the
following:
FROM CALIFORNIA: Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio E.
Lozano of Los Angeles, where Mr. Lozano publishes
the Spanish language daily La Opinion.

Also from Los Angeles: Frank J. White, press-

room foreman of the L.A.

Times, accompanied by Mrs.
White and their son Frank.
Robert Beals, traffic depart-

ment, Los Angeles Examiner.
Also from the Examiner pressman Leonard W. Berglund, his
wife and their two daughters,
Marie and Sharon.

James Smith, mechanical

superintendent, the Los Angeles

Daily Journal, and Mrs. Smith.
From Hollywood: The Mrs. Ednamae Chappel
‘“Voice’ of Powell River Sales

Corporation’s Pasadena office, Mrs. Ednamae Chappel,
secretary to Fred Ward. She was accompanied by her

husband, Louis Chappel.

From North Hollywood: John J. Tuttle,

secretary-treasurer of the Valley News Corporation,

Mrs. Tuttle and their son John Howard: Thomas

Mr. and Mrs. T. Gallegos and daughter Mary Anne.

Mr, and Mrs. H. Davidson, Mr. and Mrs. Le Roy Sanders,

Clarke, attorney for the V.N.C. and Mrs. Clarke.
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and Mr. L. Broze of New York.

Mr. and Mrs. F. J. White and son Frank.

From the Hanford Sentinel in Hanford: Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Magee and Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Splinder.
Mr. Magee is general manager and Mr. Splinder
advertising manager of the Sentinel.

Pressman Telles Gallegos of the San Diego

Union, his wife, and their daughter Mary Anne.

From the San Fernando Valley: Mr. Thomas

{_annan.

From Temple City: Victor F. Hawkes, of Blake,
Moffitt and Towne.
San Francisco Call-Bulletin’s production manager

Harry Davidson and Mrs. Davidson. Also from San

Francisco, Mr. Paul Munson of the Wall Street
Journal and. Mrs. Munson.

Mr. and Mrs. C. F, Sells, Mr. and Mrs. J. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
G. Hardy, Mr. and Mrs. W. Kilgore. -’

From Fresno: Mr. Charles F. Sells, production

manager, Fresno Bee, and Mrs. Sells.

Mr. Wentworth Kilgore, attorney for the

McClatchy group of newspapers, from Sacramento.

Publisher of Huntington Park Signal Le Roy

Sanders and his wife, of San Marino.

FROM COLORADO: Assistant pressroom foreman

A. T. Pape of the Denver Post and Mrs. Pape from |
Lakewood, Colo.
FROM INDIANA: Famed former Notre Dame

coach Frank Leahy, with Mrs. Leahy and five of
their children, from Michigan City.
FROM ILLINOIS: Mr. G.
Allan MacNamara, president,
Minneapolis, St. Paul 6 Sault
Ste. Marie Railroad, former vicepresident C.P.R.
FROM MICHIGAN: Mr. Lyal
Klug of Detroit Reserve Lumber
Company.
FROM WASHINGTON:: Mr.
Sieverling of the Simpson Paper

Mr. and Mrs. L. Berglund with daughters Marie (left) and Sharon.

Company at Everett, Wash.,
Mr. G. A. McNamara

with his wife and daughter.
FROM WISCONSIN: Miss

Helen McIntyre and her

nephew, Wm. Tremain, of Mauston, Wisconsin.
FROM WYOMING: Cheyenne Newspapers Inc.,
comptroller I’. Roy Cahalane, his wife and son Rollie.
Also Ralph Geddes, office manager of Rawlins Daily
Times, and his wife.
FROM EASTERN CANADA: Mr. H. A. Patterson

of the Mersey Paper Company, Liverpool, Nova
Scoti2.

And our Australian visitors, Mr. Rex Johnson
and Mr. Kenin C. Eckhardt, Research Instrument
Engineer, both of Australian Paper Manufacturers
Limited.
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Miss H. McIntyre and nephew, Wm. Tremain.

Sot Se Tae: Ans ae ae

Be Mind SSR PONS ha

Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Hawkes. Mr. and Mrs. R. Geddes, Mr. and Mrs.
T. R. Cahalane and son Rollie

Mr. J. J. Tuttle and son John, Mr. and Mrs. T. Clarke, Mr. T. Lannan,
San Fernando Valley, Mr. E. Harding of Seattle.

Integrated Operations Expand

RODUCTION of high grade hemlock for lumber
is assuming expanding importance in operations
at Powell River. This is underlined by the addition
of five shifts a week to handle the output.
Hemlock thirty-five years ago was the ‘naughty

worked out details in close co-operation with the saw-

mill division.
In the beginning hemlock logs with high grade
content were picked up in the sawmill and the high
grade strip directed to the lumber side, and the

boy’’ of the woods. Selective loggers, cutting a

remainder used for pulp.
As the market for good hemlock improved, Powell

marketable spruce, cedar and fir.

River began to sort out in its storage grounds at
Teakerne Arm (30 miles north of Powell River)
Number 1 and 2 grade hemlock logs. “hese were

timber tract, ignored this species in favor of the more

The great expansion of the pulp and paper

industry was the savior of hemlock. Deemed unsatisfactory as sawmill timber, it possessed many qualities
to make it desirable as a pulp wood.

In recent years, as a result of greater research,
better drying methods, etc., hemlock has been used
to a greater extent in the manufacture of many wood
products; but in the pulp and paper industry, selec-

tive use of hemlock has been a difficult and
uneconomical operation.

The output of high grade hemlock for lumber

has been successful in Powell River only because of

the integrated operations of the company and the
ideal conditions prevailing 1n the plant.

In the interests of forest conservation, Powell
River Company held a firm policy of trading for
pulp logs or selling top grade hemlock. But, with
our tremendous production, it was not always possible
to either trade or sell hemlock to other companies.

This condition prompted a study of the entire
situation by our planning division under Dr. Ralph
Patterson. It was passed on for practical application
to the Industrial Engineering Department, which

boomed separately and sent to the mill log pond, and
the cutting of clear hemlock became a regular practice.

Normally such an undertaking would not have
been practical or economical for a sawmill. ‘Lhe.
lower grade hemlock would have to be disposed of
either by shipment to pulp mulls, cut into chips for
sulphite pulp, etc. This meant large additional costs
in the way of men and equipment.

At Powell River, with our sawmill operating on

two shifts only, and with the equipment already
installed, these difficulties did not arise. [It was only
a question of additional manpower for extra shifts.

The result, according to industrial engineer Sid
Collicutt, 1s that Powell River Company now derives
almost 100%. full value from its hemlock species.

It helps forest conservation, in diverting to the
lumber trade logs that were formerly cut into pulp.
Ic ensures that the best and most economical use of
our timber-is made 1n the public interest.

And finally, 1t illustrates the advantage to all—
to the company, the people, and the industry—of
soundly integrated operations.
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California
Championship

Won by Our |
Pipe Band
Sena ty

Allen's Ph OoTo Service
Key to San Francisco was presented by Mayor Christopher to Company representative
W. Buhler (centre) as Canadian Consul General Eberts looked on.

OWELL River Company Pipe
Band continued its award winning

parade on its visit to San Francisco
and other California points
last month.
At the Highland Games

in San Francisco Powel]
River pipers won five indi-

vidual awards as well as
the California Championship Trophy.
In San Francisco the band was
welcomed by Mayor Christopher and

Francisco, and presented with the keys of the city.
They were later entertained at a private party by
Mr. and Mrs. Eberts.
‘They played at the Highland Games where their

outstanding performance won the grand trophy.

Special performances were given in Union Square,
at the Shriners’ Hospital, where the band made a big

impression on the children, at the San Francisco

Mrs. C. C. Eberts, Consul General for Canada in San

Veterans’ Hospital and the Langley Porter Clinic.
The band participated in the official opening of
the San Rafael-Richmond bridge; and were given an
official welcome to California by Governor Knight
at the International Day Banquet during the State

Several California hospitals provided appreciative audiences.
Here the Bard plays for Shriners’ Hospital patients.

Colorful kilties ‘made a hit with young hospital patients, who
lined up with autograph albums in the wards.

Fair at Sacramento.
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FISHING’S FINE

Sportsmen who fished in southern B.C. waters
on August 12 caught nearly 3,000 salmon and some
4,000 grilse, according to the first special sport fishing
survey of tidewater areas in the province.

Leading in the ratio of success to effort was the
Westview-Pender Harbour area, where the average
was approximately one salmon and one grilse per rod.
On the day of the census 3,000 boats were used
by 8,000 sport fishermen.

For sample of catch see picture of 13-year-old
Dougie Padgett with 20-Ib. pink spring.
One of the largest salmon caught near Powell
River the day before the census was a 45-lb. spring
hooked by Walter Graham.
Dougie Padgett and sample he “caught.

CANADA’S TOP SEA CADET

—Powell River News Photo

Seventeen - year - old

Val

Lesiuk, Jr. (see cut), son of
An eight-man R.C.M.P. force was contracted for
the Powell River municipality on August 15.

New chief of the local police detachment is

Sergeant George Pearson, formerly of Burnaby, who
succeeded Cpl. Bill Murdoch.

a Powell River Company

welder, topped the all-Canada
Sea Cadet Gunnery Course at

DENA Seen Rs 2 Cea

Halifax this summer.
An original cadet of Powell

River s 3-year-old R.C.S.C.C.

Val is now its

HELP FOR BREAKWATER

Senior Petty Officer. He re-

Future addition to Powell River’s ‘‘break water of
ships, the concrete hull of the wartime U.S. freighter

expenses for successful com-

‘“P. M. Anderson’’ (see below) has been towed to
Teakerne Arm to await the arrival of another hull
from the States when the two will be added to the
string of nine existing guardians of the company’s
log pond.
Expansion of the log pond area will be necessitated by the start-up of the ninth paper machine.

ceived $100 on top of all

pletion of the seven-weeks’

Cadet Lesiuk

cCOuUTSEe.

LOCAL FLIERS WIN

Don McKinnon, Roy Brett and Chuck Mitten
won three out of the eight events staged by B.C.
flying clubs at Chilliwack in early September.
High winds forced curtailment of the air show.
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Hull of the P. M. Anderson (foreground) which will eventually be added to Powell River's breakwater of ships.

Part of Westview’s new junior-senior high school.

NICE ADDITION

Featuring the latest in building wrinkles = and
equipment, the $438,000 Max Cameron JunuiorSenior High School is the newest show place in

LABOR DAY
Vast Timberlane Park saw its first Labor Day
celebration when the two paper mill Union Locals
staged a two-day program of games, rides, speeches

Among its main attractions 1s an airy, well

and sports in ideal holiday weather. Hundreds of
adults enjoyed the fun as much as the children on

of 350. Its first principal, David Mitchell (former

for being the first person to swim from Campbell
River to the mainland.

Westview.

lighted gymnasium with fold-away spectator benches
on one side and a large stage on the other.
The school (see above) opened with an enrolment

vice-principal of Brooks High School), has a staff of

opening day.
Festivities were climaxed with a dance in Dwight
Hall, where Michael Geoghegan was given an ovation

16 teachers.

U.S. NINE WINS

Sport history was made over the Labor Day

weekend as Bellingham Bells became the first U.S.
baseball team to play in Powell River.
Bob Cochlan’s Rodmays proved perfect hosts by
dropping enough fly balls in Timberlane’s outfield to
give the visitors both games by 3-2 and 4-1 scores.

BAGS BIG CAT
When loggers told him of seeing cougar tracks
between loon and Haslam Lakes just back of Powell
River, groundwood jiggerman Hans Johnson took his
four hunting hounds and a rifle and set out for the
described spot. He returned to his Wildwood home
with the 7-ft. long, 150-lb. beast, to the delight of
the neighborhood children (see below).

PIPEFITTERS TOPS

Mill softball champions for 1956 were [ony
Mathews’ powerful Pipefitters, who took the Electricians in the play-offs after winning the popular
league.

The league is composed of teams from various

departments of the plant and competition has been
exceedingly keen all year.

WINS $500 SCHOLARSHIP

Powell River Company's $500 University

Scholarship was awarded in August to Doreen Barrett,

17-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Barrett
of Westview. The award is given annually to the top
graduating student from Powell River high school
entering university.
Doreen averaged 80.25% in the U.B.C. entrance
examinations to win the award.

FOUND CONVENIENT
A little confusing at first, Monday store closing

seems to have found favor with store employees and
shoppers alike.

Even more popular with the shopping public is
the introduction of Friday evening shopping by leading stores in Westview and Powell River.
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One of Hans Johnson’s
hounds, his prey, and
admiring neighbors’
boys.

HARRY BACK IN VANCOUVER
We welcome back into the Powell River family
Harry Grant, who returns to the Industrial Relations

department after three years in Florida, where he was
executive vice-president of Foley Lumber Company
at Jacksonville. Harry, formerly executive secretary

at Vancouver, returned following disposal of the
assets of Koley Lumber Company.

“Our stay in Florida was very interesting and
instructive, Harry states, “‘but it is nice to be back
in British Columbia again.”’
ANOTHER SAFETY WIN
Fieart of Westminster Shook Mills’ new Moulding Plant—

Powell River Company subsidiaries continue to
set high standard in industrial safety. Recently we
published information on the record safety achievements of British Columbia Manufacturing Company,

the sticker or moulding machine.

MOULDING PLANT ADDED AT W.S.M.

One of our sawmills.

Now B.C.M.’s neighbor, Martin Paper Products
at New Westminster, has come up with a new safety

something different has just been added to Westminster Shook Mills, another of our sawmills.

informed that his plant has won the Second Quarter
Award pennant for the lowest accident frequency
among B.C. converter plants in 1956.

The latest addition is a moulding and woodenware plant, housed in a specially designed building

record. Manager Hal “Townsend has just been

Martin's Safety Committee with award.

(see picture) on W.S.M.’s_ strategically located
property at New Westwinster. The substantial
wooden structure contains approximately 22,000
square feet of machining and storage space for the
new operation. Foreman Alf Sandgren started with
an eight-man crew working one shift. It is expected
that eventually twenty-four persons will be employed
in the plant on a two-shift basis.

Equipped with the latest type of moulding
machine, the plant is designed to turn out high quality

mouldings, casings and flat finish from Douglas fir,
yellow cedar, and hemlock lumber.
Step and extension ladders, as well as other
specialties, will also be manufactured. All these will
add to the diversified wood products for which Westminster Shook Mills and its bigger brother, the B.C.
Manufacturing Company, are widely known.
The B.C. Manufacturing Company itself has long
been famous for the quality of its red cedar siding.
This product has gained international recognition,
and in modern ranch and other wood-finished homes
the red cedar from New Westminster’’ is 2‘ favorite.

Exported to all parts of the world, it is: equally

popular among home construction builders in its
native province of British Columbia.
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It has been our annual custom to extend at this
time greetings and best wishes to our many old and
new friends in all parts of the world.
And this year we hope, with deeper feelings than
for many years past, that Christmas and New Year’s

may truly be Happy and Merry.
As this 1s written, we are all wondering what the

future holds. Fears, doubts, apprehensions and
ancient enmities have brought on new tensions and
misunderstandings among the people of the globe.
The horizon is darkened by uneasiness in the Middle
East and by ruthless suppressions in Hungary. (Id
and tried friendships have been shaken, hasty judgments and musunderstandings have weakened the
fabric of our democratic partnerships and ideals.

We can only hope that by the time this issue
reaches our readers, wisdom, tolerance and under-

standing will heal the breach of mistrust and
antagonisms that threaten our security and happiness;

and that we can repeat with thankfulness the simple
and sincere wish to all for—

A Merry Christus
3

Happy Nef Vear

The Cover Picture
Glittering Granville Street—Vancouver’s retail

“miracle mile.” (See story on page 8).

Stan Laidwan

Stan Laiaqman
assistant manager and manager. He
[e222
Powell
Company
further
integrated superintendent,
its pulp,
paperRiver
and wood
operations
by acquisition
is responsible for the entire operations and all

of the plants and properties of the British Columbia
Manufacturing Company at New Westminster, B.C.
That company, one of British Columbia’s oldest
lumber manufacturers, has been in business for over
half a century and has established an enviable record
of service and efficiency.
As a member of the Powell River family, B.C.M.

construction and new development are cleared
through his office.

One of his outstanding achieve-

ments was construction of the cedar siding mill
in 1948.
‘The sawmilling business is Stan’s chief interest in

life, and he takes his job seriously, with the result

that his plant is well organized and efficiently

continues to serve world markets, backed by the

operated.

Operators.

major factor in efficiency of operations and the
welfare of employees. He has taken the lead in

reputation of its products and the skill of its
Manager at the modern British Columbia plant
is Stan Laidman, who has had 32 years consecutive
service with the company and is considered an outstanding authority on sawmill operations.
Born in Brighton, England, he came to Canada
at the age of eight years, graduated from High School
at Vernon, B.C., and for several years worked in saw-

He believes that a safe and accident-free plant is a

promoting safety at B.C.M. and his inspiration has
been felt through the entire staff. Stan's plant has
hung up all time records for safe workmanship and
many awards, including the trophy awarded in 1955
by the National Safety Council, representing two
years of accident-free operations, have been won by

mill and construction jobs in various parts of the

employees.

province.

The Digester is proud to include among its
personalities,’ Stan Laidman, manager of British
Columbia Manufacturing Company.

He joined B.C.M. as shipper in 1924, and has
been successively promoted to foreman and to general
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CONQUEST OF RUGGED COASTAL TERRAIN

ON OCTOBER 20 an historic dinner was

held in Powell River, with the British
Columbia Electric Company acting as hosts.

remarks; and movies of the power

line construction wound up an
historic and memorable evening.

Over three hundred and fifty guests,

4

representatives of many and widely. (De Powel River trans.
extended communities on the Lower

Mainland coast—Powe]l River, Sechelt,
Pender Harbor, JTexada Island, etc.—
were present. Leading executives of

swer developments undertaken by

the BC. Electric Comuany
pany on it

B.C. Electric Company, including PS Yeats.
President A. E. Grauer and VicePresidents W. Mainwaring and T.

Ingledow, were in attendance. Board

Chairman Harold S. Foley repre-

sented Powell River Company with
Reeve Ray Weaver speaking for the
district municipality.
The occasion represented the

completion of the new power
line from Squamish at the head

of Howe Sound, to Powell
River.

Speakers at the ceremonies

were President Grauer, kl.

S

dc

tremendous expansion program of the
>

The 107-mile line originates at

the Cheekye Substation near Squamish which, in turn, is connected to
B.C. Electric's transmission system.
While most of the line has been built
on wood poles, there are two major
exceptions in the case of the water
crossings, one the crossing of Jervis

Inlet which, in itself, has called for
the maximum of engineering skill

and ingenuity together with the
know-how of the construction forces.

The Jervis Inlet crossing 1s the
fourth longest aerial transmission

Ingledow and Harold S. crossing in the world. ‘he distance
Foley, with Reeve Weaver
pressing the button which
opened the power line. A

large animated colored map
of the B.C. Electric's huge

electric installations was

used as interesting back-

ground to Mr. Grauer's
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between structures is 10,100 feet or

nearly two miles. A _ navigational

clearance of 200 feet has been allowed

Unlike standard transmission
line construction where aluminum
for.

conductors are used, this crossing has
been made by the use of prestressed
steel cables designed to withstand not
Tugs pull cable-laying scows across Jervis Inlet.

ASSURES SUPPLY OF

only the tremendous stresses they would be subjected

to but also to avoid any stretching of the conductors
which would not only introduce operational hazards,

but would also reduce navigational clearance.
Another interesting feature of this interconnection
is the use of the frequency changer which 1s installed
at Powell River. ‘This piece of apparatus is necessary
because of the difference in frequency between a utility
system such as the B.C. Electric, which operates on a
frequency of 60 cycles, and the equipment in the mill
of the Powell River Company’s operations which has
a frequency of 50 cycles.
The frequency changer has a capacity of 21,000
K.W. and will function in a dual role. On the one

hand, it will convert the 60 cycle power to 50 cycles
for use 1n the mill. On the other hand, in the event
of trouble on the transmission line, it will allow for
an emergency supply from the mill to be converted to
60 cycles for domestic use throughout this territory.

In outlining the growth of the B.C. Electric

Company Mr. Grauer drew’up an impressive and
astonishing array of statistics.

‘“Between 1897 and 1948,” he said, ‘‘B.C.

Electric Company had a total installed capacity of
265,000 H.P. In the next. seven years capacity had
increased to 668,000 H.P., an increase of 244 times
in only eight years.

Plans for the next six years are
In
other words, in the coming five years we shall add to
our system more generating capacity than was built
up over the previous sixty years. ’
In congratulating B.C. Electric on the completion

for a total installed capacity of 1,500,000 H.P.

of its latest transmission line, Mr. Harold FKoley
emphasized that its benefits would be felt by the
entire area.

Reeve Weaver, left, whe declared line open, is thanked by Dal Grauer,

As a large user of electric energy, Powell River
Company welcomes this new source of power, which
ensures uninterrupted continuity of our plant operations and enables us to look forward with confidence
to the future. It is a further guarantee to the many

users of our product of the stability and security of
our operations,

The people of the district are equally happy.
They have been very patient with the unavoidable

power restrictions of recent years. Now, with

unlimited power available for domestic use, they can
carry out many long-cherished plans for moderniza-

tion and improvement of their homes, offices and
social centres.

To the business men of the area and to al]

municipal officials, unlimited power spells new and
expanded opportunity for business and industrial
growth. With this and with one of the most favored
climates in Canada to complement it, we should be
able to attract secondary industries to the Powell
River area.

“The completion of the transmission line is a

milestone in the history of the district and enables us

to look forward with increased confidence to the
future.
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Virtual end of B.C. Electric’s line in Powell River are these 50-60
cycle frequency converters.

The 10,000 ft. three-cable span over Jervis Inlet, one of the
world’s longest.

One Million Accident-Free Man Hours
Worked by Vancouver Sun Employees
Sat trae

the British Columbia Safety Council, the group was
awarded a specially illuminated trophy, representing
over one million accident free man hours of operation.

The sixty-two employees in this department

worked from October 15, 1952, to June 18, 1955,
without a day's lost time through accidents.

The million man hours award is a rare and
highly prized recognition. Safety officials state that
only two other companies have received this outstanding distinction. Powell River Company, in
congratulating the Vancouver Sun group, can point
out that the last similar award was made to the

B.C. Manufacturing Company, a subsidiary of
Powell River.

H. A. Renwick (left), Vice-President, Powell River Company Limited,
presents safety award to Sam Cromie (right), Vice-President, Sun
Publishing Co. Ltd. Charles Farrow (centre) represents Composing
Room Safety Committee.

British Columbia safety officials emphasize that
the million hour award can only be won by a group
of safety conscious employees co-operating with each
other and keeping the safety concept before them at
all times.

A million safe hours and four consecutive years

fe VELOXEES
of the Composing
Chapel of
of safe workmanship 1s a record of which the
the “‘Sun,’’ Vancouver's
largest dailyRoom
newspaper,
have entered the charmed circle of safe workmanship.
On November 23 at a special banquet sponsored by

PAINTING
in the PARK

Vancouver Sun and its Composing Room Chapel
may well be proud.

Canadian Pulp & Paper Group
Sponsors Art Awards

CANS
OAS pulp
and
paper
which
encourages
young
people
to industry,
better themselves
through various academic scholarships, is taking a
lead in another project of wholesome self-expression.

The industry now awards a $200 scholarship, a
$50 scholarship, and 32 lesser awards for the best
paintings made outdoors during the summer holidays
by children from six to sixteen years of age enrolled
in the ‘Painting in the Parks’’ contest. ‘The contest
is sponsored by the Federation of Canadian Artists
in co-operation with the Board of Parks and Public
Recreation.

Results of the 1956 contest were of singular
interest to Powell River Company people as the
winner, eight-year-old Leigh Dawson, is the son of
George Dawson, technical assistant in the company’s
Vancouver office. Leigh chose a B.C. sawmill scene
for his winning painting. Runner-up was 15-year-

old Shirley Burchak, shown at right admiring
Leigh's handiwork.
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Winner Leigh Dawson and runner-up Shirley Burchak discuss
his prize painting.
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Colorful Yule Log Ceremony Ushers in Festive Season

Christmas at the Empress
Traditional Yule Ceremony
HE EMPRESS HOTEL, Victorias venerable
pile of brick, hospitality and tradition, was

recently hailed by a British writer as one of the last

hold-outs for the ancient and honored custom of
afternoon tea.
Afternoon tea, said the writer, is fast disappearing

even in the motherland, and he found it heartening

to learn that, in the far outpost of Empire on

Vancouver [sland, it showed signs of surviving.
Those who know the Empress Hotel are willing
to wager a modest repast of tea and crumpets that
afternoon tea will be served, accompanied by the soft
music of a string trio, even after the last dowager has

departed to the Great Hotel up yonder.

lit Christmas tree. The authentic antique furniture
and the equally authentic reproductions of same are
polished to a deep, glossy glow.
Guests stepping out of an airline taxi leave behind
them the hustle of high speed travel and find themselves enveloped in an atmosphere of dignified enjoyment of the finer things in life.
The season at the Empress is indeed festive, but
in a suitably refined manner.

Naturally. the famed cuisine of the Empress

kitchen is geared to the season with emphasis on
hearty Anglo Saxon dishes. ‘This year, since the
change in liquor regulations, the wassail bowl will
flow rather more legally than during the bleak years

For the Empress does not lightly part with

of semi abstinence.

Once more, as it has ever since the Empress was

generations at the same table, will command favored
places in the chandeliered main dining room.

tradition. At this season of the year, one of its most
cherished rituals is in the planning stage.

opened in 1908, the Christmas Eve ceremony of
bringing in the Yule Log will be carried out.
Based on pagan rites which ante-dated Christianity, the Yule Log ceremony has survived in few
places in the modern world.

But, like afternoon tea, it has thrived at the

Family dinners, often featuring three and four

Christmas is not officially recognized until the
Yule log is brought in.

On Christmas Eve, staff members, dressed to the

ears, literally, in Elizabethan costumes complete
with ruffs, ceremoniously drag in the yule log to the
biggest fireplace in the lobby.

Grouped on the grand staircase, more staff

Empress, to the delight of guests and the calm accept-

ance of permanent residents of the hotel.
The hotel itself slips gracefully into the spirit of
Yuletide to a.more marked degree than even in the
stately homes of England. (‘hains of verdant cedar

boughs perfume the air throughout the lobby and

public rooms.

In almost every corner is a discreetly

members, also in costume, give forth with carols.
For a brief interlude, cares of the modern day are

forgotten, and the hotel and all those in it slip
comfortably back into the past.

This year at Christmas, the C.P.R. hotel will

once again prove there ll always be an Empress.
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The Honorable Philip A. Gaglardi

Pree
provincial
OF statethe
government,
issue
with the public—
electorate—aisbasic
the

and planned one of the most comprehensive road and

bridge building programs in the history of British

provision, or otherwise, of adequate road and high-

Columbia.

Nowhere is this issue more prominent than in
British Columbia, particularly in the last decade

Pacific Great Eastern Railway in West Vancouver—a
railroad that gives Vancouver direct connection with
Prince George in northern central British Columbia.

_*

way systems.

Recently he officiated at the opening of the

when the province has enjoyed unparalleled prosperity.and unprecedented expansion in population.
There are few, if any expanses on this continent
where road construction is more difficult or more

costly. [his is an area of 356,000 square miles,

equal to the entire expanse of Washington, Oregon,

Nevada and part of California, with a population
of only 1,000,000, approximately the same as the

single city of San Francisco. ‘To make the prospect
even more intriguing, toss 1n three mountain ranges

running through the province from north to south,

interject innumerable large rivers and lakes, and then

offer up a prayer for the man responsible for the

Simultaneously a highway is being built parallel to

the railroad. A multi-million dollar traffic tunnel
under the Fraser River to speed up traffic to and from

the United States, extension of the Trans-Canada
Highway, a new railroad connection with the oil rich
Peace River area are major projects planned or under
Way. Extensive bridge operations, including the Oak
Street bridge over the Fraser River in Vancouver, the
Fraser crossing at Agassiz and the Second Narrows
bridge at Vancouver, are making road history in the

province. Iwo years ago, Mr. Gaglardi drove in
the first car to travel the completed Powell River-

maintenance and expansion of roads and highways in

Vancouver highway.
The minister is a native son of British Columbia

Columbia.

and was born in Mission City near Vancouver on
January 13, 1913. Representing the Kamloops

this rugged, widely extended province of British

That man is the Honorable Philip Arthur
Gaglardi, Minister of Public Works for British
Columbia. Mr. Gaglardi, since his election to office
on June 12, 1952, has been very much in the public

Electoral District, he has been an active member ‘of
the community and religious life of the province. He
has received national recognition for his work with

eye and the centre of many activities and contro-

children and youth groups. _ He has been an executive
member of the Pentecostal Assembly of Canada, and

determination, has been one of the hardest-working
men in a busy cabinet, and has initiated, executed

able Philip Gaglardi.

versies. He has tackled his job with vigor and

is prominent in Rotary Club.
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A busy man with a full time job is the Honor-

Two More B.C. Weeklies
To Go Daily
de eee eo te,
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Thomson Newspapers
Continue Expansion

In British Columbia

WO of British Columbia’s pioneer weekly newspapers were acquired by the Thomson Newspapers of [Toronto this fall with the announcement
that the new owners would turn them into dailies.
Located in the famous fruit-bearing Okanagan

Valley (see map), the Kelowna Courier and the

Penticton Herald came into being soon after the turn
of the century, the Courier actually a year before the

incorporation of the City of Kelowna in 1905.
Preceded by the Penticton Press, founded in

1906, the Penticton Herald began publication under
its present name in 1910, the year the contracts were

signed for the Kettle Valley Railroad, which eventu-

The bountiful Okanagan Valley

ayoOast.
inked B.C.’s southern interior with the Pacific
During their half-century of existence the Courier
and the Herald have each had only three publishers.
R. H. Spedding published the Courier from 1904 to

1905: G. C. Rose from 1905 to 1938: and the
present publisher, R. P. MacLean, whose “rpm
signature is a journalistic hallmark.

First editor of the Herald was the late W. J.
Clement; R. J. McDougall published it from 19171940, when it was acquired by the present publisher,

(,. J. Rowland.

Both papers have kept pace with the growing
vitality of their areas and both have done outstanding jobs as community leaders for their respective
cities.

At the time the two papers were purchased by
the Thomson interests in October, the Herald was
published three times a week and the Courier twice
1 week.

As the Digester went to press, the Thomson
organization announced the purchase of another
Canadian weekly published three times a week—the

Pembroke Observer of Pembroke, Ontario. This
taised to five the number of non-daily Canadian

papers owned by the Thomson group, which includes
18 dailies among which is the Vancouver Herald, and

several radio stations in Canada, in addition to the
famed Edinburgh Scotsman and 1n the United States,

the group owns the St. Petersburg Independent, in
St. Petersburg, Florida.
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Landmarks in their respective towns are these
sturdy homes of the Kelowna Courier and the
Penticton Herald.
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A Giant Ribbon of Color

Vancouvers Granville Street
claimed to be the most brilliantly neon lit street
in the world. Vancouver has nearly 20,000 neon

signs—one for every 19 of its population—and on
this electric manufacturers base their claim of the
city s neon supremacy.

‘The original Granville name honors the Earl of

Granville, who was British Colonial Secretary in

1868. An early area of Vancouver was called

Granville and was a separate townsite until incorporation of the city in 1886. It became Granville
Street when the young city came into existence.

For many years the strongest pulse beat in

Vancouver has centered around Granville Street then

as now, the focal point of the downtown shopping
Glittering Granville Street—Vancouver’s retail “miracle mile.”

UR Christmas cover picture duplicated here,
pictures Vancouver's main thoroughfare, Gran-

ville Street, at night. [his famous street around
which much of the citys history has evolved, 1s

and entertainment I1fe.
Granville Street is Vancouver's Great White Way.
It is the Broadway of Western Canada, and the heart
of our theatrical world. From the air in the evening,

its flashing lights splash like a giant colored ribbon
through the heart of the city and continue on over
the new eight lane Granville Bridge into the shopping
area of South Granville.

Finishing Lumber Shipped in
Corrugated Packages
OME THING different has been added to Westminster Shook Mills, company lumbering subsidiary at New Westminster.
The latest addition is a moulding plant, housed
in a specially designed building, strategically located
on the company's Fraser River property.
With a latest type moulding machine, the plant
is now turning out high quality mouldings, casings
and flat finish from Douglas fir, yellow cedar and
hemlock lumber.

But this is only half the story. Adjacent to

Westminster Shook Mills is another company subsidiary, Martin Paper Products, manufacturers of

corrugated containers. And as a result of their

united efforts the two closely integrated companies
devised a new packaging for shipping of casing.
These are now shipped to consumers in the new
attractive containers of Powell River Forest Products
Limited who market the product.
Reaction has been very favorable and consumers

enjoy both the advantage of a new merchandising
appeal and the substantial extra protection afforded
by the Martin containers.
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INTERESTING JOBS

Pattern Maker
LN_JTL
the
recent
advent
of the
aeroplane
direct
road
connection
between
Powell
River andand
outside points, the district, as far as quick and easy
transportation of supplies was concerned, remained
comparatively isolated.
There were naturally disadvantages under such

conditions. But there were counterbalancing
advantages.

In particular, our plant mechanics, mill-

wrights and tradesmen, unable to obtain quick
deliveries for emergency repairs or installations, were

forced to rely on their own ingenuity, and to use
their own equipment and staffs for material that
would otherwise have been purchased from a
machinery or equipment firm.
As a result, the plant at Powell River is, in many

respects, self-reliant—and as one equipment salesman

rather ruefully remarked—‘‘a competitor of ours.”’

A typical example is the existence of a well
equipped plant pattern shop in charge of a highly
skilled craftsman. The patterns for new parts are
fashioned by the patternmaker, then cast into metal
by the foundry, finished by machinists and installed
in the mill by millwrights and other specialists.
A well-known writer, Edward Leslie, has said of

Precision is pattern-maker Norman Helland’s watchword.

the patternmaker that he must possess ‘“‘the creative
conception of a draughtsman designer, the practical
ability of a moulder, the precise skill of a machinist, ©

is Norman Helland, a thoroughly competent, person-

specific exactness of a mathematician.”

watchful eyes of his predecessor, Bill Dean (retired),

Over the years Powell River has been fortunate
in having Old Country trained craftsmen who successfully measured up to Mr. Leslie's 1deal. ‘Today
we are still lucky in our choice of patternmaker. He

locally trained, and between them they can always

the analytical judgment of a metallurgist and the

able Canadian Airforce veteran, trained under the
right at Powell River.

Helland’s helper is also Canadian born and

be counted on to supply the mill with the kind of

patterns that even a moulder who has spent a life-

time in foundry work will admire.
Helland’s helper gets on-the-job training.
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Each pattern must be tn two parts to permit casting into metal.

Roger Mart (background) and assistant operate new cutter.

ew Sheet C utter, Roll Grinder
HE pace of construction in Powell River has
proceeded with accelerated momentum over the
summer and fall months. While the principal limelight focusses on Number 9 machine, several vitally

important installations, all designed to give more
efficient service to newsprint users, are now in
operation.
Two of these are the new Jagenberg Sheet Cutter

and the new roll grinder installation.

With an improved sheet handling system of

Powell River design, the recently installed Jagenberg

sheet cutter is increasing efficiency of sheet news

production and eliminating the greater part of
operator fatigue previously encountered.

Inset: one of the 22 sets of coil
springs on which the grinder is
mounted.

Among the several modifications contributed to
the German-made cutter and its appurtenances by
Powell River technical and engineering personnel
were:

The cutter’s traversing platform which was

designed by company engineers from the manu-

facturers general drawing. The drive for the
traversing platform was of Powell River's own
design.

Also designed locally was the single overhead
hoist for loading the newsprint rolls on the sheet
cutter.

To permit a greater range of roll widths, Powell

River introduced new trim deflectors and at the same

This precision-built 72x36 inch Churchill roll grinder can grind
rolls weighing up to 50 tons.
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time lengthened the shafts of side joggers on the
layboy.
Housed in a comparatively new 50’x200’ section

of No. 4 warehouse, the sheet cutter is equipped
to handle sets of 12 rolls up to 38” diameter. It will
trim to a maximum of 94 inches, has a sheet length
range of 15 to 83 inches, and will slit to a minimum

width of 12 inches.

‘Total cost of the cutter and

housing exceeds $100,000.
An overlapping delivery makes possible speeds up

to 500 f.p.m., or 60% higher than that of the

company s present two cutters, with definite improvement in sheet-cutting and accuracy in sizes of sheets.

Equipped with twin, side-by-side open type

backstands, the cutter and the layboy assembly are

Loaded backstand and part of the cutter’s cutting section.
for traversing platform.

Note rail

mounted on a traversing platform to line up with
either backstand. ‘This arrangement permits one

backstand to be preloaded while the cutter is operat-

ing from the other, reducing down-time, between
sets, to a minimum.

A unique feature of the cutter which does away

with a monotonous occupation is an electronic count-

ing device that automatically inserts tags at any
desired count.

Aided by Powell River's
Own Modifications

Lift table keeps stacks at desired working level for the wrapper men.

Improve Production Efticiency
Maximum sheet stacking height of 44 inches is

automatically controlled, and the layboy is then
raised further, as required, to enable side withdrawal

of pallet loads on the belt conveyor.
A second parallel production line is planned for
the future. Its addition would enable the cutter to
operate at full capacity and produce approximately
14,000 tons, or an average of 198,000 bundles of
sheet news in 2, 3 or 5 ream packs.

NEW ROLL GRINDER
One of the few roll grinders in Canada mounted
on a concrete block supported by coil springs has just

been installed in a new building at Powell River
adjoining the existing No. 7 and 8 machine room.
Function of the 198 coil springs supporting the
200-ton concrete base for the 50-ton Churchill] roll

grinder is to prevent the vibration of the paper
machines from affecting the accuracy of the grinding
job. Arranged in 22 sets of nine springs each, the

vibro-isolators enable the roll grinder to grind rolls

weighing up to 50 tons to an accuracy of .0003
inches.

Such accuracy is, of course, as important to
the efficiency of an entire paper machine as it is to the

desired smooth finish of the newsprint it produces.
In addition to housing the roll grinding equipment, the 35’x147’ all-concrete building will provide
storage for scores of spare machine rolls and dryer

cylinders. A 52-ton Dominion Bridge travelling
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crane with two 26-ton motor operated hoists will
make light work of moving the heavyweights. ‘Total

cost of the roll grinder building, equipment, and

installation was $314,000.
Installation of the roll grinder and its electrical
services was performed by Powell River Company
mechanical and electrical crews under the supervision

of William Atherton, erector for the Churchill
Machine Tool Company, the supplier.
Close up of the roll grinder’s “business end.”

In This Scientifi

Forestry ‘Resea rc
Birds from a Report to Our Research Council
Z

E. G. MARPLES, Company Forester JA

HE past decade has unquestionably seen the most

rapid industrial expansion in the life of this

continent. When we start to analyze it, only one
much misused word, fantastic, can describe what has
happened.

In another article in this issue, we point out that
the B.C. Electric Company more than trebled its output of power in a seven-year period. At Powell, in

the first thirty-six years of operation, to 1948, we
worked up to a daily newsprint output of 750 tons.
By next year this will be doubled to 1,500 tons.

That is the story of all industry and development

in this fast-growing province of British Columbia.
And with this growth has come new and more
complex problems — streamlining, modernization,

new skills, new techniques, new horizons—all underlining the need for new research and study.
In our forestry department, these new techniques
and the need for extensive research are today crowding

us on all sides. Up until the last decade, our

problems were largely concerned with utilization of
our species. Long range studies and programs, ten
years ago, were less urgent and could be taken in
stride as part of normal operations.
This is no longer the case. The phenomenal
expansion of demand for wood products since 1945
has focussed attention on conservation studies, selective policies and intensified scientific research.
In the past few years we have, therefore, under-

taken an increasingly scientific approach to our
forests, an approach which is still in its infancy but

which, even in the past few years, has yielded
encouraging results.
Research projects undertaken solely by the com-

pany forest department in the past have included
many forms of applied research, among which are:
(1) Permanent plot studies in second growth
fir and hemlock.

These are long term studies which

should extend over the life of the stand, without
interruption. [heir main purpose 1s:
(a) To provide information on the reaction of
a given stand of young timber to silvicultural treatment such as thinning.

(b) To provide information on growth and
yield in the natural stand.
(2) Detailed stem measurements of hundreds of

individual immature trees, of various species and

from various sites. [hese measurements, after
laborious sorting and compilation, provide the
information essential to the construction of local and
regional volume tables, stand tables, and yield tables,
which are the basic working tools of the forester.

(3) Studies of reproduction habits of native
species on our own lands. T[hese are normally

carried on in conjunction with routine reproduction
SUI
What have we gained from these studies?
Even though our projects are, for the most part,
of a long term nature, we have already derived useful

information.

Our thinning studies indicate that a young

Douglas fir stand can be thinned quite heavily, in an
initial treatment, without apparent damage. Since

the recovery per acre will be relatively high, it will

become economically possible to: thin young stands
much sooner than we would otherwise anticipate.
Our stem measurments have given us much vital

information, particularly as checks on_ standard

volume tables used in B.C. Much of our basic
information on this and on our reproduction studies
of hemlock-balsam types have been used by the B.C.
Forest Service for incorporation in the new revised
volume tables for coastal species.
_4. comprehensive system of permanent inventory
strips has been worked out to provide periodic checks

on growth on management areas. Considerable
interest has been shown in this system both by private
companies and the Forest Service, and there is a good
possibility that 1t may be adopted for general use.

In addition to work undertaken solely by our

Forest Department, as briefly outlined above, we have

also collaborated and assisted in various projects

together with other agencies.
Generally speaking, these projects have been of a
fundamental nature. ‘They include:
a

(1) Study of a hemlock canker, previously un-

known, which was collected by company personnel,
and which provided material for a master’s thesis in
pathology.

(2) A study of dwarf mistletoe on western

hemlock.

(3) A study of squirrel damage to western

hemlock.

_ (4) Collection of specimens of two distinct but

unknown blight diseases on alder.

(5) Assistance in the study of Douglas fir

laminated root rot.
At the present time many projects of a research
nature are under way including investigations, studies
=

and experiments which should provide valuable
information.
Ais long as we were concerned only with problems

of utilization, the need for research, as suggested,
was less urgent. But now when we start growing
timber as a crop, we run into many unknowns: the

further we progress the more problems there are to
SOLVE.
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Back row (left to right) Gavin Mouat, Stan Carneff, M.L.A. for Peace River North, front row, Earle Westwood, P. A. Gaglardi and John Liersch
examine map of park area.

Powell River Company Donates

Park Area for Gulf Islands
EED to fifty acres of land, a gift from Powell

River Company, was presented to the people of
Saltspring Island in early November by John Liersch,
Vice-President in charge of Forest Operations.
The presentation was made at a dinner in honour

of Highways Minister P. A. Gaglardi and Trade

and Industry Minister Earl Westwood.
The government is to develop the two areas
involved as public parks. Forty-five acres lie along
the shore of Cusheon Lake, where trout and smallmouth bass abound. A second five-acre plot lies at
the top of a knoll which gives a commanding view

of British Columbia’s beautiful Gulf Islands. It
will be developed as a picnic site.

Mr. Liersch explained that the gift was part of

several thousand acres of forest land, mostly cut over,

which the company had purchased to operate as a
tree farm, similar to its other tree farms on Galiano
and Valdes Islands.
~ We are not only interested in harvesting trees
but in growing trees,’ said Mr. Liersch in explaining

the Company's plans to the dinner gathering of

Saltspring Island leaders.
He stated that the company hoped to follow the

same policy as on Galiano Island in contracting
logging to residents of the island. Mr. Gaglardi
praised the company for its generosity in granting

the park lands to Saltspring. He said the company’s
plan to grow trees that would not be harvested for
seventy-five years was an expression of its confidence

in the future of British Columbia.
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Lieutenant-Governor
Impressed With Visit ©
To Powell River
Since his inauguration in September of last year,
Lieutenant-Governor Ross has been one of the busiest

men in British Columbia, and with his wife has

travelled extensively and made many public
appearances.

The Powell River visit followed the same busy

pattern. His Honor and Mrs. Ross arrived in the
morning and started on a round of tours, inspections

and visits that carried through to early evening.

They inspected the Sea Cadets and Pipe Band at the

airport, visited the schools in the area—where His
Honor presented the Guthrie Shield, emblematic of
the Western Canadian Championship—to Powell
River Air Cadets.
He endeared himself to every school child in the
district when, in speaking before students, he declared:

Da an sian de arin

A distinguished soldier, Lieut.-Governor Ross inspected Air Cadettes
during school tour.

‘“When I was a young boy, and Halloween day
was at hand I used to wish [ had time in the afternoon to prepare for the evening ahead, so it 1s my
pleasure to declare, on behalf of Her Majesty, a half
holiday for all Powell River and district schools.
In the afternoon the party spent over two hours
visiting the Powell River plant, in which His Honor,
as one of Canada’s outstanding business leaders, was

keenly interested and about which he asked many

N OCTOBER 30 the Powell River district was
honored by an official visit from our recentlyappointed Lieutenant-Governor, His Honor Frank
MacKenzie Ross, C.M.G., M.C., and Mrs. Ross,
C B.B.

pertinent questions.

Following the plant tour, His Honor and Mrs.

Ross were hosts to a representative group of Powell
River citizens, and were introduced to the guests by
Reeve and Mrs. Ray Weaver.
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Sea Cadets’ guard of honor was reviewed by the Lieut.-Governor

_ on arrival,

Chairman of the Board H. S. Foley, left, introduced His Honor and
Mrs. Ross to hospital patients.

In welcoming the distinguished visitors, Mr.

Harold Foley declared that the Lieutenant-Governor
and Mrs. Ross had dedicated themselves to the job
of representing Her Majesty in British Columbia.
~ [hey have graced the office with dignity, simple
sincerity and charm,’’ Mr. Foley said.
These qualities were evident in the LieutenantGovernor's reply:
' Mirs. Ross and I have taken our duties as Queen's
representative seriously. It is a high honor and we

will do everything in our power to carry out the
responsibilities which Her Majesty and the people of
British Columbia have entrusted to us.”

It was a distinctive privilege for us in Powell
River to meet these two outstanding citizens of

Canada. - Governor Koss, today a

director of or with interests in forty different companies, arrived in Canada as a young Scottish
immigrant, ‘with fifteen dollars in my pocket.’’ He
won the Military Cross for valor in the field with
Canada’s forces in the First World War, and later,

Prominent at the reception were (from left): Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Weaver,

Reeve Weaver, Mrs. Foley
vernor.
and H. S. Foley, shown with the Lieut.

in recognition of his outstanding service to the busi-

ness and industrial development of Canada, was
awarded a C.M.G. by King George VI.
Mrs. Ross, in her own right, 1s another outstanding citizen of this country. An honor graduate

from University of British Columbia, she was a
member of the Canadian Tariff Board and during
the last war was administrator of oils and fats for

the Canadian Government. She was awarded the
C.B.E. in recognition of her service to the nation. A
tireless worker—‘‘I am up every morning at 6:30’’—
Mrs. Ross 1s well qualified to carry out her responsibilities as First Lady of our province.
Plans for Powell River's ninth paper machine were discussed by His
Honor with construction workers.

Powell River Bowler Wins in California
OWELL RIVER groundwood

superintendent Bob Fletcher kept
his home town name in front of California last month when in company

with Dick Williams of Vancouver
they took top awards in the Invi-

tational Lawn Bowling tournament
at Pasadena.

‘Teams from Canada, Great

Britain, Mexico and United States
competed. Fletcher and Williams,
two of British Columbia's outstanding bowlers, won the Second Flight

doubles and were two of the trio that
won top honors 1n the “triples.”

Bob Fletcher is shown in the
picture at the right, demonstrating
his form to Pasadena’s spectators.
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" Yous. é
Sixty-two dryer rolls, and 8 felt rolls, each

ft. in diameter, will form No. 9°s imposing dryer section.

Number 9 Machine
in the Home Stretch
ONSTRUCTION activities in connection with
Number 9 paper machine and ancillary equipBy the time
this issue reaches our readers the groundwood mill
will have been completed and all equipment installed.
The block flume is nearly completed and the new
frequency converter (see page 3) to step down the 60
cycle power to the mill standard 50 cycle equipment
ment is heading down the home stretch.

is in place.
The dryers are in place, the slasher deck has been

completed and screens installed. Every effort to
maintain deliveries is being made and expediters at
the supply source are keeping things moving.
The new general office building has been com-

pleted and staffs have moved into the bright and
spacious quarters.
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Block cutting capacity will be increased by the additional slasher deck.

a ee 6 een) are

All the various screens and refiners are in place. Above: the seven
Cowan screens.

Groundwood blocks will be carried in this flume from the sawmill to
the grinders.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Peabody,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Flagg, Mr. and Mrs. G. Kane.

Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Jorgenson

Our Fall

ISITOR

Mr. and Mrs. L. Butler, Mr. and Mrs. J. Koppang,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. B, Hart.

Other old friends who dropped in to say hello
included Mr. Conley Brooks of Minneapolis, company director and vice-president Brooks Scanlon
Incorporated; Bob Popken of Powell River Sales
Corporation, Seattle; Ray Edmonds and Captain
Fred Fowler of Canadian Gulf Lines and Ken Barton
and R. G. McHugh of Powell River Sales Company.

W/L the
of fall andthe
the
first tang
of
coldapproach
in the atmosphere,
steady
flow of
visitors is slowing down. But the past summer with
its long stretch of perfect weather has attracted the
largest list of visitors in history to this area. Many
made their first road trip over the new highway.

Among old friends and new on our recent list

are included:

Lance Butler, legal adviser for Monitor Publications Incorporated, Denver, and Mrs. Butler: Joe
Koppang, comptroller, Great Falls Tribune, Montana, and Mrs. Koppang; Steve Russell of the Monitor

Publications, and Mrs. Russell: Mr. and Mrs. Hart
of Great Falls.
From Los Angeles Times we were pleased to
welcome Mr. L. G. Jorgenson, pressman, and Mrs.

T. Spurgeon, V. Poutiainen, R. Popken, K. Barton, F. Fowler,
R. Edmonds.

Jorgenson.

From Seattle came Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Torrance,

Western Printing Company; Mr. L. E. McLean,

managing director Bon Marche, and Mrs. McLean:
Mr. Carl B. Williams, president of Rhodes, Seattle,
and Mrs. Williams.
European visitors included Mr. Travor Spurgeon
of Wood, Gundy % Company, London, England,

and Mr. Veikko Poutiainen, Finnish Paper Mills

Association, Helsinki.
Representing American Institute of Management
was Mr. Robert Perkins, who was accompanied on

his visit by Powell River Company Vice-President
W. C. R. Jones.
We were also pleased to welcome several of
Martin Paper Products’ directors from Winnipeg:
Mr. Culver Riley and Mrs. Riley; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Harris and Mr. George B. Hills, Executive VicePresident; Miss Kay Moore, of Scotland, accompanied

the Martin group.

Among visiting representatives from Pacific Coast
newspapers were:

Jack Brown, Times Journal Publishing Co.,

Portland, Oregon, and Mrs. Brown; Patrick Peabody,
San Jose, California, president of Pleasanton Publish-

ing Company, and Mrs. Peabody; Clare Flagg,

assistant manager, Los Angeles Examiner, and Mrs.
Flagg; George Kane, publisher Gilroy Evening Dispatch, and Mrs. Kane.
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Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Torrance, Mr. and Mrs, L, E. Lean, Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Williams.

C. Riley, C. Brooks, Mrs. Riley, G. B. Hills, Jr., Miss K. Moore,
Mr, and Mrs. J. Harris, H. Urquhart.

EIGHT MORE AIRBORNE
Powell River maintained its reputation for airmindedness as eight more civilian student pilots, all
members of the Westview Flying Club, received their
WINGS.

The successful octette were Charlie Mouat, Brian

lI) Aoust. W. Medlock. Charles Ford. Roland Bourrassa, Mickey Scromeda, Jack Ismbree and Dennis
Mickinnon.

HERE WE GO AGAIN!
Winter sports came into ther own in October-

November as ice hockey, curling. skating. badminton
and basketball were added to soccer, alley bowling,
and professional wrestling.
Their culinary efforts swelled Hospital Auxiliary funds.

‘See story}

Hockey at once re-established itself as the top
spectator sport when more than 1,200 saw Home Gas

EATS RAISED DOUGH

come from behind to nose out Rodmays 7-6 in the

An enjoyable public breakfast in a grocery store
enriched the Powell River Hospital Auxulary treasury
by $200 on October 20. A dozen volunteer cooks
were kept busy all forenoon dishing out sausages and
hotcakes to the steady Jine of customers.

scored the winning goal to electrify the noisy crowd.
Welcome newcomer to the local sports scene ts

Orris Sage breaking up the season's hockey opener.

league s opener.

(See story?

Defenceman Orris Sage (see picture )

inter-high competition on the soccer pitch and

basketball floor between Brooks {Powell River) and
Max Cameron (Westview) Eligh School squads.

LUCKY WINNERS
Chief prize at the 1956 Powell River Exhibition,
a beautiful new hardtop car. was won by rewinderman Gordon Knibbs, who wasted no time in taking
his family (see picture) on a motoring trip through
B.C..’s interior. Proceeds of the draw sponsored by
Earl Jacobson and his Powell River Motors were
turned over to the Wulingdon Arena Fund.

A $1,000 attendance prize at the P.R.E. was
claimed by logger John Uhiesson.
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Car winner G. Knibbs and family.

(See story)

TOWN PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE

Opinion of all Powell River Municipality
residents of the type of planned development they
would personally prefer in the area between Powell
River townsite and Westview 1s being sought tn a
district-wide questionnaire sent out by Professor
Peter Oberlander, engaged by Powell River Company
to lay out a systematic long-range program.

ACCURACY PAYS
‘Two bears, each weighing about 1/7) pounds,

were shot within a half-hour in his Wildwood
Heights orchard by Jack Banham, Sr., control room
Operator.

[t wasn't the first time in the last couple of years

that Jack shot at uninvited bruins. But this time
he made sure by having the kinks in his rifle barrel
corrected by Alex Gall of the Statistical Department.
COOLING EFFECT

The Moose Lodge's free ice skating party for
youngsters was probably responsible for the relatively
quiet Hallowe en. Rain also kept a lot of pranksters
off the streets.

A more ambitious Halloween skating party ts

already in the Moose books for next year.

Miss Powell River (Gail Sloboda) kicking off soccer season’s opening.

A NEW LOOK AT LUND
Berthing space of 1.400 feet for commercial craft
is provided in the new fishermen’s harbor at Lund.
ten miles north of Powell River.
A solid ramp leads out to the floats which are
protected by four floating break waters. Eventually
it is hoped to replace the latter with an extension of
the present rock wall.
FKE’S SLOGAN HELPED

Taking a leaf out of U.S. Elections helped

Michele King (see picture) become the first president

of the Max Cameron Junior High School Council.
Devised by her campaign manager, Sharon Maclean,

such catchy slogans as ‘I like Mike appearing on
paper head bands. bow ties, and other signs helped

Mike’ to an easy victory,

NAVY DROPS IN
Latest Canadian Navy vessels to visit Powell

Kiver, minesweepers H.M.C.S. Digby and Brockville,
dropped anchor here on October | 3. With some 70
reservists aboard, they later proceeded to carry out
exercises in the Strait.

HE KNEW THE SCORE
No one 1n Powell River welcomed the result of
the final World Series game with greater joy than

equipment installer William Bayko (see picture).
‘The 9-O Yankees win brought him $2.400 from
a draw the boys organized on the No. 9 machine
construction scene. Part of Baykos winnings were

promptly used for a weeks hunting trip in the
C‘ar1po00.
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School election winner Michele (Mike) King and jubilant campaign
Manager,

(See story}

The Yankees win was worth $2,400 to him.

(See story)

CAMPS CLOSE DOWN AFTER GOOD SUMMER

A record for brothers in the Powell River family was set this fall with
six Robertson brothers (and two brothers-in-law, not in picture) on
the Company payroll.

As we go to press, the first chill blasts from the
north are penetrating the northern and central areas
of British Columbia. ‘The first flurries of snow have
fallen on our forested slopes and most of our logging
camps have closed down for the winter season.
‘The past summer has been unusually favorable
for logging operations. Despite occasional periods

of low humidity, there was no extended general
forest closure.

SIX BROTHERS ON THE JOB
What is believed to be a record or near record
for a group of brothers working in a single plant has
been established at Powell River.
The Robertson family has six sons all employed

in the mill, all of whom have migrated from the
prairies. The sixth arrived a month ago. In addi-

Some camps ceased operations for a

few days—and for some time the early shift from

four o'clock in the morning until noon was common,
but operations were never seriously disturbed either
by weather or labor disputes.

As a result, inventories have been built up to

adequate levels to keep our mills in operation until —
the logs start rolling again in early spring.

tion, two brothers-in-law are also on the Company
payroll.
We are open to correction, but we do not know
offhand of any industrial plant in Western Canada
with a similar record. We would be pleased to hear
from any of our friends in the industries who know
of a similar six-brother team in a single plant.

Giant spruce log, which will have to be dynamited before it faces Powell River Co. splitter saw.
King-Size log dwarfs scaler Les Johnson, as he
measures 13-foot butt on 24-foot log. It contains

MARTIN PAPER APPOINTMENTS

log. Log was felled at Juskatla camp in Queen
Charlotte Islands, operated by Kelly Logging

Several new appointments are announced by
Executive Vice-President George B. Hills of Martin

TOO BIG TO HANDLE

12,475 board feet, over three times size of average

Company.

Paper Products.

Mr. Donald Blackburn has joined the Winnipeg
office as Director of Production. He is an industrial
engineer and has spent several years in the container
business.

Mr. A. J. Lowe, formerly Production Manager
at the New Westminster plant will develop a new
section on customer service and package development.

Mr. R. C. Lemon, formerly manager of a large
corrugated container plant in Albany, Georgia, has
been appointed Production Manager at New Westminster.

Mr. Leonard (Lefty) Gaunt, Superintendent at

the Calgary plant has been appointed Superintendent

of the New Westminster plant.

All of these men have a background of many
years in the corrugated container field and their
extensive experience will prove valuable in their
particular positions.
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TO ALL OUR FRIENDS THE WORLD OVER
FROM ALL DIVISIONS OF POWELL RIVER

COMPANY LIMITED ...OUR VERY BEST
WISHES for CHRISTMAS and the NEW YEAR!

